"When "BRETHREN" manifest the spirit of the DRAGON = to make WAR upon those who believe that God has communicated LIGHT and COMFORT to them through the "TESTIMONIES" = IT=IS=TIME for the Brethren and Sisters to assert their LIBERTY and perfect FREEDOM of CONSCIENCE. God has given them LIGHT..."THEY" have brought with them into the Meeting... Angels of DARKNESS... Here is where THOUSANDS will make SHIPWRECK of Faith... May the Lord save you from SELF-DECEPTION." T4:245-6. "...though concealed in SHEEP'S CLOTHING - inwardly they are RAVENING WOLVES!" MB 145(208-9.) Ev.598. T4:377. GC 67,237. SM 2:99. ST 2: 499. AA 412. RH A1:542. PP 191. DA 352.

"He makes the Case a GRAVE one. She was DRUGGED-TO-DEATH!
SHE=WAS=MURDERED!"

DC 52. SM 2: 441-2. MM 139.

"(USE) ROOTS and HERBS... without DRUGS!"
MM 230,234-5.

"REFORM the Medical practice. ...The Lord does not want ANY- ONE to labor as His "REPRESENTATIVE" who follows... WORLDLY PHYSICIANS... WORLDLY POLICY... ROB- BERY... CHARGE a LARGE SUM for a few minutes Work... When a Time comes that Physicians CANNOT do this, the Lord would have NO MORE MEDICAL INSTITUTIONS ESTABLISHED among Seventh-day Adventists." MM 125-6. PUBLICATION #607.
RED ALERT = !!! We are coming near the last Word in what may be our Last Paper. This is April 9 1986. Much has happened since the Last Papers were put out. 2 of the highly esteemed Medical Fraternity of the HOEHN DYNASTY = have CANCER. DR. ED passed away with it = March 17 1986. DR. GUS was operated on for it. - March 20 1986. 

I HAD HOPED = one of them = since they had Retired = MIGHT have INVESTIGATED "CANCER CURES" - Trail-Blazed by the NATION-AL HEALTH FEDERATION and AFFILIATES. But no = "THE CHURCH" turned down "CANCER CURES" that came to them = and they could not do anything but what "THE CHURCH" approved. "THE CHURCH" is their IDOL and their god. No matter if they pass out of the Scene of Action = 100 more are ready to step into their Boots. On the March to "OMEGA"=SM 1:204-5. 1961=NICHOLS of the "LIFE and HEALTH(??)"=magazine = later promoted to EDITOR of R &H = his ARTICLES against UNORTHODOX MODULATIONS = such as Sr. White's RED CLOVER BLOSSOMS used by DR. HOXSEY for the Treatment of CANCER = was LABELED=LIBELLED=CONDEMNED=ACCUSED=by NICHOLS using Church TITHES and OFFERINGS to Foment unremitting WAR on the "NATURAL TREATMENT SCHOOL" = by FORMING "A NEW ORGANI-ZATION"=(SM 1:204)=that we are NOT to: "ENTER INTO...for this would mean APOSTASY=FROM=THE=TRUTH!" (SM 2:390.)=but a little thing like THAT would NEVER stop the likes of the TYPE of/or disposition of NICHOLS = until his "NATIONAL CONGRESSES ON HEALTH QUACKERY" was STOPPED COLD as the NHF met them HEAD-ON in WASHINGTON = 1963. As The Angel of the Lord reached in and tore open his AORTA=(RUPTURE of the MAIN ARTERY leaving the HEART = same as going for the "JUGULAR"!) YOUNG (Wet=behind=the=EARS = BORNEO Adventists) in the last 5 or 6 Years went:"HOSPITAL CRAZY!"=ran into a ONE "BILLION" DOLLAR DEBT=that they will NEVER PAY OFF! They will LOSE, and are LOSING = ALL=THEIR=INSTITUTIONS=TO=GOVERNMENT=CON- TROL around the World. Repeating the History of UNREPENTANT ISRAEL as they went into SLAVERY to BABYLON...

EVEN NOW they have to take ORDERS from their SUPERIORS in every Institution=the SELL OUT is almost COMPLETE to the AMA=FDA=WCC=NCC=as the Unholy TRINITY=WILSON=JARVIS=DEVNICH=(KD+A) as PREDICTED in SOP 1:306 = the GROUND to OPEN UP as God's people pray: "IT IS TIME, LORD = for Thee to Work, for they have made void Thy LAW!". TM 373 to 376.SM 2:367-375. THE WILSON=JARVIS=DEVNICH WOLF-GANG now calling in the LAW and LAWYERS=("HEALTH FREEDOM NEWS" 212 W.Foothill Blvd. = MONROVIA, CA 91016. 100 copies for $50.00US plus POSTAGE). "DOES JARVIS REPRESENT THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS?"=FEB.1986. (You will pay the Wages of that OUTFIT = ??? SHAME=ON=YOU!)

This is a Call to Arms! Will you be with the "WISE"=or with the "FOOLISH"?....TITHE is your VOTE! -1-
We have changed Paper. From "PACIFIC COPY" OFFSET Paper = 16 lb. = to "ISLAND COPY" DUAL PURPOSE Paper = 20 lb. Many Paper Suppliers no longer handle 16 lb. Because 20 lb. causes far less trouble. We were using 16 lb. because of 3.53 Ounce limit = but now that we are under "BOOK RATE" we add 1¢ and can ship 2½ Times as much to any Country in the World. Now that Postage has gone up = CANADA has the HIGHEST TOTAL RATES of any Country in the World!

We used to be able to put out 3,000 Copies with these Paper "MASTERS" = Direct Image Masters prepared with a Carbon Ribbon Typewriter = but now with this HEAVIER=GLOSSIER PAPER=it just happened that we put out 1500 Copies of the "BOB WHITE" paper = and some Direct Image Masters were so Beaten up = they started to fall apart with 1500 Copies. We may be able to make 2,000 Copies by setting the Machine just so = and perhaps 3,000 Copies with "GOLD BACK" Masters. (By mistake we have 400 "BLUE BACK" Masters that we want to use up =) and this happens to fit in with our Plans to go with 1500 Copies so we can put out MORE PAPERS to meet the Demands of the Hour. "TRACTS" has quit = as have many others due to HIGH COSTS = (PHYLLIS PORTER and SHERRY RILEY *= PO Box 774, VENETA, OR 97487 will still put out TAPES = (2 for $5.00.) and WE PREDICT they will put out the OCCASIONAL PAPER if they receive enough SUPPORT.) Many others have quit having anything more to do with LUKEWARM "LAODICEANS." As a useless venture. Many others are BARKING up the WRONG TREE...not knowing what it is all about. If you have a worth-while Paper that should be Printed = contact Sr. PORTER and she may put it out for you = she has a MAILING LIST all ready to go.

Find out the Cost...

(her List would be ready to hear a "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY!")

(NOUGHT ELSE is of any Value now in this "OMEGA HOUR."

If you seek a Following with "SMOOTH THINGS" = forget it.

We have an over-supply of such "SOOTH-SAVERS" now. The "SPIRIT OF ELIJAH" would say they can "DROP DEAD!" with their man-made "god" = WCC WILSON = any Time! TM 356 to 367.

"WHOLE CONFERENCES are being leavened...the Lord is about to TURN and OVERTURN in the INSTITUTIONS called by His Name. Just how soon this REFINING PROCESS will BEGIN = I cannot say, but it will not be long deferred. He whose FAN is in His Hand (EW 81-3.ARA 264. ST 3:191,246,277,317, 333,368. T6:132,261. COL 117. SM 1:266. PK 409,641.)-2-
(You see how much LIGHT we were able to give you on 1/2 of a Sheet of Paper? Let's see how much more LIGHT we can give you in another 1/2 of a sheet of Paper! Those who LOOK UP some of these References will receive MUCH MORE LIGHT!)

LIGHT FROM TM 373:

(Based on Psa.119:126. See also 92-4,97 to 100,104-6,111.)

"THE LORD is about to TURN and OVERTURN in the INSTITUTIONS called by His NAME...Will it pay to take a course ABHORRENT to God? Will it pay to put upon your Censers STRANGE FIRE? ...and say it makes NO DIFFERENCE? (As the "20-Year Preachers" are now saying? "IT=MAKES=NO=DIFFERENCE!" is that the BOOKS have been CHANGED?)

"I appeal to my Brethren to WAKE UP! Unless a CHANGE takes place SPEEDILY, I must give the FACTS to the people, for this state of things must CHANGE; UNCONVERTED MEN must no longer be MANAGERS and DIRECTORS in so important and Sacred WORK. With DAVID we are FORCED to say, "IT=IS=TIME for Thee, Lord, to WORK: for "THEY" have made VOID Thy LAW." TM 373.

"The World is fast reaching that point in INIQUITY and human depravity when God's interference will become necessary. AND=AT=THAT=TIME His professed followers should be more marked for their fidelity to His Holy LAW. Their PRAYER will be that of David: "It is TIME for Thee, Lord, to WORK: for "THEY" have made VOID=THY==LAW!"...Soon God's people will be TESTED by FIERY TRIALS, and the GREAT PROPORTION of those who now APPEAR to be GENUINE and TRUE will prove to be BASE METAL...they will COWARDLY take the SIDE of (MARTIN=BRINSMEAD=RAE=FORD=PAXTON=BILLY GRAHAM=ORAL ROBERTS=THE PAPACY=ILLUMINATI="NEW AGE"=WCC=NCC="IN COMMON"=MAXWELL BOOK=FULLER THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY="LOVE=ABOVE= LAW!")...they will COWARDLY take the Side of THE OPPOSERS... when the (HAMMILL) MAJORITY forsake us, to FIGHT the BATTLES of the Lord when CHAMPIONS are FEW = THIS=WILL=BE=OUR TEST!" T5:135-6. "THE TEST will surely come..."p.137. RH A1:297. A5:245. BRISBIN 11.T2:130. Ev.361. T1:608.T5:463,536.

THE TO VIRGIN PARABLE

is the Answer. WRITE to ANN: Demichael for a Copy: 2924 Penny Lane, Youngstown, OH 44515. (She wants OTHERS to write the ESSENTIALS of "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" in their own LANGUAGE.) Write it out so it can be XEROXED and send it to your own people. Also the 1846 BROADSIDE in your own Language and to your own people. WE CAN HELP: YOU GET STARTED! SR. PHYLLIS PORTER has a wonderful XEROX MACHINE, she could DO THIS FOR YOU. Also if you check with PRINTERS they will XEROX at surprisingly LOW RATES. DO=IT=NOW! You have been ASLEEP too long. This is WAKING UP TIME!
Now we come to: "LMN"=Rt.4,Box 94C, ST. MARIES, ID 83861.
This turns out to be: "LAYMAN MINISTRY NEWS"= JEFF REICH.
DEAR HOEHN RESEARCH:

6/29/85.

I have just received the Booklet "WILSON THE OFFSHOOT". I was rather shocked at first because you had VANCE FERRELL'S name on the bottom of the Book. It, at first glance, made the Book look like it was written by Vance. This grotesque, un-Christ like picture on the front is going to do damage to Vance's ministry. The people who gave me the Booklet told me it was put out by Vance. I disagreed, because I know Vance would not put out such a slanderous picture to do the work of furthering the Kingdom of Christ. It is out of Harmony with the working of the Spirit of Christ. Now I wonder how many other people thought the same thing my friends thought? If Vance would have resorted to this kind of tactic, I would have stopped all support to him.

You need to check out the Book by E.G.WHITE called "COUNSELS TO WRITERS AND EDITORS" before making publications to the public. I started a work similar to what you are doing, before reading this super book. It changed much of my style. We have been putting out the Laymen Ministry News letters for two years. Also studying the 1888 message has influenced our style. I suggest you too check the Spirit of these messages out. It is a solemn work making publications that reflect the character of Christ, let the TRUTH do the cutting in a meek and quite spirit. Do not resort to the damaging work of slander and Satans methods to try to further the work of our Master.

Much of what you are saying is truth, but do not let that truth, or I should say, do not use that truth in a way that will give you a bad name or a bad name to your ministry. Do not use the truth as a whip or a scourge. Check out Evangelism, page 173 and 168.

I have enclosed a back issue of one of our old newsletters. Do not let the present Apostasy and un-Christ likeness of the leaders cause you to turn your guns upon the Church. This is a common human reaction to being hurt by the tares in the church. We need to be the John the Baptists, the Elishas, the true followers of the Master Jesus in our day. We need to reflect His Character, His way of teaching, His way of caring, helping, warning, teaching, encouraging.

May Christ Bless your Lay Efforts, JEFF REICH.

(THE COMPLETE LETTER = NOTHING MISSING.) Then he makes the mistake of sending "LMN"="LAYMEN MINISTRY NEWS"= JULY 1984. -4-
WHAT = III

You refer me to: EGW = CHRIST = JOHN THE BAPTIST = ELISHA = ?

ELISHA: ELISHA went along = JUST as you think he should.
Meek - Mild = not raise his Voice. Yes, I have had 100 tell me this. I have had perhaps 2 Dozen write the same way. That they felt the SAME AS I DID = until "THE SPIRIT" transformed their Character. And now they let ANYTHING go by and it does not bother them ONE BIT. They sit in the back Pew and take it all in...(and ask for more.)

NO. I do not think they were Converted by the Holy Spirit. I think their Consciences were SEARED as with a Hot Iron so they are beyond Feeling. I ACCUSE YOU = JEFF REICH = of being a HYPOCRITE = your Letter so SMOOTH = so RIGHTEOUS (SELF-RIGHTEOUS) = telling me, laying down the Law to me = THAT = YOU = DO = NOT = KEEP = YOURSELF! For you made the MISTAKE of sending me your JULY 1984 NUMBER = where you quote ELLEN WHITE = (that VANCE FERRELL will NOT QUOTE!). = that HOEHN will quote = so you are more with HOEHN that you are with FERRELL...and yet you want to play both Sides toward the Middle. WE SHOULD NOT CONDEMN THE CHURCH! You are both CRYING BIG CROCODILE TEARS = setting the PATTERN for all others to follow = and they are following you = EVERYTHING ELSE THE CHURCH IS DOING = DRUGS=WAR=CIVIL DEFENSE=OPERATION WHITE=COAT=ONLY ONE CHURCH=THIS CHURCH IS GOING THROUGH! STAY WITH THAT CHURCH. Let the Hungarians come BACK to THAT CHURCH! When the HUNGARIANS DID what YOU should have done = call people OUT of that IMPIOUS WHORE of T 8:250. And do it like it says 251. START A "REFORMATION FROM WITHIN" or from WITHOUT = ???. The Lord does not come to "GATHER"=(SEAL!)=the "OUTCASTS"! If you thought so - WHY do you call the HUNGARIANS BACK = ???. Why do you not tell them to CONTINUE! Set an EXAMPLE for the Rest of the World! Go there to find that they are HAPPY = much HAPPIER than the WCC LOVING WILSON."OFFSHOOTS"=go there to tell us of how HAPPY they are since they LEFT=THE=CHURCH! Not make it your BOUNDEN DUTY to covert WILSON=FAX by methods that you deplore = TURN=YOUR=GUNS on the FEW and the TRUE = just like it shows in TM 22-3. RH A3:90. SERIES B:31-2. AA 219. A4:328. PK 142, 385, 723. GW 20, 153, 207, 466. PP 404. T6:400. SM 2:373. SG 3+4(Center)13. T2:637. T3:253, 256, 316. (And I have a Dozen MORE!). DONT=TURN=YOUR=GUNS on the FEW who are still TRUE! And for Heaven's sake = do not think SO MUCH of your CIRCUMCISION "CHURCH-MEMBERSHIP" that you want the HUNGARIANS to come BACK to your Kind of CIRCUMCISION = and CRY and WEEP BIG CROCODILE TEARS before WILSON your "SAVIOUR!!!" (HIGH=PRIEST)=they cannot live outside that SYNAGOGUE=CIRCUMCISION! What ROT!
THE BATTLE NOW JOINED:

(1) Does "SPEWN OUT!!" mean "GOING THRU"?

(2) Those who are "OUT!!" Do we call them back "IN"? = LIKE=THE=AWAKENING=DID= 1960 = ??

(3) Is it a SIN to remain IN...or a SIN to remain OUT?

(4) If you want to go by the BIGGEST CHURCH = the BIGGEST CHURCH is OUT! Their own figures. In all large Cities there are more "EX-MEMBERS" than MEMBERS. Under the PIERSON-WILSON ADMINISTRATIONS = OVER ONE MILLION WENT OUT! If you go by VANCE FERRELL = the "NEW THEOLOGY" is moving "IN!!" Do you stay "IN"! with the "NEW THEOLOGY"? Is the WCC the ONLY SIN?

(5) So that if WILSON GIVES UP the MEMBERSHIP in the WCC = the REST of the "NEW THEOLOGY" is O.K. = ??

(6) YOU APPROVE IT? You speak like a CATHOLIC = FRANCIS CARDINAL SPELLMAN = put his NIHIL OBSTAT and IMPRIMATUR = this ARCHBISHOP OF NEW YORK = August 20, 1960 = wrote: "THE PAPAL PRINCES" = a History of the Sacred College of Cardinals = Glenn D. Kittler. (MIGHT FIND ONE IN USED BOOK STORES) =

(7) THIS CATHOLIC BOOK = says the SAME THING you and VANCE FERRELL are saying = the Papal Princes are NO GOOD = so EXPOSE THEM! DECLARE THEM! But the DOCTRINE remains INVIOLATE! The "PERFECTION" of the "CHURCH!" Do not let the Actions of the HOLY SEE in WASHINGTON, D.C. = effect your FAITH in the ultimate INFALLIBILITY and PREDESTINATION! STAY with the beloved CATHOLIC "CHURCH!!"

(8) "Another STEP in PAPAL ASSUMPTION was taken, when, in the 11th. Century, POPE GREGORY VII, proclaimed the PERFECTION of the ROMAN CHURCH. Among the propositions which he put forth, was one declaring that THE CHURCH had NEVER ERRED, nor would it ever ERR, According to the Scriptures...THE PROUD PONTIFF...this advocate of INFALLIBILITY." GC 57. 1884 GC 60. GC 59,128,564

(9) Those whose MINDS have been so WEAKENED: "GOD=WILL=NOT= ENTRUST the care of His precious Flock to men whose MIND and JUDGMENT have been so WEAKENED by former ERRORS that they have cherished, such as so-called "PERFECTIONISM" ("I AM SAVED!" "MY CHURCH IS GOING THRU!"
"PERFECTIONISM and SPIRITUALISM...Although they may now feel FREE=FROM=ERROR and competent to go forth and to TEACH ("LAYMEN MINISTRY NEWS") COMPETENT to go forth and TEACH this LAST MESSAGE = God will NOT ACCEPT THEM."
EW 101-2. "He will NOT entrust precious Souls to their care!" 102. GC 57. MM 89,91,93,98. EW 50,62,63,77,94, 98,123.

-6-
THE BIBLE AND THE SOP ARE NOT "INNERANT!" nor "INFALLIBLE!" but WILSON IS! (or at least "THE CHURCH" is!). So if the HUNGARIANS in 1985 or the "OFFSHOOTS" in 1966 want to be "SAVED!" = go BACK to this INFALLIBLE "CHURCH!".

What happened to the MIND of RDB who taught that in 1960? How does his MIND work Today? Or do you not want to "JUDGE!!! HERE=THE=BATTLE=IS=JOINED:

"ARISE, LORD, and JUDGE Thy cause... A Wild Boar has-invaded Thy Vineyard." "THE PAPAL PRINCES". p.230.

CARDINAL SPELLMAN could endorse that in 1960 = but we CAN NOT go even as far as THAT! Now we go to:

ELISHA

The mantle of ELIJAH fell on ELISHA = ELISHA obtained TWICE the "SPIRIT" of ELIJAH! Then what did he do = ??? You Advent- ist Preachers sure have a way of avoiding THE TRUTH! THE OLD INDEX AVOIDS IT ALSO = we have to turn to the NEW INDEX to find:

ELISHA CURSING!

Not just "WORDS" but "ACTION!!!" We THRILL that God, the God in Heaven = does not ANOINT men of COMPROMISE or what men THINK is "HUNILITY" = like MOSES the "MEEKEST" man on Earth. (To God = NOT to men!) = NOT to REBELS! He closed the Waters of the RED SEA on a whole ARMY OF REBELS! He hung 3,000 Heads in the Sun to Dry = BEFORE=HE=PRAYED for those that were LEFT! PP 324. SOP 1:250-1. BALAAM is the man you would "UNDERSTAND"=MOSES ORDERED 24,000 of BALAAM'S "CHURCH" to be DESTROYED! SOP 1:328. WITH THE SAME SPIRIT = ELISHA = called on the BEARS = 42 long-hair Zoot-suter HIPPIES = like RAE = BRINSMEAD = and = NUMBERS = "MOCKED!!"=for the Last Time. PK 236. When this History is Repeated = the "COULDN'T=CARE=LESS" and "INDIFFERENT" =T1:180-1 = will confess their Sins before all = in words of "BURNING AN- GUISH"=and will Bow at the Feet of the Saints = "TOO LATE!!" WTF 15. It will not need Elijah's "SWORD"=nor Elisha's "SHE- BEARS"=when the Lord(not Vance Ferrell = not Jeff Reich!)= "THE LORD will cut off from Israel = HEAD and TAIL.=in one Day. The Ancient and Honorable, he is the HEAD, and the Pro- phet that teaches LIES = he is the TAIL. For the LEADERS of this people CAUSE them to ERR; and THEY that are led of them = are DESTROYED."(He shall be BURIED with the BURIAL of an ASS!" Isa.9:14-16. Hosea 10:15. Amos 7:8,9,17. 8:2-3,10-14. Jer.22:19. 23:1-4,11-33,39,40. PK 276-286. RH A6:404-5.) Where did you get this wonderful "LIGHT"=it is alright to run down the LEADERS = but not the "CHURCH!!" = ??? That is JESUITISM! 'SEAL OF GOD' CHAPTER=" T5:211-2. You see PEOPLE, like PRIEST="ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211-2. -7-
TEACH THIS = THE CHURCH BECOMES LIKE THE LEADERS = FALLEN LEADERS = FALLEN "CHURCH"=the Church is no Better than the Leaders they tolerate. You there every Sabbath, you cannot hold your own Meetings = you have to hear ERROR heaped on ERROR = every Sabbath from that Pulpit = TRAINED BY "HOLY ROLLER" PENTECOST "SPIRITUALISTS"=it is not Safe to be within a MILE of that "CHURCH."

Yet with a ZEAL not according to KNOWLEDGE = you call the HUNGARIANS "BACK" for what? for this???:

"UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS are arraying themselves against God. "THEY" are praising Christ and the (WCC) god of this World in=the=same=Breathe! While "PROFESSEDLY" they receive Christ, "THEY" embrace BARABBAS, (BARABBAS was a REVOLUTIONARY = leading a REVOLT against the GOVERNMENT = WILSON STOOGES=Canadian Union "DEVNICH"= telling 250,000 to 300,000 MINISTERS of other Churches through the "P.R.-E.A.C.H." SDA "MINISTRY" MAGAZINE PROGRAMME=telling them = LEADING THEM = to put BULLETS in GUERRILLA GUNS = to bring down the GOVERNMENTS in SOUTH AFRICA = SHOOTING GOING ON= FUNERALS=EVERY=DAY = because SEVENTH-DAY(NO LONGER "7th."=)

I found out at the DAVISES YESTERDAY (Aug.24,1985) that we can now call OURSELVES "7th. DAY ADVENTISTS" because the JESUITS in our midst have taken away the "7th-Day" and the WILSON=REICH "ADVENTISTS"=so anxious to JOIN the WCC and be ONE with them = have taken away the "7th"=so now the "OFFSHOTS" can call themselves: "7th/ DAY"= because the JESUITS have set up the PAPAL CROSS in this "CHURCH": (GC 489,568)=keep the JESUIT "SUNDAY" next EASTER...thrown away the "7th DAY"=so we are now FREE to call OURSELVES: "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS"=because LAODICEANS ARE=NOT!

(And this is the Hour you and VANCE FERRELL lead a Big Campaign with a Zeal far better exercised in some other Direction = instead of ENCOURAGING the HUNGARIANS TO=STAY=OUT=OF=THAT=WHORE=OF=T8:250=E Brace! Because you GET like the COMPANY you keep! You are BEFIANTLY=STANDING IN=THE=WAY of the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE which the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 248 tells us must come BEFORE the "LOUD CRY" THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE which follows! 1884 GC 273,421 = IF=YOU=CAN=ESCAPE the "SNARES OF SATAN"=4 pages LEFT OUT in your FAKE GC 518 but found in ORIGINAL 1884 GC 337 to 340. Found MISSING in VANCE FERRELL'S 1888 or 1915 EDITIONS!)

WILSON STOOGES = "LANGUAGE" did you say? I am PROUD to tell you = RICHARD WURMBRAND = 14 YEARS IN SIBERIA SLAVE-CAMPS and otherwise = used the SAME WORD = ADVENTIST "STOOGES!"=Nov.5,1985 WURMBRAND LETTER to the General Conference = "ADVENTISTS"="Not ORIGINAL "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" but just 1985 "ADVENTISTS" are "STOOGES" of
"THE FATAL CHOICE"..."UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS are arraying themselves against God..."Not this Man, but BARABBAS."... Let all who read these lines, take heed. SATAN has made his BOAST...to CRITICIZE, and CONDEMN, and FALSIFY." Let the son of DECEIT and FALSE WITNESS be entertained by a Church that has had Great LIGHT, Great EVIDENCE, and THAT CHURCH...

(Not just WILSON=DEVNICH=HEPPENSTALL = will go astray ALONE as you propose = but THAT "CHURCH" as a "CHURCH" will go astray with them = and will suffer the SAME FATE..."They that LEAD thee, CAUSE thee to ERR - and THEY that are LED of them = are DESTROYED!" There is only ONE REMEDY: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" (NOT go ye "IN" to meet Him as RDB=HUDSON called for in 1960. And where are they now? Does HISTORY teach us NOTHING? NOTHING at all? You dare REPEAT the PERFORMANCE? Do not blame the "CHURCH" for the antics of the PREACHERS!)

"...and THAT CHURCH .... THAT CHURCH will discard the MESSAGE the Lord has sent, and receive the most UNREASONABLE assertions and FALSE suppositions and FALSE theories. SATAN LAUGHS at their folly; for he knows what Truth is.

"MANY ("MANY" WHAT? MANY "UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS!")... "MANY will stand in OUR pulpits with the Torch of FALSE PROPHECY (TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM=URIAH SMITH FALSE PROPHET) = ...the TORCH of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands, kindled from the HELLISH TORCH of SATAN. Under the ZEAL of SATAN... The Lord SUFFERS them for=a=Time...AGAINST the "PEOPLE=OF= GOD"=(MORE and MORE we are finding in the Writings = the "PEOPLE OF GOD" give the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO (not FROM) TO the LAODICEANS! Tl:179.) ...AGAINST the "PEOPLE OF GOD" ...MANY...who have no ANCHOR (the MHP is the "ANCHOR!" EW 256) ...MANY...who have no ANCHOR, will be bound up with Satan's party."

TM 409,410. (BOUND UP with WILSON=EVA=HAMIL and End up with RED or PINK "DEVNICH" and the WCC!)
PASTOR WUMBRAND called them: "STOOGES" - we call them "STOOGES"! I wonder what RICHARD WUMBRAND would have called them if he had been aware of SDA "MINISTRY" Magazine = Nov. 1983 = "A Christian, regardless of denomination, would have difficulty opposing the objectives of...the WCC is not to be faulted on what it endeavors to do...The call comes out of VANCOUVER in 1983 for a "NEW WORLD ORDER"...the present WORLD ORDER must be CHANGED or REPLACED...My point is that the WCC (and its intended efforts MUST BE COMMENDED)...may well be the WORLD'S ANSWER..." SDA DEVNICH...SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE. Nov. 1983 p. 22-4.

SAME DEVNICH = SAME "MINISTRY" MAGAZINE = (Does he speak for YOU? He does NOT speak for US!) we will not pay him 1¢ in TITHÉ! Neither directly nor through our WIVES or CHILDREN! By sending THEM to the SDA CHURCH and handing them God's TITHÉ and OFFERINGS! What a LAME-BRAIN!)

WE DO NOT AGREE WITH THIS:
(DUMB DOG THAT WILL NOT BARK! not even YAP!)

"...Could the WCC subscribe to BISHOP DESMOND TUTU'S concept that in matters of INJUSTICE such as SOUTH AFRICAN APARTHEID, "VIOLENCE may need to be met by a CORRESPONDING VIOLENCE"? TUTU is the general secretary of the South African Council of Churches...the present WORLD ORDER must be CHANGED or REPLACED!" DEVNICH p. 23.

ELLEN WHITE: "Those who have been REGARDED as WORTHY and RIGHTEOUS prove to be RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY... (WEBSTER: "RINGLEADER"..."Inciting to RIOT" = NO RED BOLSHEVIK could have said it Better than Wilson stooge RED-PINK "DEVNICH" (BARABBAS DEVNICH)="...Their wicked course He will tolerate NO LONGER, and in His WRATH He deals with "THEM" without MERCY." T5:212.

"Thus "PEACE and SAFETY" is the Cry from...THESE DUMB DOGS that would not BARK... (the whole Church that will tolerate them)... ALL = PERISH = TOGETHER!" T5:211.

ROY ALLAN ANDERSON and JAY MILTON HOFFMAN = wrote a JOINT BOOK = "ALL EYES ON ISRAEL!" = Harvest Press, PO Box 3535, Fort Worth, Texas 76105. $2.95. (In 1976.) informing the WHOLE WORLD - inciting to RIOT = telling their fellow JEWS that ELLEN WHITE said = they would WIN! p. 195, 200, 202, 204-5, 208, 220. Appealing to HAL LINDSEY for "LIGHT!!"

DIRECT EGW REFERENCES:

"...few have stated the situation clearer than Ellen G. White. Note these words..." p. 56-7, 70-1, 114."...the middle East. In our travels through these lands we have found some of the KINDEST PEOPLE ON EARTH..." p. 115. (it did not look that way as we watched the BERUIT HOLOCAUST=) -10-
KINDEST PEOPLE ON EARTH!
Leaving defenseless CIVILIANS = WOMEN and CHILDREN =
BLIND-DEAF-LIMBS TORN OFF = CRIPPLED FOR LIFE = DEAD by
the THOUSANDS! And in the End had to PULL OUT in DEFEAT!
SYRIA BEAT THEM! This CRAZY ADVENTIST BOOK = under
written by HMSR = glorifying the INSANE SUICIDE of MASADA
the SAME as the SUICIDE of JERUSALEM = the SAME as the
SDA CHURCH will pass through. (if they had not CHANGED
the WRITINGS of EGW or kept them from us for 113 Years!
(1849 to 1962) as a result of a GROUND SWELL calling for
the ORIGINAL PRESENT TRUTH and RH and other Writings.
Which your WILSON is now WITHDRAWING = as that was a great
MISTAKE" to let us in to PART of the VAULTS!)

RICHARDS prefers the UNSANITY of MASADA = p. 4 to 7 of
RICHARDS "INTRODUCTION." GUILTY of inciting to RIOT!
CHRIST told the BARABBAS Bloody REVOLUTIONARY: "CHURCH
= to pull in their Horns = not venture into NATIONAL SUICIDE.
That was what the ORIGINAL 1884 GC was all about = p. 17-38.

THIS HISTORY of the DESTRUCTION of OLD JERUSALEM is to be
REPEATED = only WORSE than the other. 1884 GC 37. The only
Remedy was LEAVE them to their WAR-MONGERING and "FLEE!"
So he told His Disciples.

NOTHING STIRRED the Biggest "REFORM" Meeting ever held
in the USA up to that Time. McCOY RANCH = 1959. That
ELLEN WHITE said = what came upon the SABBATARIAN CHURCH
in Old Jerusalem will be REPEATED on this people!

"JERUSALEM is a representation of what. THE CHURCH will be
if it refuses to walk in the LIGHT that God has given...
OUR CHURCHES...HAVE FAILED...this state of things existing
IN=EVERY=CHURCH...This people is before us as a WARNING."
20 more[1]...) Go ahead = don't believe it!

THIS IS WHERE they started CHANGING the ORIGINAL BOOK and
SHELVED it for 120 YEARS! Until we had it REPRINTED 1964
and then they arranged a LAW SUIT for DR. WILBORNE of
HEALTH RESEARCH = he WON! but he LOST = $30,000.oo. That
is the way the CROOKED LAW was Set up = so the young SDA
LAWYERS can SUE the Pants off you = and even if they LOSE
they LAUGH! Because: not only does it not Cost them ONE
PENNY! but they get PAID = "OVER-TIME!" = "DIRTY-MONEY!" = all
EXPENSES = the BEST HOTELS and MEALS. Some have GAGGED
on it already = UNCLEAN MEATS = DRINKS = and ALL! Do like
the World = get like the World.

THE ORIGINAL BOOK SAID = "HIS PEOPLE...will...FLEE...from
the WRATH to come!" 1884 GC 38.  -11-
AS THE RABBIS LOOKED FOR THE GLORIFICATION OF THEIR "SYNAGOGUE=CHURCH"=so the RABBI ANDERSON and RABBI HOFFMAN and RABBI RICHARDS look for those who "SAY they are JEWS but who LIE and ARE NOT!" (Under the MHP "OPEN DOOR" CHURCH of PHILADELPHIA = Rev.3:7-12.) Go ahead = don't believe it!

THEIR JOINT BOOK BETTER GLORIFY "MASADA!!" p.164. Because they are once again committing HARAKIRI NATIONAL SUICIDE! Because they LISTENED to RICHARDS=ANDERSON=HOFFMAN=FERREL=REICH=the Counterfeit State of Israel will WIN = EGW SAID SO! p.56-7,60-5,70. This is called: 'rightly divide (DING) the Word of Truth!' p.111.

OUR "RIGHTLY DIVIDING" is found in the ORIGINAL BOOKS and MAGAZINES...RH A3:336,365-6,632-3. Dec.13,1898.DA 628. (But put the Word BACK! that they took OUT! "JEW." 628-9)

"MANY will stand in OUR pulpits with the Torch of FALSE PROPHECY in "THEIR" hands = kindled from the HELLISH TORCH of SATAN!" TM 409. (And the WORST "TORCH of SATAN" of all = is to tell this people that "SPAWN OUT!!!" means "GOING THRU!" The PROPHET said: "(THRU and) DOWN=TO=HELL!" RH A3:69. R&H Aug.1,1893: (Read the Rest of it!)

ANDERSON=HOFFMAN=who strangely now LEAD OUT in "EXORCISING!! DEMONS out of the SANTEES.= (OUT or IN?)=spend a great Part of that Book of theirs = dealing with "SIGNS" here it is from the RIGHT SOURCE...why did they leave: "JEWISH" out of your DA 628-9 = ??? This is one of VANCE FERRELL'S "IMPROVEMENTS" in their FAKE BOOKS?

"The JEWISH people have looked to THEMSELVES. They have not REPENTED and been converted, that I should heal them. The "SIGNS" that they argue as tokens of their release from bondage are "SIGNS" of their DESTRUCTION." R&H Dec. 13,1898. RH A:3:632. DA 628. (And 20 MORE!)


"Those who have been REGARDED as WORTHY and RIGHTEOUS prove to be RING-LEADERS in APOSTASY(even into the "OMEGA" of APOSTASY!)=...Their wicked course He will TOLERATE no longer, and in His WRATH He deals with "THEM"=without MERCY!" T5:212.

SOME OF THOSE who went forth with REJOICING that they knew the TRUTH as it came to them = and JOYFULLY EXPECTED others to see it also and APPRECIATE it also = have now found themselves almost ALL ALONE = and find themselves DEPRESSED as was ELIJAH after his VICTORY = so "GATHER ...COURAGE from their COWARDICE, and LOYALTY from their TREASON." T5:136.
WE WILL NEED COURAGE =
as we enter the SEALING. NEVER has this Subject been mis-
understood MORE than it is right now. THE SEALING. Advent-
ist Leaders have been smacking their Lips and rubbing 
their Hands together in anticipating Glee = of when the 
SEALING will come! To SEAL 144,000 Church-Members who go 
out and bring in such a MULTITUDE that no FROOM or HOUTEFF 
can "NUMBER!" When the "LOUD CRY" comes = they anticipate 
HUGE OVER-FLOW "MEETINGS" = like BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADES.. 
standing room only...have to hire EXTENSION AUDITORIUMS! 
Do they have a SURPRISE coming!

THE "LOUD CRY" WILL COME = the "LOUD CRY" will go = and 
they will = "...not DISCERN 
or RECEIVE it...We should DAILY receive the Holy Oil...
("...in the WORK of PERFECTING Christian CHARACTER.") TM 
507,511. 

THE LOUD CRY 
will pass them by = "CHARACTER" will pass them by. How so? 
Because they do not know = how either one will come. Ponder 
this: THE JEWS WERE ALSO LOOKING FOR THE "MESSIAH" TO COME 
IN A GLORIOUS FLASH OF SPLendor! 'Then He did not come as 
they expected = they rejected Him with KILLING RAGE! Will 
the SABBATARIANS NOW DO THE SAME? [Do not look at this 
following Testimony like as though it is something we 
 dredged up = and it could be explained away. THIS IS NOT 
THE ONLY ONE!‡ we can find perhaps 100 like this!]

"...the attributes of SATAN will be revealed ...THEY are 
indulging the VERY SAME SPIRIT as did Korah, Dathan, and 
Abiram, and as did the JEWS in the Days of Christ...I send 
unto you PROPHETS, and WISE MEN, and SCRIBES; and some of 
them ye shall KILL and CRUCIFY; and...SCOURGE in your 
SYNAGOGUES (NOT A "CHURCH" =see Rev.3:9)...and PERSECUTE 
them from City to City." ...Will men in these Last Days 
follow the example of those whom Christ CONDEMNED?

"These terrible predictions THEY have not as yet car-
rried out to the Full; but if God spares THEIR lives, and 
THEY nourish THE SAME SPIRIT that marked THEIR course of 
action both BEFORE and AFTER the Minneapolis meeting = 
THEY=WILL=FILL=UP=TO=THE=FULL the Deeds of THOSE whom 
Christ CONDEMNED when He was upon the Earth...SATAN takes 
CONTROL (WATCH that Word = "CONTROL!") CONTROL of every 
Mind that is not DECIDEDLY under the CONTROL of the Spirit 
of God...Those who are now FIRST...will soon be LAST, un-
less THEY repent...BLIND LEADERS of the BLIND...TWICE 
DEAD, plucked up by the Roots." ...Oh, what a Day is be-
fore us!...

-13-
"What SIFTING will there be among those who CLAIM to be the Children of God!...[What no Preacher = no Re-former will EMPHASIS!]...Those who have GREAT LIGHT and who have NOT WALKED in it will have DARKNESS CORRESPOND-ING to the LIGHT they have DESPISED." TM 78 to 81, 163.

"AMERICA, and ESPECIALLY Battle Creek, where the GREAT-EST LIGHT from Heaven has been Shining = can become the place of GREATEST PERIL and DARKNESS!" Special TM 122,124.

THE ADVENTIST = shuts his Mind to Statements like that = 0! he never SEES them! No Wonder then, when they begin to come True = he JERKS AWAKE! in con- sternation = "WHAT IS HAPPENING?" Should we PITY him or DESPISE him? What if he has not really woke YET? He only sees what the World sees. The WHOLE WORLD sees it NOW! No Credit to him now that he is coming out of the ETHER. The HYPNOTIZING = TRANQUILIZING = SERMONS. Just about as QUICK = as he gets one Eye open = just about that QUICK = it is shut again.

WHAT IS THE BEST TRANQUILIZER OF ALL? Tell them that be "GIVEN" them = as a "GIFT"=when BRINSMEAD'S "JUDG-MENT HOUR" comes! (Or call it the "JUDGMENT OF THE LIV-ING."= or hand it to them on a "NEW THEOLOGY" PLATTER = when HEPPENSTALL'S "CHRIST-MESSIAH" COMES! That is a DOOZIE of a SLEEPING PILL!

THE "DAILY"= STRIVING = BUILDING A "CHARACTER" = is all gone with the Laodicean Theological "MIND." STRAIGHT FROM THE BABYLON "WITCHCRAFT" KETTLE. It is "SMOOTH THINGS"=from DUMB DOGS that will not BARK = it is what they WANT = so they seek to the ITCHING EARS = it is QUARANTEED to bring in all Kinds of TITHE and OFFERINGS from what Ellen White called = the "FLOCKS" and "HERDS." Right through 7 Last Plagues = right up to the "VOICE OF GOD" HOUR = stubborn as the Devil = they will NOT LET GO that delightful DELUSION until the EARTH-QUAKE rises up to HIT them in the FACE!

They are now going from Sea to Sea = seeking that "MES-SAGE"=seeking the "TRUTH" at the same Time. And get PROVOKED if you do not hand it to them = if you go by the INDEX = any INDEX...they could not RAIL-ROAD it ALL OUT! You should be able to find 200 in less than 200 Minutes! It is called "PREPARATION" for the "TIME OF TROUBLE"=or the END. It is the "ONLY TREASURE" we can take with us to Heaven. It takes "TIME" to DEVEL-OP. You must "PUT ON" this "ROBE"=BEFORE the "MARRIAGE." Then it seems NECESSARY to Study = "WHEN" is the MAR-RIAGE? And NOT TAKE BRINSMEAD'S=HUDSON'S=ROTHEER'S= BAUER'S=Word for it! That is an Easy one...-14-
IF - you are HONEST! We do not care to Deal...with the other kind! They cause enough Trouble in the Home = in the Church.
BRO. DAVIS IS RIGHT - we should not even take their SLIMEY-HAND = in a HAND-SHAKE!

WE SHOULD HEAP = Coals of FIRE = on their HEAD! Not wish them God-Speed. This is the Reptile Cult.

THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE is the ONLY ONE that EXPOSES IT = when ROY A. ANDERSON told BARNHOUSE and CHARISMATIC MARTIN = that we do NOT believe = "CHARACTER" is the "TEST" for the "JUDGMENT" = and followed that with a THREAT = do not let us hear ANY SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST MINISTER say that "CHARACTER" is the REQUIREMENT or "TEST" for the JUDGMENT =

ANY DECENT MINISTER = would have RESIGNED = RIGHT THERE!

You can settle that Question = in 5 minutes. FLAT! From any INDEX! Your Preacher NEVER TAUGHT you - to go to the INDEX = did he? Nor to MAKE your own?

IF YOU MAKE YOUR OWN INDEX = you might put down = that JOHN THE REVELATOR = (and you will NEVER hear this in ANY 1985 or 1986 "REVELATION" CLASS = unless YOU bring it up!) = that they tried to KILL = JOHN the REVELATOR = because he kept REPEATING the NEED of the BUILDING of a "CHARACTER" = failing to KILL him = they BANISHED him to the ISLE OF PATMOS. You could TRY to find this in RH A5:107. No, I will NOT let you go as EASY as all that = and, besides = WILSON may not let you FIND any more of those R&H "ARTICLE" BOOKS = we heard TWICE by this Time = that he has ALSO taken TM off the SHELVES! Boy! He sure must have something to HIDE! Maybe this:

"I read from the first Chapters of the REVELATION...JOHN had a MESSAGE for the people of his Day. But they became TIRED of HEARING of JESUS, and of the "CHARACTER" which, in order to be "SAVED" = they must PERFECT through Him, so they tried to KILL the faithful MESSENGER. This Plan being thwarted, they BANISHED him to the lonely rocky Island of PATMOS. They thought that by SEPARATING him from his fellow men, they would SILENCE his TESTIMONY, and that he would live out the remainder of his Life in mournful SOLITUDE. BUT GOD WAS WITH the lonely EXILE..." (And gave him more LIGHT and COMFORT than any other man in Religious History! He even gave him the TRUTH of the 7 CHURCHES!)


AND WE ARE PROMISED = "THE RETURN OF THE EXILES" =PK 551.

and you would be SURPRISED how they MASSACRED those ARTICLES! And they could HARDLY SAY she "APPROVED" it all = for this was done 1917 = when she was not around. They cut out the VERY FIRST ARTICLE! But that is a Subject for another Time...........
JUST NOW

we want to look at this idea that "CHARACTER" will be "GIVEN" as RDB put it in 1960 = in the "JUDGMENT HOUR" = then you will up and receive "OIL!" = for: "OIL... represents CHARACTER!" TM 234. And no one will get it without: "...PERSEVERING, UNTIRING EFFORT!" TM 511. RH A3: 292, 483, 331. COL 319, 411-2. MB 134(191-2.)

"...the invitation to the MARRIAGE SUPPER = FARMER= MERCHANT=LAWYER=FALSE SHEPHERDS who have QUITS the convictions of the people, UNFAITHFUL "WATCHMEN" ("What of the Night?") ...UNFAITHFUL WATCHMEN who have NOT sounded the WARNING or known the TIME of NIGHT = (Thought it was 1967!) = ... CHARACTER cannot THEN be MADE or TRANSFORMED.

...neither have the FOOLISH VIRGINS "TIME" to buy "OIL" for themselves... Those who are "DO-NOTHINGS" NOW... will be "LEFT" with those whom they did not try to "SAVE"... there will be WEEPING and GNASHING of TEETH." TM 235-7.

THIS IS VERY MUCH alive to us now - that is why we warn you "NOW!" We EXPOSED this when RDB brought this WAY-OUT IDEA in 1960 = via HUDSON. The IDEA of being "GIVEN" a "CHARACTER" in the TOO-LATE HOUR!

"It is in a "CRISIS" that CHARACTER is REVEALED... (That is all = who HAS it and who DOES NOT! Any Record that they "FIND" it in this TOO LATE HOUR?)

"It is in a CRISIS that CHARACTER (OIL) is REVEALED... at MIDNIGHT... "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"... it was seen who HAD(Past Tense)... it was seen who HAD MADE PREPARATION for the Event. BOTH PARTIES were taken UNAWARES... (no TIME PROPHECY!)... BOTH... were taken UNAWARES; but ONE was PREPARED... THE GREAT FINAL TEST comes at the Close of HUMAN PROBATION = when it will be TOO LATE for the Soul's need to be supplied... Five will be found SURPRISED, DISMAYED = OUTSIDE the Banquet Hall." COL 412.(421) RH A3: 292. A4:511. A2:105. B:146-7. AA 432. T8:173. T5:479. T3:266, 271. T1:417. GC 394, 561. T5:209. "TOO LATE!"

--------------------------------------------------------
YOU CAN FIDGET = to be "GIVEN" you by Old Doddering MAX-WELL = or by all the Churches of BABYLON = but I hardly believe it will do you any Good = in the Time of Trouble to come there as RDB=HUDSON=BAUER=HEPPENSTALL=MORMONISM= JEWS OF TEL AVIV = looking for "CHARACTER"(OIL) in the TOO LATE HOUR... we do not CARE = if you WAIT till then. "YOU" better CARE! We do not say we are going to make it =but we know for SURE = YOU will NEVER make it = if you do not put on the "ROBE OF RIGHTEOUSNESS" = AHEAD of TIME!

"THE ONLY HOPE FOR THE LAODICEANS... He LOATHES the INDIFFERENCE of this Class...   -16-
"...the TRUE WITNESS counsels the LUKEWARM to BUY...The WHITE RAIMENT is PURITY of "CHARACTER", the RIGHTEOUSNESS of Christ "IMPARTED" to the Sinner. This is indeed a GARMENT of Heavenly texture, that can be bought ONLY of Christ for a LIFE of WILLING OBEDIENCE...you cannot begin TOO SOON to CORRECT the EVIL in your NATURE...You have not fought with this wicked spirit and CONQUERED it...MOLD your CHARACTER...He designed to bring you where you would DEVELOP CHARACTER...SEE and CORRECT your DEFECTS... (NOT BABYLON GRACE!)
"...by the GRACE of God = UNITED with your own PERSISTENT EFFORTS, can you become CONQUEROR over your WILL." T4:87-88,90-2. (NEED WE HUNT 100 MORE THAT SAY THE SAME THING?)

When we had HELL-TORMENT THEORIES firmly implanted in our SUBCONSCIOUS = we had to get Rid of them BIT by BIT = it took about 10 Years before every VESTIGE was GONE! So also, some who have been HYPNOTIZED by YEARS of listening to THEOLOGICAL IDIOTS = will have a long Row to Hoe = to get the Garden of their Heart = WEEDED. But start NOW...

ONE THING = ALL TESTIFY = that ELLEN WHITE = walks DETERMINATELY in BOTH directions. (SO say "ALL" Adventist Leaders.)

Let us take ONE EXAMPLE =
1) Make an EFFORT - even a MIGHTY EFFORT! "STEPS TO CHRIST" p.18,27,43,62,88,95,122.
2) EFFORT - is of NO-VALUE! "STEPS TO CHRIST"=p.44,47,60,68,69,73.

NOW WHERE ARE YOU =? See it with your own Eyes...

What did we Miss? Did anyone tell you there are CATEGORIES? What KIND of "EFFORT" is of NO-VALUE? And what KIND of "EFFORT" is of VALUE? Your Soul's Salvation DEPENDS on it!

You will NEVER be Saved - without it. I have explained it a Dozen-Dozen times. It is as SIMPLE as A=B=C.

(A) Your "OWN"="UNAIDED"=is of NO-VALUE whatever!

(B) You must 'CO-OPERATE' with CHRIST! Then NOTHING can stop you.

(C) It boils down to = "Without Me - ye can do NOTHING!" "The BRANCH cannot LIVE = SEPARATED from the Vine; no more can you LIVE = UNLESS you are abiding in ME!" T5:230.

"...NO MAN can OVERCOME except by UNION with Christ." 230.
"...unless God works WITH the Human EFFORTS = NOTHING can be accomplished...DIVINE GRACE is the Great Element of SAVING POWER; without it all human EFFORTS are UNAVAILING; its CO-OPERATION is needed even with the STRONGEST and most EARNEST HUMAN EFFORTS..." T5:583. Has a LIGHT gone on? "The WORK that we have to do on OUR PART..."SC 39.
"MANY have an idea that they must DO some PART of the work ALONE...by their "OWN" EFFORTS..."
"But every "SUCH EFFORT" must FAIL..."WITHOUT ME ye can do NOTHING!" SC 69. NATURE = CHARACTER

"The POWER of the love of Christ wrought a TRANSFORMATION of "CHARACTER." This is the SURE result of UNION with Jesus. When Christ abides in the Heart = the whole "NATURE" is TRANSFORMED!" SC 73.

DO WE NEED 100 MORE OF THE SAME?

Or is a "WORD" to the "WISE" = sufficient = ???

SINCE WE HAVE TO REPLY TO WHAT WE CALL = "LAODICEAN NUT-Crackers"= let us examine this "CHARACTER" = "GIVEN" as a "GIFT" = a bit more. THIS IMPLIES = (as the JEWISH TALMUD SAYS)= that GOD did NOT create you as GOOD as He COULD. That He DELIBERATELY created you CRIPPLED!...the EVIL IMPULSE is ...BORN with the Individual...After 13 Years the GOOD IMPULSE is BORN...the EVIL IMPULSE within him is KING...the GOOD IMPULSE is like a PRISONER in a JAIL ...Which is the STRANGE GOD that is INSIDE a man's body? It is the EVIL IMPULSE." (Shab. 105b). EVERYMAN'S TALMUD. p.91. (So Fred Wright was Right? That cudly little Baby you hold in your Arms - is POSSESSED by the DEVIL = ?)

(And so are you - until you come to the FRED WRIGHT TRANSMISSION BELT = and "Eureka!" = "PRESTO!!" = you are FREE!)

ONLY TROUBLE IS = no one else could see it! But = never Fear = page BRINSMHEAD=WRIGHT=MAXWELL=HEPPENTALL=GROTHER=BAUER=VENDEN=and the JEWISH TALMUD:

"The Holy One, blessed be He, said to Israel, My children. I have created the EVIL IMPULSE(GC 493-504. T5:503-4) ..."In the Here-after, the Holy One, blessed be He, will bring the EVIL IMPULSE and SLAY it in the presence of the RIGHTEOUS and WICKED."(Suk. 52a). p.92. (NOW YOU KNOW = where that "Religion" comes from.)

WE OWE NO ALLEGIANCE TO ANYONE! You come with some DAMNABLE DOCTRINE = and we intend to SHOOT=IT=DOWN! Or Die TRYING! Even if it is my own Brother! "Show them ALL their ABOMINATIONS!"

And I know of NO GREATER ABOMINATION than this one = that the Lord created you CRIPPLED = NOTHING you can do about it = till CHRIST=MESIAH COMES...(or until the SEALING! NOTHING BETTER COULD BE WRITTEN THAN THIS:)

"When Jesus stands up; when His work is finished in the Most Holy, then there will be not another Ray of LIGHT to be imparted to the Sinner. BUT SATAN FLATTERS SOME, through his chosen Agents, as he flattered Eve in Eden. Thou shalt not surely Die, and tells THEM there will be a SEASON for REPENTANCE, a TIME OF PROBATION, when the FILTHY can be made PURE..."
"The co-workers with Satan and his angels, carry the LIGHT into the future age, teaching PROBATION after the Advent of Christ, which deludes the Sinner, and leads the cold-hearted PROFESSOR to CARNAL SECURITY. He is CARELESS and INDIFFERENT, and walks stumblingly over the hours of his PROBATION. The LIGHT is made to reach FAR AHEAD, where all is TOTAL DARKNESS. Michael stands up. Instead of Mercy, the deluded Sinner finds WRATH unmixed with MERCY. And they AWAKE = TOO LATE to this FATAL DECEPTION. This Plan was studied by Satan, and is carried out by MINISTERS who turn the TRUTH of God into a LIE." SG 2:276. SG 3:134. [What more horrible Words could one Read? Are we going to Fall for the Teaching of these DEVIL-POSSESSED MINISTERS?]

Oh! He has such nice MANNERISMS!

DEVIL DOCTRINE #(1) = The LAW cannot be kept!
DEVIL DOCTRINE #(2) = No use TRYING!
DEVIL DOCTRINE #(3) = Relax! Christ will do it FOR YOU!
DEVIL DOCTRINE #(4) = "CHARACTER" will be "GIVEN" you...!
DEVIL DOCTRINE #(5) = The TIME is not Important.
DEVIL DOCTRINE #(6) = CAN it be "GIVEN" you ...? Will it?

[AND ANOTHER TAPE = NO DATE.]


["CHARACTER" change after DEATH... ?????????????????]

EGW="DEATH brings...NO CHANGE in the CHARACTER. The Com- ing of Christ does not CHANGE our CHARACTER; it only FIXES them FOREVER beyond all CHANGE...AWAKE! I beseech you, from the SLEEP of DEATH!" T5:466. (Followed by "JOSHUA and the ANGEL.") (A Blessing to those who are "NOW!" mak- ing the "PREPARATION.").) "TODAY!" NOTES OF TRAVEL p.154.

THE JEWISH TALMUD = 1960 BRINSMEAD = 1972 HEPPENSTALL = 1985 BAUER = all with one UNITED VOICE SAY = you CANNOT BUILD=FORM=DEVELOP=a "CHARACTER" until the Great Genie "OPEN-SESAMES!"=the Ali Baba "DOOR!"

"LET NO ONE SAY, I cannot REMEDY my DEFECTS of CHARACTER. If you come to this Decision, you will certainly FAIL of obtaining Everlasting Life. The IMPOSSIBILITY lies in your own WILL. If you WILL NOT = then you CAN NOT = OVER- COME...Then set your mark HIGH, and STEP by STEP, even though it be by painful EFFORT...ASCEND the WHOLE LENGTH of the LADDER of Progress. LET=NOTHING=HINDER=YOU... CULTIVATE every grace of CHARACTER...To everyone engaged in this WORK = Christ says, I am at your right hand to HELP you. As the WILL of man CO-OPERATES with the WILL of God = it becomes OMNIPOTENT." COL 3:1-3. (THE BOOK = URIAH SMITH - did not want to Sell!) -19-
THERE IS NOTHING TO EXPLAIN = THESE WORDS EXPLAIN THEMSELVES: "But Christ has given NO ASSURANCE that to ATTAIN PERFECTION of CHARACTER is an easy matter. A noble, all-round CHARACTER is not INHERITED. It does not come to us by ACCIDENT. A noble CHARACTER is EARNED, by individual EFFORT...God,"GIVES," the TALENTS, the POWERS of the MIND, WE=FORM=THE=CHARACTER. It is FORMED by HARD, STERN BATTLES with SELF. CONFLICT after CONFLICT...allow NOT ONE unfavorable trait to remain uncorrected." COL 331.

"MORAL PERFECTION is required of all...STRIVE for PERFECTION...THIS is the EDUCATION that will endure unto ETERNAL LIFE." COL 330.

"IT=IS=NOW that we are to form CHARACTERS...
IT=IS=NOW that we are to PREPARE for the searching JUDGMENT...by being CO-WORKERS with God...a TRANSFORMATION of CHARACTER takes place. He becomes a son of God, a member of the royal Family, a Child of the Heavenly King."342.

THESE PAGES = using COL.331 as a CENTER = and working BOTH WAYS - are the Finest Words ever Written. BUT = "THE JEWISH NATION...the Priests and Teachers...MISLEADING the people = had ROBBED GOD...The Law of God, UNMIXED with HUMAN TRADITION, was presented by Christ, as the GREAT STANDARD of OBEDIENCE. THIS=AROUSED=THE=ENMITY=OF=THE=RABBIS....They would not...sacrifice...the PRAISE of MEN...In our Day are not many...FOLLOWING in the STEPS of the JEWISH LEADERS...??" COL 304-5.

"BECAUSE THEY FAILED...God's call was extended to OTHER PEOPLES." COL 304. ".to OTHERS." COL 296.(300)

"TRUE CHARACTER is not SHAPED from WITHOUT, and "PUT ON" = it RADIATES from WITHIN." DA 307."IT=IS=NOW that we must WASH our ROBES of CHARACTER...IT=IS=NOW that we must OVERCOME...IT=IS=NOW that we must AWAKE and make determined EFFORTS for symmetry of CHARACTER. "TODAY...by OBEYING the TRUTH - these are receiving the Heavenly Mold and PREPARING for the SEAL of God in their Foreheads...their CHARACTER will REMAIN pure and spotless...NOW is the TIME to PREPARE. The SEAL of God will NEVER be placed upon the forehead of an IMPURE man or woman...ALL who receive the SEAL must be WITHOUT SPOT before God"T5:215-6.

"NOW while PROBATION lingers..." T5:220.

No. We are not going to stand IDLY BY = twiddling our Thumbs = no Concern = while ERROR is running RAMPANT thru the Ranks...by these "20-Year Preachers" SENT into "REFORM!" PAID to come = or to collect TITHE...for WHAT? For more BABYLON? PEDDLING the WINE of BABYLON. -20-
started out addressed to: "JEFF REICH" = taking Oath that the "HOLY SPIRIT" led him to COWARDLY lay down his Weapons of Warfare = to stay with LAODICEA to the Bitter End = CONTROL

They have CONTROL of the Press = CONTROL of the Books = CONTROL of all the Magazines = CONTROL of the Medical Work = CONTROL of the Seminary = CONTROL of what they permit to be Taught by all Church-Media = CONTROL of the Pulpit = every turn you make = you are met with CONTROL.

When we by-pass all that = LEAVE the CONTROLLED FIST = and are followed after by the JEFF REICHS...telling us...ORDERING US...how the Lord wants us to Teach the LAST MESSAGE = we thought we were OUT and FREE = of CONTROL by the "JESUITS!!" in CONTROL = and find the JEFF REICHS come...SNIVELING after = trying to TEAR DOWN! our last Vestige of LIBERTY. By SAUVE PLATITUDES and PSYCHOLOGY = also called: "SOPHISTRY." SM 1:196

"...like a SURFACE Spring, which BABBLING for a short Time, and then DRIES UP..." SM 1:172.

"CIA-JESUIT-TALMUDIC "ONE-WORLDERS" = see the ILLUMINATI= the "NEW AGE" moving in for the Kill = the "KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS" Soldiers of the LAODICEAN "CROSS" = "PAPISTS place CROSSES = upon THEIR "CHURCHES"...(Read on!)") GC 568. (384). TM 235.

CROSSES on the CHURCHES = CROSSES on the ALTAR = HOLY PICTURE IMAGES = once seen ONLY in CATHOLIC HOMES = now seen also in the "IMAGE" of the BEAST! CONTROL of the SANCTUARY TRUTHS = railroading OUT the Most Holy Place. CONTROL of "CREATION vs EVOLUTION" = HAMMILL the EVOLUTIONIST = given the AUTHORITY to CONTROL that also. Just as the PROPHET PREDICTED. Keeping a NEST of LAWYERS (GENERATION OF VIPERS!) = ready to STRIKE! at anyone that OBJECTS to CONTROL! One such Nest in LLU = STRIKING at the NATURAL HEALTH SCHOOL = another Nest in WASHINGTON = raking in MILLIONS on the DAVENPORT DEAL. LAWYERS sitting behind DESKS = that ONCE was held by a MINISTER = but he is a "MINISTER"=also. LAWYERS HIRED to go with the Leading Administrators to GENERAL CONFERENCE or other COMMITTEE MEETINGS. Where they are liable to SLAP the HAND-CUFFS on you = if you so much as PROTEST! in their OMEGA of their APOSTASY. Just as the SEALING is on or at the DOORS = the whole World as over a seething Volcano = ready to EXPLODE LAWYERS

"WOE unto you also = ye LAWYERS!" Luke 11:46,52."...and make Appeals to LAWYERS...that have filled me with keen anguish.
I saw men linking up Arm in Arm - with LAWYERS, but God was NOT in their Company..."Is it not because there is not a God in Israel, that ye go to inquire of BAAL-ZEBUB...-21-
"...the god of EKRON?" 2 Kings 1:3. MEN in RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS are UNITING with those IN the Church and OUT of the Church, whose Counsel is MISLEADING. Is it necessary for the Lord to come to you with a ROD to show you that you need a HIGHER EXPERIENCE?..." T8:69.T1:212-3.

And these Agents of the Church and the Devil = come into "Reform"= SENT into "REFORM"=PAID to come into "REFORM"=to Fuddle our people up with Old Moth-Eaten Laodicean "TRADITION!!" "GOD" gives us a "CHARACTER" when CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES! (HEPPENSTALL.) or in the "JUDGMENT HOUR"= (BRINSMEAD.) or in the "SEALING TIME"=(BAUER in Australia=1985.) and TALMUDIST "REICH" tells us to "HUSH!!" Our Holy RABBIS are Talking! Would MOSES = would ELIJAH = would JOHN-THE-BAPTIST = "HUSH??" STAY with the (Leader) SHIP!

When the BAAL-PRIESTS take over = do not MOCK their PRAYERS = as ELIJAH DID!. But be a BALAAM! Be a BARABBAS=he would "UNITE" with the WAR=MONGERS in the WCC. He would have ALSO said: "IT IS NO SIN!!"= PROVEN throughout the World to be a BLOOD-THIRSTY WOLF=PACK! "REICH" excuses it all = some Day they will "REPEND!!"

GOD SAYS = some Day they will grow "WORSE and WORSE!!" A "REFORMATION" = "from BAD to WORSE!" PT 22. RH A1:9. (MISSING from EW 45.) TM 336. T5:690. "...till the BITTER, BITTER END...they will PERISH with all who do Evil...They have CHOSEN the POWER of a WORLDLY LAW, but they will one day feel the POWER of a HIGHER LAW, from which they have departed...leave the BLACK BANNER of the Prince of DARKNESS...SPIRITUALISTIC SOPHISTRIES...FANCIFUL SUPPOSITIONS in regard to the SANCTUARY...for BLINDNESS hath happened unto Israel, unto TEACHERS, and unto those who are TAUGHT..."CRY ALOUD, SPARE NOT...Let every Soul aim at PERFECTION of CHARACTER...The TIME has come when things are to be called by their RIGHT NAME. SIN is SIN...Some eyes will be Opened...There is a work being carried on through LAWYERS...My Message will become more and more POINTED...even though it cost me my LIFE.(Did they Kill her?)...They HATE the TESTIMONIES...PROUD BOASTING and SELF-EXALTATION..."Do not send your Children to BATTLE CREEK."(R &H and MEDICAL CENTER)...There should be Companies ORGANIZED...THE ENEMY OF SOULS has sought to bring in the SUPPOSITION that a GREAT "REFORMATION" was to take place among Seventh-day Adventists...(among the "PEOPLE OF GOD"= yes. among Seventh-day Adventists = no.)...ONE=THING=IT=IS=CERTAIN is soon to be realized = the GREAT APOSTASY, which is DEVELOPING and INCREASING and WAXING STRONGER, and will CONTINUE=TO=DO=SO... -22-

YOU DO NOT WIN A RACE = BY FOLLOWING THE BORNE.

LOSERS!

RICHARD WURMBRAND = in his Letter to the "GENERAL CONFER-ENCE"= Nov.5, 1984 = called Adventists:"STOOGES. OF COMMUN-ISM!" We called them:"RED BOLSHEVIK STOOGES!!" Not much different. WILSON CANADIAN PUBLIC RELATIONS STOOG "DEVNICH"= wrote in SDA "MINISTRY" MAGAZINE that went to 250,000 to 300,000 MINISTERS of OTHER CHURCHES...sicking the WOLF=PACK ON WITH:(ALL EMPHASIS THROUGHOUT THESE PAPERS MINE): (EMPHASIZED BY THEM!) = "THE CONCERNS OF THE WCC IN 1983 ARE MOST NOBLE. A CHRISTIAN, regardless of Denomi-nation, would have difficulty OPPOSING the OBJECTIVES. OF... the WCC is NOT to be FAULTED on what it endeavors to do..."

WHAT DOES IT ENDEAVOR TO DO?

(WILSON STOOGEE DEVNICH:) = "Could the WCC subscribe to. Bishop Desmond Tutu's concept that in matters of injustice. such as South African. apartheid,"VIOLENCE may need to be. met by a corresponding VIOLENCE"?...the World Council of. Churches("CHRISTIAN BEACON.p.7 = Sept.5, 1985 shows. TUTU. with a clenched fist COMMUNIST SALUTE = fired up to IN-SANE FRENZY with the WCC $100,000.00 GRANT TO."SWAPO!"=
1983 = WCC fund. TERRORISTS.Aug.10. 1978.$85,000.oo to. RHODESIAN GUERRILLAS.to Slaughter 1,712 BLACKS. and. 207. WHITES and 35 MISSIONARIES and their CHILDREN. A month. later the WCC gave $125,000.00 to SWAPO'S SOVIET ARMED. CUBAN TRAINED GUERRILLAS!. CB April 18 1985.p.3. How many. BULLETS did ADVENTIST MONEY put into GUERRILLA GUNS? "AS. ye DO unto OTHERS = SO shall it be done to you AGAIN!!")

BUT SDA DEVNICH writes to 250,000 to 300,000 MINISTERS of. other Churches in SDA MINISTRY = NOVEMBER 1983 = p.23,24:
"...the World Council of Churches? The call comes out of. Vancouver(B.C.CANADA) in 1983 for a NEW WORLD ORDER...the. present WORLD ORDER must be CHANGED or REPLACED...the WCC. and its intended efforts must be COMMENDED. My point is that the WCC, as the most powerful Christian social agency, may well be THE WORLD'S ANSWER...in the establishment of. the LITERAL KINGDOM of God ushered in by the glorious. second coming of Jesus Christ." DEVNICH.p.23,24.(Before. any Adventist says:"AMEN!" to that = DOES Christ set up. His "KINGDOM" when He comes? Have we gone over to the JEWS= MORMONS=JW'S=HWA=BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM = the CHIEF ORGAN-Izers for the NCC and the WCC = did we Sell-out 1950?)-23-
1914=Adventists UNITED with KIAER BILL to set up a "NEW WORLD ORDER!"

1939=Adventists threw in their Lot with CATHOLIC ADOLPH HITLER = for a "NEW WORLD ORDER!"

1973=Adventists were the HEAD and not the TAIL for the 3-fold UNION with BILLY GRAHAM and the CATHOLICS for a "ONE WORLD CHURCH" and a "ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT"=(They don't like to TALK about it lately == DO THEY? They only want to talk about:)

1983=Adventists once again picking the "WINNING TEAM" = (Still 1950 HERO = "BILLY GRAHAM"=CHIEF ORGANIZER for the NCC and WCC = "NEW WORLD ORDER!" Whatever is BLG = they go for it! THESE BORNE-LOSERS! Get themselves cranked up every 10 or 20 Years!)

"By their failure(The Jews) to carry out His purpose, they made it impossible for Him to fulfill to them His promise of Blessing. Is not the Church of to-day doing the SAME THING?...Are they less guilty than was the JEWS-ISH CHURCH?...they are under the CONTROL of the ENEMY... the Children of Israel were set aside, and God's call was extended to "OTHER" peoples. If these, too = prove unfaithful, will they not in like manner be REJECTED?... PRIESTS and TEACHERS, who = by MISLEADING the people, had "ROBBED" GOD...["Will a man ROB God? Yet ye have ROBBED Me. But ye say, Wherein have we ROBBED Thee? In TITHES and OFFERINGS. Ye are CURSED with a CURSE: for ye have ROBBED Me, even this whole (denominate) NATION." Malachi 3: 8,9. [Are they serving God when they BOW DOWN before the HOLY HELL-PRIESTS? Who BLASPHEME the NAME and CHARACTER of God? SLAY the entire Teaching of the Bible and the Testimonies = to BUILD-FORM=DEVELOP = a "CHARACTER?" You DENY this = just to keep your CIRCUMCISION=MEMBERSHIP?]

"...had ROBBED God...A Nation's SIN and a Nation's RUIN were due to the Religious LEADERS. In our Day = are not the SAME "INFLUENCES" at Work?[If they tell you that you CANNOT build a "CHARACTER"=are they not TELLING you to SIN? You cannot help it ANYWAY! So why WORRY about it? "CHRIST=WILL=DO=IT=ALL!" Wonderful Sleeping Pill!]

"Instead of Educating them in OBEDIENCE to God's LAW, are they not Educating them in TRANSGRESSION?...Will the CHURCH of To-day take WARNING...take heed lest He also spare not thee!" COL 303 to 306. [The Book = URIAH SMITH did not want to Sell = the people prefered "D&R" and his "BIBLE READINGS." That has to be CHANGED STEADILY to wipe out the GLARING ERRORS...by this Time perhaps CHANGED easily over 7 TIMES = in a DEAD-MAN'S NAME! LEF= MD 424. FROOM and WILSON! One as CROOKED as the other!]-24-
THE WAY TO TAKE CARE OF IT - is to CHANGE the BOOKS! Or keep them OFF the Shelves...Give us: "BOOKS of a New ORDER!" = by which they will nail together: "A New ORGANIZATION!" SM 1:204. Which we are NOT to:"JOIN!" Ms.129. E.G.WHITE = SCHARPFENBERG. RESEARCHERS PROVED was "CHANGED" 3 or 4 Times BEFORE they finally gave it to you in their 1958 SM 2:390...SOP=TC 95. NL 43. YES! The True Church is about to Fall = with all the "JEFF REICH!" yapping at our Heels = they will bring SOME of us DOWN - but the "MOVEMENT" of GC 464 will go on.= WITH us or WITHOUT us...God's promise is He will raise up:"OTHERS!"

"...the Lord chose OTHERS...And then these LEADERS; in the BLINDNESS of their Minds...act like men who have LOST=THEIR=REASON!" TM 70. "FALSE TEACHERS...They are to be MET and OPPOSED!" TM 55. RH A3:81. "MEET IT!" SM 1:206.

"He will use OTHERS!" RH A3:275. "...the Lord will raise up OTHERS...He will take His Holy Spirit FROM the Church, and give it to OTHERS...who will APPRECIATE it." RH A3:18,248, 273,275,473,527. "THERE=IS=A=PEOPLE who will bear the Ark of God...They will SHOW the people their TRANSGRESSIONS, and the House of Jacob their SINS...The CONFLICT is to grow fiercer and FIERCER. Satan will take the field and personate Christ." TM 411.

"...OTHERS will do that very Work." RH A2:144. "...unless we AROUSE, they will go IN ADVANCE of us." TM 417.(Is this why WILSON is said to be pulling TM off the Shelves?) "A MOVEMENT is to COME..." GC 464. "...the MOVEMENT of HEALTH REFORM will go on WITHOUT them, and it will be seen that God has removed their CANDLESTICK out of its place." A CALL TO MEDICAL EVANGELISM 46.

"I saw that the Lord was whetting His SWORD in Heaven to CUT=THEM=DOWN...He will PASS=THEM=BY, and raise up OTHERS..."Go to now, ye RICH men."...Your MEANS are NOT NEEDED!" SG 2:226-246. "...the Lord would raise up OTHERS who would be Faithful and True..."CRY ALOUD = SPARE NOT!" RH A3:18. "OTHERS will come in to fill their places." RH A3:473. "...and take their CROWN." RH A3:527. "...TWO DISTINCT PARTIES, formed from a Company that was ONCE UNITED..." RH A5:341. Sept. 19, 1893.

**HOLY FLESH**
The Half has never been told = about what was "HOLY FLESH?" SM 2:31 to 54,17. Ev.595. RH A2:85,120,233,245,254,619. The most Important part - it was 1900 = it was BALLengerism united with HOLY-ROLLER PENTECOSTALISM. Hell-Priests and Sun-God Worshippers with "I AM SAVED!" NOW REPEATED with R.A.ANDERSON taking the LEAD, as he did in SEATTLE - 1962. -25-
HOLY FLESH REPEATED.
(Where did she "PLAGIARIZE" this from = RAE = ???) SM 2:36.
"...have taken the words of LEADERS, who think themselves
WISE...who have taken themselves OUT of the Hands of God,
and placed themselves in the Rank of the ENEMY...These
men will be deceived by FALLEN ANGELS...HISTORY IS TO=
BE=REPEATED. I could specify what would be in the near
Future, but the Time is not yet. THE=FORMS=OF =THE=DEAD
will appear, through the cunning devices of Satan, and
MANY ("MANY" SDA MINISTERS! TM 409.) MANY will link up
with the one who loveth and maketh a LIE. I= WARN=OUR=
PEOPLE that right among us some will turn away from the
FAITH and give heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS and DOCTRINES OF
DEVILS (TM 409.) AND=BY=THEM (by "20-Year Preachers!") =
BY=THEM the TRUTH will be evil-spoken of, and a MARVEL-
OUS WORK will take place = MINISTERS = LAWYERS = DOCTORS
= who have PERMITTED these FALSE=HOODS (JEFF REICH) PER-
MITTED these False-hoods to overcome their Spirit of
DISCERNMENT will be themselves DECEIVERS, UNITED with the
DECEIVED, and a spiritual DRUNKENNESS will take POSSESSION
of them...walk in BLINDNESS as DRUNKEN men...making LIES
for their REFUGE, they will misinterpret the WARRANTIES and
MESSAGES God has sent, placing in the WARNINGS their FALSE
STATEMENTS, to make God's Word of NO-EFFECT...Some who
have been deceived BY=MEN=IN=RESPONSIBLE=POSITIONS will
REPENT and BE CONVERTED...Those who are bound in SATAN'S
TOILS are the most CONFIDENT and the most BOASTFUL, they
will protest at the thought that THEY are ENSNARED, and
yet it is the TRUTH." (To Daniels and Prescot and Asso-
ciates. Oct.30,1905.) BRISBIN BOOK p.27-8.(Out of Print.)

"I ASK OUR PEOPLE to study the 28th Chapter of Ezekiel.
The presentation here made, while it refers primarily to
LUCIFER, the fallen angel, has a yet broader significance.
NOT=ONE=BEING, but a general Movement, is here described,
and one that we shall WITNESS..." Series B 17,27-30.(386).
Try SDA COMMENTARY 4:1162. SEPARATE!

"...come OUT from among them...and be ye SEPARATE. There
is a (WILSON-REICH) SATANIC POLICY that is practiced by
those who are SPIRITUALLY BLIND, that they can MINGLE
safely with the WORLDLY ELEMENT, CONFEDERATE with them,
be in CO-OPERATION with them, but it will not require a
great length of Time to discern that they are no longer
with Christ, or place the least value upon being one with
their Brethren." Melborn, May 9,1892. BRISBIN 36.

"UNIFY, UNIFY = but we are not to UNIFY with those who
are departing from the Faith." RH April 19,1906. -26-
WE WARNED YOU FAR AHEAD OF TIME = why would come = and why it would come = AGAIN = WE= WARN= YOU = as this is about to EXPLODE = "but those who look for MIRACLES as a SIGN of divine guidance = are in grave Danger of deception. It is stated in the Word that the Enemy will work through his Agents who have departed from the FAITH (NOT from the CHURCH!) departed from the FAITH = (is that Billy Graham = the Pope?) What "FAITH" did they depart from? It HAS to be someone who was IN the FAITH = to depart "FROM" it (And who is that?)

"...who have DEPARTED FROM the "FAITH" and "THEY" will seemingly work "MIRACLES" = even to the bringing down of FIRE out of Heaven in the sight of men." SM 2:54. "These WORKS of apparent "HEALING" (EXORCISM!) will bring Seventh-day Adventists to the TEST!" SM 2:53."GOING TO B.C." p.7. MM 88,110. 1884 GC 411. T1:302. TM 411. SM 2:50,21,24,58,95-6.100. RH A4:262,570. GC 593. T6:400-1.


THOSE WHO WORSHIPPED "OUT" OF THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE = "OUT" OF THE MHP IN HEAVEN = would be given over to EVIL ANGELS! You were WARNED! EW 56. 1846 BROADSIDE. EW 261= their "PRAYERS" would be "USELESS!!" You are kind of HARD of HEARING = Aren't you?

WILL YOU LISTEN NOW = ??? WILL YOU FORM A "CHARACTER"? = (Read a few Lines AHEAD of this and AFTER.) "I was shown (NOT by RAE!) "I was shown that if God's people make NO EFFORTS on their PART, but WAIT for the "REFRESHING" to come upon them (BAUER=BRINSMEAD=GROTHER=HEPP=) and remove their WRONGS and correct their ERRORS; if they depend upon THAT to CLEANSE them from the filthiness of the FLESH and SPIRIT, and FIT them to engage in the LOUD CRY of the Third Angel, THEY will be found WANTING. The REFRESHING or POWER of God comes ONLY on those who have PREPARED themselves for it by DOING the "WORK" which God bids them, Namely, CLEANSING THEMSELVES from all filthiness of the Flesh and Spirit, PERFECTING HOLINESS in the fear of God...His "FAITH" must be made PERFECT by "WORKS"=for faith "ALONE" is DEAD..." T1:619,620.EW 71. (And 100 more.) (But NOT in the "NEW THEOLOGY"!) "Only LIKE can appreciate LIKE." MB 25,81. (42-3,121-2.) PP 176. SG 2:201. T1:100. T5:136,463,705, 696. DA 405. "LIKE becomes like LIKE=" "LIKE attracts.LIKE..." ...and those who do not SEE and SENSE the DANGER = are ALREADY the DUPES...of SATAN!" MM 142. It is Nice = to be RIGHT. It is NICER = to REMAIN RIGHT! -27-
We do not want to get away from the main concern of this Paper up to this Point:

(1) That the Teaching of CHURCH and REFORM = REFORM NOT STRIKING out on their own = NOT going BACK to the Original "FAITH"=NOT even knowing what it is = but having so long been tied to LAODICEA'S APRON-STRINGS = It is easy for them to send in their Agents into "REFORM" = not satisfied to be LOST themselves, but us WITH THEM!

(2) MOST of them AMUSE themselves by going to Church and also pretend to go along with REFORM. Christ said of those who did that = wanted to put the NEW WINE in the OLD BOTTLES = He would have to look for NEW BOTTLES for the NEW WINE."The KINGDOM of God shall be taken FROM you = and given to a Nation bringing forth the FRUITS thereof." Matt.21:43.

(3) When the "CHIEF PRIESTS" and the "PHARISEES" attempted to "LAY HANDS" on Him because He said that = (Verse 46)= He then gave them a Belt = a DUAL APPLICATION = (Perhaps you did not know the Prophet lists Seventh-day Adventists with "PHARISEES!!!" = of course no "20-Year Preacher" would STOOP to telling you THAT! Ti:331. T3:193. SM 2:376,378. COL 117,158,160. DA 280. (I often STOP at the End of the Line = NOT that I ran out of REFERENCES = but because it is enough.) TM 79.

(4) CHRIST GAVE in the next Chapter = since He had the Jews MAD ENOUGH = He made them a LITTLE MADDER with the "3 CALLS." Which PHARISEES then as now = will not want to HEAR = and which no "20-Year Preacher" will undertake to ACKNOWLEDGE or REPEAT. But your Soul's Salvation HINGES on it! WHAT ARE THE "3 CALLS?" To whom are they GIVEN? WHEN do they START? Does the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE apply here? CALL 2 is the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE. CALL 3 is the "LOUD CRY." What is the 1st CALL? See it in Matt.22:1-14.Luke 14:16-24.

(5) You can't go to your "20-Year Preacher" to find out, he is DUMBER than you are! YOU might LISTEN! He WILL NOT! He has been SO HARDENED through "20-Years" of R.A.ANDERSON'S=FROOM=WILSON "GARBAGE!!" = if he under took to EXPLAIN the "3 CALLS"=he would BLOW IT!

(6) It is all wrapped up in "MY FIRST VISION." This will bring on the "CRISIS!!" It will bring on the "SEALING!!" It is a "PATH" that does NOT go through the GRAVE = it goes STRAIGHT THROUGH TO HEAVEN! Talk about "GOING THRU!" MY FIRST VISION...

(7) Speaking of "BRIGHT LIGHTS"=and a SEQUENCE of "BRIGHT LIGHTS." "On this PATH = the Advent people were Traveling to the HOLY CITY, which was at the FARTHER END of the PATH. They had a BRIGHT LIGHT. set up--IND them at the "BEGINNING" of the PATH, which an Angel told me
"...set up BEHIND them, at the BEGINNING of the PATH = which an Angel told me was the MIDNIGHT CRY." EW 14. WTF 14. 1846 BROADSIDE. GC 408. 1884 GC 256.

(8) This "BRIGHT LIGHT"=also revealed = ". . . . and Shone all along the PATH!" EW 14 . . . . an exceeding BRIGHT LIGHT ...I saw the Father rise from the Throne, and in a FLAMING CHARIOT go into the HOLY of HOLIES..." EW 55.

WHY IS ALL

the Adventist Ministry STYMIED on this Point? The FROOM-ANDERSON "AWAKENING" that came from AUSTRALIA = 1960 = and all the Adventist Ministry to this Day = "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM"-which we do not go by. = we PREFER the TESTIMONY=as shown here = the FATHER = "RISES" from a THRONE, (WHERE = WHERE = WHERE = ???) = if He goes "FROM" that THRONE = in 1844 = and goes so many THOUSANDS or MILLIONS of MILES = (to another "PLANET"!!!) So ask yourself = if "CHRIST" went "BEFORE THE FATHER"=in or at His "ASCENSION"=then = at THAT TIME! Did Christ also go "IN A FLAMING CHARIOT!"=to Where God WAS NOT ! ? . . . for He WAS NOT in the HOLIEST = until 1844. (That is to say - IF you are an Adventist = and want to go by the Adventist "RELIGION!" For according to the Adventist Religion = God and Christ were NOWHERE ELSE but in the FIRST APARTMENT = until Thrones were "SET!" DANIEL saw till "THRONES were SET!" in 1844. And not a minute sooner. NO THRONES WERE "SET!"=before 1844. This was a NEW THRONE = a NEW DISPENSATION = a NEW RELIGION = called a-"MOVE-MADE-IN-HEAVEN!!"

Adventists have a hard Time understanding what a "MOVE" means. A "MOVE" means to go where you were NOT = from where you ARE! Now if the Lord was IN the Most Holy Place and ONLY in the Most Holy Place since Time began = then WHY would He have to "MOVE"=go in a "FLAMING CHARIOT"= to go WHERE=He=WAS=NOT! MYRIADS and MYRIADS of MILES!

How could He "GO" there = if He "WAS" there = ???

If they cannot appreciate what happened when He WENT there in 1844 = will they be able to appreciate what will happen when He makes another: "MOVE!"="...OUT of the Most Holy Place!" EW 280. "SATAN has entire CONTROL"...Jesus...SANCTUARY...work there is FINISHED, and...there is NOTHING to stay the WRATH of God." EW 280.

That's what it means when a "MOVE" is made in Heaven. What about 1844 = 7 What about that "MOVE??" "I saw that since Jesus "LEFT" the Holy Place of the Heavenly Sanctuary (in 1844) and "ENTERED" within the Second Veil, the CHURCHES have been filling up with every unclean and hateful BIRD. I saw GREAT INIQUITY and VILENESS in the CHURCHES...Their PROFESSION, their PRAYERS...are an ABOMINATION... -29-
"...And over all these evil traits they throw the CLOAK of RELIGION...Jesus and the Angels look upon them in ANGER!" EW 274.

THE DOOR TO THE MHP
"This door was "NOT" opened until...1844." EW 42.
"AFTER his ASCENSION, our Saviour "BEGAN" His work.."GC 265.
"...in 1844, Christ "THEN ENTERED" the Most Holy.."1884 266.
"..."DEATH" to enter AT=ANY-OTHER=TIME!" 1884 GC 263.MH 438. NO=PRIESTS=MINISTERED when High-Priest was in MOST HOLY. Punishment was DEATH! T8:284-5. DRUNKEN=SLOVENLY=IRRESPECTIVE regard to ORDER = like ELI's SONS = meant DEATH! T5: 274. PP 577-8.

SIZE OF HEAVENLY SANCTUARY?
"...that TEMPLE...the most magnificent structure ever reared by HUMAN HANDS, but a FAINT REFLECTION of its VASTNESS and GLORY...concerning the HEAVENLY SANCTUARY." GC 414. 1884 GC 260-1.

MHP OPENED?
"...in 1844. "THEN" Jesus rose up and "SHUT" the Door of the Holy Place..."EW 42. WHO=THEN=DARE=OPEN=IT=AFTER 1844? The Answer is here: "THE ENEMIES...SATAN...through AGENTS...through MINISTERS...to believe a LIE that they might be DAMNED!...used MESMERISM to gain adherents." EW 43-4.

PHILADELPHIANS

Accepted TRUTH in 1844. GC 430. 1884 GC 268-9. Is the TRUTH that will SEAL them! Rev.3:7,8 is right in your INDEX! "Looking down to the LAST DAYS...Rev.3:7. TM 446. WTF 14. EW 15,30,31,254-6. "...the SANCTUARY...PRINCIPAL SUBJECTS on which the MESSENGERS should DWELL." EW 63. "The SANCTUARY in Heaven is the VERY CENTER of Christ's work...It concerns EVERY SOUL...down to the VERY CLOSE OF TIME!" Ev.222. "...the CENTRAL TRUTH." Ev.223. (I Wonder if ANY 1985-1986 "DANIEL & REVELATION" CLASS FOUND THIS: Daniel 12:13= connected to: Ev.222.) LS 278. (Be sure to read a bit AHEAD and a bit AFTER...)

ASK THAT "20-YEAR PREACHER"

what he REALLY BELIEVES about the Third Angel's Message= is he liable to tell you he believes the SAME as 1960 BRINSMEAD-FORD=HEPPENSTALL = ? How do you know - unless you ASK him? AFRAID = ?? We have found = those who want NO MOST HOLY PLACE = want NO CHARACTER! "The Prophets and Apostles did not PERFECT Christian CHARACTER by a MIRACLE. They used the MEANS which God had placed within their reach, and ALL who will put forth a LIKE EFFORT will secure a LIKE RESULT." 1884 GC 305. "...a RADICAL CHANGE...of CHARACTER." 306. "SATAN...his FATAL SOPHISTY that(it is)...IMPOSSIBLE to OVERCOME." 1884 GC 314.

JESUITS
"THE PAPACY...saved IN their SINS. Here is the Secret of its POWER!" 1884 GC 389.(572.)
WE NOW COME TO: March 13 1986.
I read what was Written up to this Point. And I would.
change = NOT=A=WORD! I would almost want to shut this
down right here == but since we are on "BOOK RATE" and
must pay 78¢ for 8.83 Ounces whether we use that.much or
not = (There is no lower Rate for "BOOK RATE.") We may as
well go to more pages. But I am afraid to spoll it. Would
prefer to stop right here!

I have many HEALTH NOTES and other NOTES that we may as
well PAUSE = and put in here before we come back to RE-
LIGION...
($20.00 per Year.)

"HEALTH FREEDOM NEWS"=(NHF)=P.O. Box 688, MONROVIA, CA
91016. JUNE 1985: "The latest SALVO in the on-going SMEAR
campaign...these bastions of ORTHODOXY have a great weak-
ness in their own arrogance. They have been heaping ridi-
cule on us out of habit for so long that they have lost
touch with reality...More Americans now die of CANCER each
year than died in both the Korean and Vietnamese Wars put
together...In 1906 MAX GERSON was run out of the Country
for proving that a HIGH FAT INTAKE might cause CANCER...
(PIG-FAT = LARD?) "My people perish for lack of KNOWLEDGE."
p.4,28. (CDF 374,393,64,83,85,124,200,236,332,341,350,374.)
(Run by Adventists? No. They wouldn't STOOP to join that
Church!) "THEY" are AHEAD of "US" in the HEALTH GOSPEL!

ANTIACID WARNING: "Stomach ANTACIDS that contain ALUMINUM
HYDROXIDE GEL can also reduce the amount of PHOSPHATE in
the BLOOD. This can aggravate OSTEOPOROSIS, a thinning of
the BONES seen in older people, intensity existing ANEMIA
and exert a TOXIC EFFECT on the HEART." p.22. (CDF 85.)

VITAMIN "C" that has "SODIUM ASCORBATE (SALT)" in it can
also cause "HEART PROBLEMS." p.23. (MH 305. CH 120.)

WE DO NOT JUST DEAL WITH "ABORTION." We also deal with:
"SUDDEN INFANT DEATH SYNDROME(SIDS)"="...causes of SIDS...
ALUMINUM=CADMIUM=LEAD=MANGANESE=MERCURY=NICKEL=ZINC...
ALUMINUM may be...ADDED in the (TAP-WATER) in the PURIFICA-
TION(PURIFICATION?) PROCESS...Associations between ALUMIN-
UM TOXICITY and ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE...mental deterioration
in the Elderly. ALUMINUM is said to inhibit CHOLINE TRANS-
PORT, effecting NERVE TISSUE and BRAIN FUNCTION. The LETHAL
effect of ACID-RAIN on FISH...water acidification, but al-
so to increased content of ALUMINUM..." DR. JOHN YUDKIN RE-
PLIED, "Nor is jumping off a Skyscraper a direct CAUSE of
DEATH = it is hitting the GROUND that does it." p.35-6.

CBC-TV MARCH 12 1986

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT BROADCASTING COMMISSION="NATURE OF
THINGS"=by David Suzuki. HALF the Marketable Trees in
GERMANY...a Forest they took great pride in...HALF those
Trees = are DEAD! By "ACID-RAIN..."(much of it from AMERICA!)
GREAT CHIMNEYS BELCHING THOUSANDS OF TONS OF POISON that reaches every Corner of the World = right up to the POLAR-CAP = all FISH= ANIMALS= TREES = in danger. What about HUMANS? NEXT PROGRAMME = "MARKET PLACE" = 9 P.M. = SUDDEN INFANT DEATH ("REYES SYNDROME" = SIDS) = Warren Family... 17 Year Girl = DEAD! ASA (ASPIRIN)... second largest single cause of DEATH in the Home... the ASP in ASPIRIN... does your Preacher take it? ...like CANDY!" (No Wonder he does not know if he's COMING or GOING!)

ADVENTIST MINISTER =

South Africa = does not want to wait for Racial Riots to get him = wants PHOTO-COPY of SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE = Feb. 1975 p. 34. ALUMINUM O.K. = !!! "SPOTLIGHT ON HEALTH" = "ALUMINUM POTS O.K. AFTER ALL!"

"Many of us owe an apology to poor slandered ALUMINUM. Remember when your Mother told you it was dangerous to cook in ALUMINUM pots and pans? Or was it a salesman of STAINLESS STEEL WARE who convinced you to buy his pots and pans and throw out your "DANGEROUS" ALUMINUM ones?

"The Government has carefully checked into this matter. They have found that ALUMINUM, glass, and steel are all suitable for cooking. Cooking with ALUMINUM has not been found to be injurious to Health. The grayish coating that forms on ALUMINUM ware is a HARMLESS OXIDE or "RUST," which may be rubbed off by a damp cloth and a little baking soda. Then rinse well and COOK UP A STORM!

"Anyone for ratatouille baked in ALUMINUM casserole? Um-um good!" (Our Emphasis added.) (Safety of cooking utensils. FDA FACT SHEET CSS-G11, 72-2002, July 1971)

SDA MINISTRY FEBRUARY 1975. p. 34.

CANADIAN TORONTO UNIVERSITY = ALZHEIMER DISEASE = HERE.

I COME! [With baked Beans for Brains.]

"Marriage made in Heaven is coming in for a Landing!"

POOR SLANDERED ALUMINUM

Yes! We took a lot of INSULTS before we finally found that: "The FRINGE is on TOP!" Will they Repent? Admit they made a Mistake? NEVER! "...the Lord chose OTHERS...

And then these Leaders, in the Blindness of their Minds... act like men who have lost their Reason." TM 70. ST 4:62.

THE LORD CHOSE OTHERS

"The INDIFFERENCE which has existed among OUR MINISTERS in regard to "HEALTH REFORM"... is surprising. Some who do not profess to be "CHRISTIANS" treat these matters with greater reverence than do some of our own people, and UNLESS = WE = ARouse, "THEY" will go IN ADVANCE of US." TM 417. (CHANGED!) See RH A4:372. T6:299.

'SPOTLIGHT' WARNING:

AMALGAM of 50-50 MERCURY and SILVER in your Teeth...
may contribute to all sorts of Ailments. "It's in your
HEAD!" PHOTO-COPY by: "SWANSON HEALTH SHOPPER" box 2672,
FARGO, N.D. or a $12.00 Book from DR. HAL A. HUGGINS, P.O.
Box 2589, Colorado Springs, CO 80901. (You can have your
Teeth filled WITHOUT MERCURY...SG 4:139.)
---------------------
"BETTER NUTRITION"

You can obtain many of these HEALTH MAGAZINES from the
HEALTH STORE... (Courtesy Ann DeMICHAEL) = Dec. 1985. p.18-
22. "CALCIUM" the greatest need of the Mind and Body.

"NATURAL LIFE"

Magazine. Box 82447, BURNABY, BC Canada V5C 5P8. $12.00
a Year in Canada. May-June 1985. "THE IMPORTANCE OF CALCIUM
and MAGNESIUM." "MAGNESIUM DEFICIENCY has a primary role
in SUDDEN UNEXPECTED INFANT=DEATH SYNDROME." p.20.

BLADDER INFECTIONS=VIT. C and pure CRANBERRY JUICE effec-
tive in "ACIDIFYING THE URINE." GLUTAMIC ACID TABLETS =
aids in Digestion for those over 40..."Since the symptoms
of too little acid are EXACTLY THE SAME as too much acid,
the taking of ANTACIDS could be the WORST thing to do."
p.4. PAYAYA ENZYME DIGESTIVE TABLETS are also a valuable
edition to your NATURE'S TREATMENT CABINET.

ANTI-PERSPIRANT

Since man (and women) must improve on Nature = and since
ALUMINUM OXIDE is a high percentage of the ingredients
of DEODORANTS = the prelude to ALZHEIMERS = that is reach-
ing EPIDEMIC PROPORTIONS in those over 60 (25%)=must be
DIAPERED and SPOON-FED (even. College. Professors) what a
Legacy to pass on to that poor Woman! And since these
DEODORANTS another main ingredient could be FORMALDEHYDE;
and since FORMALDEHYDE is the main ingredient to use in
making Plastic HARD...if you do not want the ALUMINUM
that also goes to the Brain to be "HARDENED" there =
those who feel they cannot leave NATURE ALONE...they can
obtain HERBAL FLOWER EXTRACTS in the Health Store.p.21.

SINCE HARDENING OF THE ARTERIES

according to many MEDICAL and NATUROPATHY SOURCES...even
young men in the Army...the Blood can barely be pumped thru
"CHOLINE is a B Vitamin...allows the FAT in the LIVER
to be TRANSFORMED into LECITHIN, a phospholipid, which,
in turn SOLUBILIZES the FAT DEPOSITS in the ARTERIES and
other body locations." by RAYMOND BARBEAU, N.D. p.25.

About ALL these Magazines WARN against CAFFEINATED FOODS
like COFFEE(DECAFFEINATED is WORSE! Due.to added CHEMI-
CALS.) TEA=CHOCOLATE=COLA DRINKSand some say the direct
CAUSE of TUMORS and CANCERS."ADULTERATED SUBSTANCES ARE
TO BE AVOIDED!" CDF 85. "SUPERFICIAL BREATHING...The BLOOD
moves SLUGGISHLY. The WASTE, POISONOUS MATTER, which
should be thrown off in the EXHALATIONS from the LUNGS...
"...is retained, and the BLOOD becomes IMPURE...the BRAIN is CLOUDED; the THOUGHTS are CONFUSED; GLOOM settles upon the SPIRITS; the whole system becomes DEPRESSED..."-

MH 273.

BREATHING == CONGESTION == ASTHMA == BRONCHITIS == EMPHYSEMA == HOSPITAL "INFLUENZA"==most people breathe just at the Top of their Lungs...best to go outdoors where there is more OXYGEN...do not breathe IN= breathe OUT! in PUFFS...one following the other...PUFF! PUFF! PUFF! Empty the LUNGS! If you are in Bed in the Hospital...push ahead in the Air = with your outstretched HANDS...as you PUFF! You might have the Head-Nurse getting others to do it also. FORCE the Air = OUT! Then let it come back in = by itself. Do this about 3 Times - 2 or 3 Times a Day. But ESPECIALLY in the Morning.

ANOTHER EXERCISE == FILL YOUR LUNGS. NEVER do this unless your Lungs are FULL...Stand at Attention...then slowly SLUG yourself (with a closed Fist = or you could try it with a SLAP)...into your Rib-Cage. So you SHAKE UP your Lungs. A Seventh-day Adventist Minister cured himself of (TB) TUBERCULOSIS with this Exercise. HIT one Side = then the other...breathe a while = then do it again. 3 Times...2 or 3 Times a Day. If it hurts a bit = that may be Good. Just do not over-do it...

How many people get "PNEUMONIA" in the Hospital. This is ONE WAY = to PREVENT it...keep your Lungs working. RIGHT to the Bottom. CONGESTION is DEATH...be ALIVE!

--- "ALIVE" Magazine:

Box 67333, VANCOUVER, BC Canada. V5W 3H7.$12.00 a Year. (Canada) For USA $14.00. Other Countries $16.00. $2.50 each. "MSG" may cause ASTHMA.p.8. (Does LLL "HELL-th" Foods contain MSG = ? MONOSODIUM GLUTAMATE = ?) "HIGH-SUGAR DIET may hasten...DIABETES(and) CHROMIUM DEPLETION...U.S. Department of Agriculture..."p.9. PSORIASIS= [Skin Trouble]=...ALOE VERA...GRAPEFRUIT JUICE applied to the affected area(may help)." p.10.

Soak 3 or 4 layers of FLANNEL [preferably WOOL] with CASTOR OIL = as warm as possible for 1 Hour. Could try many other Kinds of OIL. p.10. Drink CAMOMILE or MULLEIN TEA...HEALTH STORE PRODUCT..."AQUALIN"...p.11.

ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS in this World = "DOCTOR MORRISON’S AMAZING HEALING FOODS" Parker Pub. Company, Inc. WEST NYACK, NY 10994. How to save any amounts of Money...instead of a few Nuggets in a Pill or a Capsule = HEATED = FRIED = BURNT = TURNED OVER = why pay 20 Times it’s worth? Why not get it DIRECT from NATURE’S FOOD BASKET? [This Book by the Courtesy of Ann DeMichael...get it!]
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LECITHIN is so VALUABLE = that it is recommended for SKIN CONDITIONS = it is a major constituent of BRAIN = SPINAL SHEATH and NERVES = it COUNTERACTS "ALZHEIMER'S" (SENILITY)= it helps to take POISONS out of the System...it has kept many people ALIVE who have HEART CONDITIONS.

The CHEAPEST and BEST is the LIQUID...not "CLARIFIED"= natural brown in Color...and all who try to take it that way HATE it! Because it CLINGS to the MOUTH and SPOON...

So I fixed it up so you do not even know you are taking it. By mixing it with MOLASSES. Then since BRAN is so important for "BULK"= I mixed it with BRAN. Sometimes I used WHEAT GERM. This would be a good place to add IODINE (you can now obtain natural IODINE in the Health Stores.)

BRAN seems to irritate a lot of people...we used to say start out slowly...a Teaspoon full a Day until you can slowly work up to a TABLESPOON or TWO.

But now we find in "BETTER NUTRITION" (you already have the Address)=January 1985= "FABULOUS FIBER"="BRAN is the BEST KNOWN, but by no means the most desirable of this group. (some) have AMAZING PROPERTIES. For example, APPLEPECTIN ABSORBS many different destructive materials from the intestinal tract. PECTIN, in combination with GUAR, helps regulate the rate of absorption of NUTRIENTS, including SUGAR, spreading it over a longer period of TIME. The result is a SLOWER rise in BLOOD SUGAR LEVELS...As a crude fiber PSYLLIUM SEEDS have TWICE the bulking capacity of BRAN and without its tendency to ROB you of essential nutrients..."FABULOUS FIBER" has the ability to SCRUB OUT all the convolutions in the intestines so they are CLEAN. "FABULOUS FIBER" (a Product sold in the Health Stores) helps keep the inner you CLEAN. It removes TOXINS and WASTES..."

p.51.

SO THEREFORE you should formulate your own MIX to suit your own needs. If you take it first thing in the MORNING as a BROOM to sweep out the RUBBISH--like a BROOM...and if in the Morning you take NO VEGETABLES...you could add RAISINS or CURRENTS or DATES or FIGS...Here's one 1986 Mix:

**HOEHN'S DYNAMITE:**

Take a BIG=MOUTHED JAR...fill it 3/4 or 2/3 full with BRAN or/and WHEAT GERM...put in about 3/4 inch of LIQUID LECITHIN...then maybe close to 2 inches of MOLASSES... (in Canada we now use "BLACK STRAP" from the West Indies obtainable at "OVERWAITEAS."...)...add APPLEPECTIN(also called "CERTO")...IODINE...and whatever else you want or need. (PSYLLIUM SEED...CHIA SEED...FLAXSEED...SUNFLOWER SEED...SESAME SEED...unpasteurized HONEY...perhaps SAFFLOWER SEED...etc.)...then pour B.O.L.35°-BOILING WATER over it. (If not making it newly...it IS vitally important it...
SEED OIL as the richest Source of "VIT. E"=(RUSSIAN THISTLE grown in MEXICO)=pour ROLLING BOILING WATER over it = as you work it in add more BRAN = end up with it on the THIN SIDE = this will keep indefinitely in the FRIG. Take a Tablespoon or 2 first thing in the A.M. You could, perhaps = make a more complete Mix = add CALCIUM = other OILS =(RAW LINSEED OIL = PRIMROSE OIL)=if you can stand the Taste = CHAPARRAL = (better take it separate in Tablets or Tea.)

(As I take OIL separate = I do not mix OIL = but if you do not take OIL = this would be one way to take it.)

ELIJAH mixed OIL with MEAL = and BAKED it. But do not forget ONE THING = he used it FRESH = not 3 weeks OLD.

Even where wood was so SCARCE...he did not eat LEFT-OVERS. Such things go RANCID in a short while. And when RANCID = Nature pushes out all OIL = for that Meal. That is why the SHUTE BROTHERS were not getting results when there was RANCID or BURNT OIL (such as from an Old Frying Pan) until they took VIT. E OIL in between Meals. THEN they had RESULTS!

----------- INTO THIS MIX

You might consider = as one of the most VALUABLE ENZYME SOURCES = B Complex extract of "LIQUID YEAST"=MALT EXTRACT and="RICE BRAN SYRUP"...you could add that also with great Benefit. Unless the LAWYERS of LLU put a STOP to this! We know these YOUNG=SHOWY=ROWDY=UNDISCIPLINED=SPoiled=LAODICEAN=BRATS etc whose Mothers push them into OFFICE = even the President of the Conference = who now do not WAIT for the AMA or the FDA to take after us = but the Twin=Sisters = ROMANISM the OLDER(AHOLAH) and ADVENTISM the YOUNGER(AHOLIBAH)=Ezkel 23:4-12,16-26,28-30,36,42-44,47. 24:6,12-14,21.)

THESE 2 WOMEN =BEAST + IMAGE

"...there came out TWO WOMEN, and the WIND was in their WINGS...in the Land of SHINAR; ...and set there upon her OWN BASE." Zechariah 5:9-11. "SATAN clothed with ANGEL ROBES...Every WIND of Doctrine will be blowing. Those who have rendered SUPREME HOMAGE to "SCIENCE FALSELY SO-CALLED" will NOT be the LEADERS THEN. (Not of God's true people)...IN=THE=LAST=SOLEMN=WORK few great men will be engaged. THEY ARE SELF-SUFFICIENT, INDEPENDENT[Who did you say were the "INDEPENDENTS?""] The LEADERS of your "CHURCH?" Who ride the HORSES of the APOCALYPSE as they DETERIORATE from the WHITE(1844 PHILADELPHIAN. GC 430)= to the RED(1914 BLOODY LAODICEAN HORSE) to the BLACK weighed in the BALANCES of the SANCTUARY=(1980=T8:247)= until they ride the PALE HORSE = the HORSE OF DEATH! (Rev.6:1-10 as we grind up to the 6th SEAL... -36-
THE 6th SEAL
Which is the "SEALING TIME"=based on the."THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" given in 1844 for the last Generation. A SPECIAL MESSAGE. As the "CHURCH" DETERIORATES into the HORSE MOVEMENTS as also shown in ZECHARIAH 6:1-7. "But I SCATTERED them with a WHIRLWIND among all the Nations...Thus the land was DESOLATE after them, that no man passed through nor returned: for they laid the pleasant land DESOLATE." Zechariah 7:14. "...and I shall cause the "REMNANT" of this people to possess all these things." 8:12.

THE DAUGHTER
YOUNGER = SWEETER = PURER = she came OUT! She is NOT GUILTY of the SINS of the OLD "MOTHER." The HARLOT of T8:250.
"REJOICE GREATLY, O DAUGHTER of Zion; shout, O DAUGHTER of JERUSALEM: behold thy KING cometh unto thee...And I will CUT OFF the CHARIOT from Ephraim, and the HORSE from JERUSALEM...Ask ye of the Lord RAIN in the TIME of the LATTER RAIN...Mine ANGER was kindled against the SHEPHERDS...and the RIDERS on HORSES shall be CONFOUNDED...There is a voice of the HOWLING of the SHEPHERDS; for their glory is SPOILED...MY SOUL LOATHED THEM...they weighed for my price 30 PIECES OF SILVER...I WILL SMITE EVERY HORSE...and his RIDER with MADNESS...WITH BLINDNESS...Their FLESH shall CONSUME AWAY while they stand upon their feet,(because they would not STAND for the TRUTH), and their EYES shall CONSUME AWAY IN THEIR HOLES,(because they would not LOOK at the TRUTH), and their TONGUES shall CONSUME AWAY in their MOUTHS,(because they would not TELL the TRUTH)...And so shall be the PLAGUE of the HORSE..." ZECHARIAH 9:9,10, 10:1,3,5. 11:3,8,12. L2:4. 12:12,15.

"...and BLOOD came...even unto the HORSE BRIDLES." Rev. 14:20."WOE UNTO THEM that go down to EGYPT for help; and STAY=ON=HORSES, and TRUST in CHARIOTS...and in HORSEMEN...they shall all fail TOGETHER!" Isa.31:1-3. Hos.1:7. Mic.5:10.

"...we LEFT=THE=HORSES, and went on Foot, IN=SINGLE=FILE, One following in the footsteps of another...CORDS...We then thought of those who had not accustomed themselves to privations and hardships. WHERE WERE SUCH NOW? They were not in the Company...At every CHANGE some were LEFT BEHIND..." T2:595. LS 190-1.
who followed NICHOLS in organizing the AMA and FDA in 1961="QUACKERY CONGREGES"=when little "DAVID" the GIANT-KILLER= the "NATIONAL HEALTH FEDERATION" was formed and BEAT THEM HANDS DOWN! The PARENTS of this 1986 Crop of "GENERATION OF VIPERS!"=not satisfied to lick their Wounds in DEFEAT = HAVE PROVIDED(with your Tithe and Offerings?) RENT-FREE FACILITIES at LLU for a VIPER'S NEST of YOUNG LAWYER-MEDICS.to come out of their DRAGON-TUNNEL and OPENLY CHALLENGE the NATURAL SCHOOL the RIGHT to EXIST...

"HEALTH FREEDOM NEWS"=212 W. Foothill Blvd. MONROVIA, CA 91016. February 1986. 75¢ each. Send us 100 copies $50.00 plus SHIPPING. XEROX THOUSANDS OF COPIES of p.19-20.

"DOES DR. WILLIAM JARVIS SPEAK FOR SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS?"

Will you be GUILTY of paying God's TITHE to WILSON'S WOLF-PACK = ??? And your hands will be CLEAN of their BLOOD = ???

"WHEN "BRETHREN" MANIFEST

THE SPIRIT OF THE DRAGON, to make WAR upon those who believe that God has communicated LIGHT and COMFORT to them through the "TESTIMONIES", IT=IS-TIME for the Brethren and Sisters to assert their LIBERTY and perfect FREEDOM of CONSCIENCE...Here is where THOUSANDS will make SHIPWRECK of FAITH!" T4:245-6. T5:462. T1:341. B7:61. (LAODICEAN DRAGON-CULT in the "OMEGA"(as far as they can go!)) HOUR:

Do Adventist Mothers have ANY CONTROL of these SELF-SEEKING = "GENERATION of LAODICEAN VIPERS?" Or have they gone "HOSPITAL CRAZY" and are beyond REASON = ??? ,Does your Minister GO ALONG with this SATANIC ACTION = ???

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

"WOE UNTO YOU = LAWYERS!

for ye have taken away the KEY of KNOWLEDGE; ye entered not in yourselves = and them that WERE entering in = ye HINDERED." Luke 11:52. "WOE UNTO YOU, SCRIBES and PHARISEES = HYPOCRITES!..." Luke 11:44.

"I saw men linking up arm in arm with LAWYERS = but God was NOT in their Company..."ye go to inquire of BAAL-ZE-BUB = the god of EKRON?" 2 Kings 1:3.(This is the REAL "ELIJAH MESSAGE!") T8:69(to 75.)

FAKE "REVELATION"

"SEMINARS"= tell you to go "BACK" to the CHURCH in it's very "OMEGA" of APOSTASY. SM 1:204-5. And tell you to be HYPNOTIZED there! EW 125. "...many BACKSLIDERS will carry a TAME, POINTLESS "MESSAGE"=which LULLS people to SLEEP!" T8:36. "...WOE unto him who would make of NONE-EFFECT the WORDS of Christ's AMBASSADORS...who would tell the people that the SWORD=IS=COMING! and WARN them to PREPARE!" T3:452.
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THE SWORD IS COMING = !!!.
Even SKEPTICS and UNBELIEVERS = (even "TONGUES" MARTIN)= will come to believe that he that lives by the SWORD will DIE by the SWORD. STEPS TO PERDITION:

(A) Adventists paid their Dues to the AMA and FDA = (also to the NCC and the WCC) = also turned over ADVENTIST FACILITIES for "BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADES" and for the other Churches to use for EASTER SUNRISE SERVICES.

(B) Now all that has CHANGED. Now they are no longer sitting back in the Background = but are coming out RIGHT=IN= THE=OPEN!

(C) They now LEAD the World in the keeping of XMASS. They went to the JEWS in TEL AVIV to get PERMISSION to set up a CHRISTMASS TREE in JERUSALEM... they BLOWED and BOASTED how many MILES of WIRE they used... enough ELECTRICITY to LIGHT a small CITY... the other Churches were letting it go to Pot, so the HEROIC ADVENTIST TOOK OVER - they are now the HEAD and not the TAIL...

(D) They did the SAME with EASTER = VANDEMAN spent THOUSANDS of TITHE and OFFERING $’s to go to the "PASSION PLAY" in GERMANY = (held once in 5 Years) = and REPEAT the PICTURES they took = at this great Festive Season... they are LEADING in the HEATHEN=PAGAN FESTIVITIES... all they lack is handing out FREE BOXES OF CIGARS...(VODKA or SCHNAPPS)...

(E) They are now LEADING OUT to go to LAW... to bring DOWN the NATURAL TREATMENT SCHOOL... they TRIED it in their "QUACKERY CONGRESSES" in 1961 with F.D.NICHOLS... the Lord had enough of him and an Angel reached in and tore open his AORTA (the great Trunk Artery that carries the Blood FROM the HEART = it is quite UNUSUAL for this to RUPTURE = DEATH would be QUICK) =

(F) This FEBRUARY 1986 "HEALTH FREEDOM NEWS" reveals what we knew long ago = a NEST of LAWYER=MEDICS hole up in LLU= (PAID with your TITHE and OFFERINGS? Davenport was a PIKER!) you are going to Wash your Hands and PRETEND you are not to Blame? For what is going on = ??? If you know nothing else = you know that "SPEWN OUT!!" means "GOING THRU!!"

"DOES JARVIS REPRESENT THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS?" p. 18.

"O generation of VIPERS!... A FEARFUL WOE is upon THEM!" TL: 321. "There are FEARFUL WOES for those who Preach the Truth, but are not SANCTIFIED by it, and ALSO for those who consent to RECEIVE and MAINTAIN (pay God's Tithe to) MAINTAIN the UNSANCTIFIED ("MANY will stand in our Pulpits!" TM 409) the UNSANCTIFIED to minister to them in Word and Doctrine. I AM ALARMED... What shall I say to AROUSE the REMNANT... SATAN... KNOWS that if they SLEEP a little LONGER he is SURE of THEM... the turning away of the SIMPLE shall SLAY THEM!"—39
WE GAVE YOU THE DEVELOPMENT = NOW LEADING THE WORLD TO
GO TO THE "CIVIL POWER" = they ran themselves into such a
STAGGERING ONE BILLION $ = ($1,000,000,000.00) ONE BILLION
$ DEBT = we gave you STEPS TO PERDITION = (A)=(B)=(C)=
(D)=(E)=(F)= what is:

(G) IN THIS CRISIS HOUR = God's people will Pray:"It is
TIME for Thee, Lord = to work: for "THEY" have made VOID
THY LAW." Psal. 119:126. [In what Setting?] "LOVE UNLIMIT-
ED?" v.128 reads:"I HATE every FALSE WAY!"

(H) Taking it in the Setting of T5:136-7 = "...when the
MAJORITY forsake us... when CHAMPIONS are FEW = this will
be our TEST!" = "...THE GREAT PROPORTION... will prove to
be BASE METAL... (because the "GOLD" LEFT in T5:81) (LEAV-
ING) BASE METAL... they will COWARDLY take the side of the
GC 593-598 tells us this is just as PROBATION is CLOSING
UP. GC 443 they will be keeping XMSS and EASTER. GC 444
tells us:"So APOSTASY in THE CHURCH will prepare the way
for the "IMAGE" to the "BEAST." GC 445. 1884 GC 278-9) We
are shown the STEPS they will take.

(I) RH Dec.18,1969.p.20 = they will pass an AUTUMN COUN-
CIL RESOLUTION to Teach "IN COMMON" with the other Church-
es. FIND THAT PREDICTION = GC 445. "EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE!"
"BOLDLY will men of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION
of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD!" PK 187.

(J) Because this makes them: "A CAGE of every UNCLEAN and
HATEFUL BIRD." TM 265. RH A3:233. (Read this to see WHY...
because of their MISMANAGEMENT these INSTITUTIONS are going
BANKRUPT and the WORLD is taking them OVER! TM 265.)

(K) No! We do NOT need to lose Faith in the SOP = we lose
Faith in those who CHANGED THEM!SM 2:68. GC 606-8. THERE-
FORE the Lord is going to: "PURIFY HIS CHURCH!"

But this "PURIFICATION" is not just exactly how the LEADER-
"SHIP" have been DREAMING about! No, not at all! God is a-
bout to: "...TURN and OVERTURN in the INSTITUTIONS called
by His name... THIS REFINING PROCESS..." TM 373.

GOD'S PEOPLE WILL PRAY:

"It is TIME for THEE, Lord, to work: for "THEY" have made
VOID THY LAW!" TM 373. (NEXT PAGE: "SATAN will work through
THEM!" TM 374.) (NEXT PAGE: "...to make FLESH their ARM.")

(L) That is the VERY SAME MESSAGE as GC 445. They will go
to the "GOVERNMENT" of the "UNITED STATES" to:"...seek the
AID of the CIVIL POWER for the "ENFORCEMENT" of their DOG-
MAS." GC 445. ALL these "REVELATION SEMINARS" with barely
any EXCEPTION = 99% of them point to "THE CATHOLICS are
COMING!" When a careful reading of GC 443 to 445 = 606 to
608 = tells you WHO it is and WHEN it is. "AS THE STORM
APPROACHES..." GC 608..."(Not here yet! BOILING in the MOUNTAINS = but NOT=HERE=YE!...)"...abandon their Position and "JOIN" the OPPOSITION...They become the MOST BITTER ENEMIES of their FORMER "BRETHREN." GC 608..."(They became so SELF-SEEKING OBNOXIOUS that untold MILLIONS could not tolerate them anymore and LEFT most of them PUT OUT! and then HOL-LER after them: "OFFSHOOTS!!")

Those who were far Smarter than we were = came = looked = listened = bought the Books = but would in no way LOWER themselves to UNITE with such a people...UNTOLD MILLIONS!

In the LAST SOLEMN WORK = or to get the EXACT TIME..."...IN THE SHAKING...

TESTING TIME...precious ones NOW HIDDEN...(WHEN OUR PEOPLE PRAY THAT-DAY PRAYER...then you will see:) "WHEN TREES without fruit are CUT DOWN...then the HIDDEN ONES will be REVEALED TO VIEW..." T5:80-1.

(M) They couldn't TOLERATE the "OFFSHOOTS!" taking over this Church = so they "LEFT!" But in the 11th Hour = COL 399, SM 2:16. It will be seen the Lord will take charge of the work Himself. (THE VERY OPPOSITE OF:). "CONTRARY to any human planning!" TM 300. DA 212. Magen + Spaulding 3.

(N) The Lord sends them ONE HOUR LATER...from the 11th Hour to MIDNIGHT...to the MIDNIGHT DARKNESS CHURCH...after they have a "SHAKING" in their own Ranks...TI:179, 180 = not a "LAODICEAN" in Sight!

(Q) Some people do not read very good = or they don't READ AT ALL! They let the FROOMS read to them = but if they read for themselves they would soon find out the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" is "TO" the "LAODICEANS and not "FROM" them! Let's get SOME things STRAIGHT! How can they give any real "MESSAGE" at all if they are SOUNDED ASLEEP?! T2:337, 439. T8:37,160,252,304. T3:254,473. T5:15,234,457. TM 182, 443. T9:40. T1:263,466. RH A3:343. A4:497. GW 437.

(P) The BEST the WISEST of the Laodiceans = If WISE enough, "JOIN" this mysterious "PROCESSION" that you will hear NOTHING about from any "20-Year Preacher!!" Unless he goes through a REAL CONVERSION! Then he will "JOIN" this "PROCESSION" = "THRONING" = "COMPANY:" COL 406.

(Q) The OTHER Class will "RISE UP" against it and this will CAUSE a SHAKING..." as they "JOIN" as they are now doing: "...JOIN the Ranks of the OPPOSITION...BY UNITING with the WORLD..." GC 608. ONE BIG ECUMENICAL BROTHERHOOD!0!0! How successful they are in "BRINGING IN SOULS!"

(R) "WOE UNTO YOU...for ye compass Land and Sea to make one PROSELYTE, and when he is made, YE=MAKE=HIM TWO FOLD more the Child of HELL = than youselves!" Matt.23:15.

"THE SAME rebuke falls on MANY in our Day."WOE unto you!...a LESSON to US!..." DA 614-20. -41-
NOW WE COME TO (S)

(S) We do not want to leave them in the MIDNIGHT HOUR of their OMEGA = we want to follow them through 7 Last Plagues right into (ARMAGEDDON) "VOICE OF GOD" Hour. Their ARROGANCE took on leading the WHOLE WORLD to keep XMASS... EASTER...join the ARMY...ANY ARMY...EVERY ARMY... slap HERBALISTS...NATURAL PRACTITIONERS - INTO JAIL...ASSASCIATE them as well as their CHARACTERS = put them in MENTAL INSTITUTIONS...RAILROAD THEM...SLAP the Hand-cuffs on them...on their own Members...now taking on the WHOLE WORLD in their UNMITIGATED ARROGANCE...[if you get nothing in your Life = get this "HEALTH FREEDOM NEWS" Feb. 1986]= we hear from all over the World = ADVENTISTS in the DARK...never heard of "DAVENPORT"="FORD"="BRINSMEAD"="KEY '73"="EXORCISM OF DEMONS"="NEW AGE"="1500 ADVENTIST LAWYERS"="SEVERAL "JUDGES!" NOW LEADING THE LAW: 

"...to SUSTAIN their INSTITUTIONS, then Protestant America will have formed an IMAGE of the Roman hierarchy, and the infliction of CIVIL PENALTIES upon DISSENTERS will inevitably RESULT...seek the AID of the CIVIL POWER for the ENFORCEMENT of their DOGMAS..." GC 445. 1884 GC 278. Ev. 235. PK 660. Rev. 13: ...

Did you ever read that they are following in the Steps of the JEWS that CRUCIFIED CHRIST? They went to the ROMANS...to the GOVERNMENT...to "GET" Christ and His Apostles...THIS IS THE SAME THING! See it PREDICTED in TM 62,70,76-80,97,112,115-118,130,280,282,294-286,290,294-296,300,375,382,409-414,417,434-5,442,444-447,507-8,515.

(We have heard Rumours for some Time = (A) They are going to STOP printing this Book. (B) They are going to CHANGE it!)[Then perhaps the TRUTH will somehow DISAPPEAR!]

(Or will they "DISAPPEAR!" RIDING THE HORSE OF DEATH = INTO THE "WINDS OF DOCTRINE!"="But I will NOT save them by BOW, nor by SWORD, nor by BATTLE, by HORSES, nor by HORSEMEN!" Hosea 1:7. "...I will overthrow the CHARIOTS, and those that RIDE in them; and the HORSES and their RIDERS shall COME DOWN, EVERY ONE by the SWORD of his BROTHER." Haggai 2:22.) BY THE SWORD

They APPLY to the SWORD = they will GET the SWORD! As did the JEWS in their "UNHOLY CITY!" The LAW = above ALL LAWS = the LAW of RETRIBUTION! "As ye do unto OTHERS, SO shall it be done to YOU = AGAIN!" "The Prophecy of Isaiah 3 was presented to me as applying to these LAST DAYS...Read verse 25: "Thy men shall fall by the SWORD, and thy mighty in the WAR." I was shown that this Scripture will be stricly fulfilled. YOUNG MEN and WOMEN "PROFESSING" to be "CHRISTIANS, yet..."
"...having NO Christian EXPERIENCE, (just go by the FROOMS) and having borne NO BURDENS and felt NO "INDIVIDUAL" responsibility, are to be PROVED. "THEY" will be brought LOW in the DUST and will long for an "EXPERIENCE" in the things of God, which they have FAILED to obtain. WAR lifts his Helmet to his brow; O God, protect THY "PEOPLE" now." Tl: 270. (SEE the ORIGINAL = SEE how this has been cut up and CHANGED to make it appear there is still some HOPE for them in this Hour - but see the ORIGINAL RH A1:40 and see that there is NONE! (Except for "HIS PEOPLE"=another Class.) SG 4:62-3. T2:595. FCE 482. ARA 497. EW 213. T5:213. T1: 268,259,283,363,366.

THIS IS THE ENTIRE MESSAGE of the SOP = that there is NO HOPE in the TOO LATE HOUR = so we will let these "20-Year Preachers" continue to WOW them with the "DANGER" of "SUNDAY LAWS!! PROBATION is OVER for the Sabbatarian World = BEFORE the ROMANS COME = BEFORE the "SUNDAY LAW!!" Sr. Haworth sent me a Bunch of TAPES and PAPERS of what GROTHEER is printing, and saying now = it is a MASTERFUL presentation of "THE CATHOLICS ARE COMING!!" = but what if "THE ADVENTISTS ARE COMING!!" Will one "20-Year Preacher" tell us what the SOP said about "THE ADVENTISTS ARE COMING??" = BEFORE the "SUNDAY LAW!!" They will keep SUNDAY - next EASTER and next XMASS. Will these "20-Year Preachers" SIDE-STEP that as they had been doing for "20-YEARS!!"

(T) They can wax eloquent on "HARMAGEDDON" according to URIAH SMITH and his PLAGIARIZING from CATHOLIC CARDINAL GIBBONS. (RH A1:369.) "We may have LESS to say in some lines, in regard to the ROMAN POWER and the PAPACY." Tm 112.

(U) LESS to say about the "CATHOLICS" and "HARMAGEDDON" if our PROBATION is OVER BEFORE the "SUNDAY LAW" and long before GROTHEER'S and HMSR'S "HARMAGEDDON" which is the "VOICE OF GOD" Hour - BOTH in the 6th. PLAGUE and NOTHING changes then = when at that SAME TIME we have:"THEN COMMENCED THE JUBILEE...

EW 35,286. SG 1:206. (That is ALL the Space that subject warrants.) ALL=TOO=LATE = !!!

(V) "It is in a CRISIS...at MIDNIGHT."go ye OUT to meet Him!!"...BOTH parties were taken UNAWARES; but ONE was "PREPARED"...THE GREAT FINAL TEST COMES...TOO LATE for the soul's need to be supplied." Col 412. "TOO LATE!!!" Tl:417. Tm 234-238.

(W) Then SDA LLU "JARVIS"= and that "ILK"=who never cured a Case of CANCER in his LIFE! with all his BURNING=BLEEDING=POISONING=but takes the NATURAL SCHOOL that believes in the SOP = to "LAW!!" To support his INCOMPETENCE= we look into the FINAL HOUR = the GLORIOUS ADVENTIST "JARVISES!!" if the Lord TOLERATES them this long = meet their COME-UPPANCE for which we have LONG WAITED...

-43-
These "20-Year Preachers" now coming into REFORM = and "REFORM" still believes in them = just as the Jews did in the Days of KORAH=DATHAN=and=ABIRAM...still Bet their Soul on them = WHO=TELL=THEM that the SOP is all WRONG and the "NEW THEOLOGY" is all RIGHT = when they tell you "CHARACTER" cannot be FORMED= BUILT=ATTAINED= PERFECTED= until the "GREAT GENIE" gives it to you on a "NEW THEOLOGY" PLATTER! HEPPENSTALL obtained that from the JEWISH "TALMUD" and the OTHER CHURCHES and sold it to: BRINSMEAD=WRIGHT=HUDSON=GROTHEER=BAUER=DURST=FORD=MORMONISM=BILLY GRAHAM=ILUMINATI="NEW AGE"=SORCERY=SPIRITUALISM=and when the Smoke of Battle is done = and the Jarvis Crew are lined up to give their last DAGGER THRUST in the "TOO LATE" HOUR =

(THIS BEARS READING IN IT'S ENTIRETY = but we will give the HIGH-LIGHTS:) "THE THIRD MESSAGE CLOSED... the SAINTS were NUMBERED and SEALED. Then I saw Jesus...throw down the Censer..."IT IS DONE!"...EVERY CASE had been decided... As Jesus moved OUT of the Most Holy Place...SATAN HAD ENTIRE CONTROL...The PLAGUES were falling...MANY desired LIFE, but made NO EFFORT to obtain it...FEAR and HORROR seized the WICKED..."TOO LATE! TOO LATE!..."The people turned upon their MINISTERS with BITTER HATE..."YOU have not WARNED us. YOU told us that ALL=THE=WORLD("IN-NUMERABLE MULTITUDES!") was to be Converted, and cried, PEACE, PEACE to quiet every FEAR that was aroused. You have not told us of THIS HOUR(JUBILEE=ARMAGEDDON HOUR); and those who WARNED us of it YOU declared to be FANATICS and EVIL MEN, who would RUIN US." But I saw that the (20-Year) MINISTERS did NOT escape the WRATH of God. (No = "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY" did not Help!) did not escape the WRATH of God. Their suffering was 10-fold GREATER than that of their people." EW 279 to 282.

"...THE VOICE OF GOD(up to this Moment NO ONE KNEW when CHRIST WOULD COME...for it is "THE VOICE OF GOD" that TELLS THEM! and brings down MOUNTAIN-CHAINS by the EARTHQUAKE)..."WOE be unto the PASTORS..."HOWL ye SHEPHERDS and CRY...MINISTERS and people SEE...They ACCUSE one another... (Now they have UNITY!)...all(UNITY) in HEAPING their BITTEREST CONDEMNATION upon the MINISTERS (Now the Ministers WISH they DID NOT have all that "UNITY") "UNFAITHFUL PASTORS have prophesied SMOOTH THINGS... NOW, in their despair, these Teachers CONFESS before the World(they wanted to be the CENTER of ATTENTION = now they are!) CONFESS before the World their work of DECEPTION. (To collect TITHE.) THE MULTITUDES are FILLED with FURY. "We are LOST!" they cry, "and YOU are the CAUSE of our RUIN!" and they turn upon the FALSE WATCHMEN(1884 GC 473). THE VERY ONES that once..." -44-
"...once ADIMRED them MOST, will pronouce the most DREADFUL CURSES upon them. (Should have used this kind of: "LANGUAGE" MUCH SOONER!) The very hands that once crowned them with LAURELS, will be raised for their DESTRUCTION. The SWORDS which were to slay God's people, are now employed to DESTROY THEIR ENEMIES. EVERYWHERE there is STRIFE and BLOODSHED." GC 654-656. 1884 GC 470-473.

(V) Since this is the END of this Picture = should we leave this out = ??? "The MARK of DELIVERANCE has been set upon those "that Sigh and that Cry for ALL the ABOMINATIONS that be done." Now the ANGEL OF DEATH goes forth... "SLAY UTTERLY...and BEGIN at My Sanctuary...They BEGAN at the ANCIENT MEN which were BEFORE the HOUSE..."

No use to believe a Pack of LIES! No - the Bad Eggs had NOT left the BASKET...they were RIGHT THERE...JARVIS LEADING the Adventist Church right from that LAWYERS' NEST in LLU..."BEFORE THE HOUSE!" (and RIGHT into ARMAGEDDON=JUBILEE HOUR!) STUBBORN as the DEVIL! and all who pay them TITHING with them, and share the same Fate...

"The FALSE WATCHMEN are the FIRST to Fall. There are NONE...to PITY or to SPARE. (Not even MIKE CLUTE!) Men, Women, Maidens, and little Children PERISH TOGETHER...they shall not be LAMENTED, neither GATHERED, nor BURIED." GC 656-7.

(Z) There is only one Question left...will you believe all this NOW = ??? or will you WAIT to believe it THEN = ??? Everyone will believe it..."CHOOSE YE THIS DAY!"

-- NOW BEFORE LLU SDA "JARVIS" COMES WITH HIS M8B. = can we dare we = come back to the HEALTH QUESTION. = ???How about some good old "FAULT-FINDING?!" FINDING FAULT with certain "HELL"=th Foods. Down in Australia they call it: "CANNED WIND." MSG = CANCER CAUSING COLORS to make it LOOK=TASTE=and SMELL = like the SOUTH END of a HOG = going NORTH! "SOYA" they say. Or is it "SOYA WASTES" Drippings with SOLVENTS after the OIL is pressed OUT of them. SDA MINISTERS in CANADA = and their WIVES...IMPORTED "SPECIAL" SOYA BEANS that LOOKED like BEANS and not like STEEL ALLEYS that if you COOK them you would have to do like cooking a PELICAN...put a Big Rock beside it = and when you can jab a Fork into the Stone - the PELICAN is DONE!

THE MINISTRY would SNEAK these SPECIAL SOYA BEANS for THEMSELVES...and to Hell with the people...let them eat SOYA WASTES...DRIPPING with SOLVENTS! They: THREATENED "TOBE" for EXPOSING this = but "TOBE" stuck to his GUNS and their LAWYERS had to BACK-OFF! Will this NEW EAGER-BEAVER CULT = try again = ??? WHO=IS=THE="LUNATIC-FRINGE?" Or "QUACKS?" Can we tell by their BIG BILLS = ??? -45-
That little Pip-Squeak Adventist feeling so BIGGETTY after listening to his Parents and the FROOMS waxing eloquent on how BIGGETTY = how IMPORTANT he will become, EXACTLY like the JEWS that CRUCIFIED CHRIST and His Apostles = to this Day...this Pip-Squeak Adventist - let this go to his Head = IMAGINED that he is ALL and EVERYTHING= throwing his weight around = he is going to take on the WHOLE NATURAL LIVING SCHOOL = all by himself = with LLU behind him = egged on by WILSON and the DEVIL =
Not knowing that the Lord can take care of him as He did with NICHOLS and his "QUACKERY CONGRESSES"=launched his ATTACK also against the HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY = and God's Angel reached in and tore out his AORTA=(outgoing ARTERY next to the HEART)=but perhaps this Pip-Squeak may LAST until the ARMAGEDDON=JUBILEE="VOICE OF GOD" HOUR =

THE DEVIL

"The Enemy of souls has sought to bring in the SUPPOSITION that a "GREAT REFORMATION" was to take place among Seventh-day Adventists, and that this "REFORMATION" would consist in "GIVING UP"=(ELLEN WHITE'S NATURAL TREATMENTS)=consist in GIVING UP the Doctrines...and engaging in a process of REORGANIZATION...The principles of TRUTH...would be DISCARDED. Our Religion would be CHANGED...A NEW ORGANIZATION(that we are NOT=TO="JOIN!"=SM 2:390.) NEW ORGANIZATION would be established. BOOKS=OF=A=NEW=ORDER...NOTHING would be allowed to stand in the way of the NEW MOVEMENT...God being removed, they would place their dependence on Human "POWER"=which, without God, is WORTHLESS. Their FOUNDATION would be built on the SAND, and STORM and TEMPEST would sweep away the Structure. WHO HAS AUTHORITY TO BEGIN such a MOVEMENT?...in the Providence of God, the ERRORS that have been coming in = must be MET!..."MEET IT!" SM 1:204-5. B2: 54-6. RH Dec.23, 1890. BC 3:1157. 1884 GC 237. LS 96.

"NO LONGER CONSENT TO LISTEN without PROTEST to the PERVERSION of TRUTH. UNMASK the pretentious SOPHISTRIES...The OMEGA will be of a most STARTLING NATURE." SM 1:196-7. B2:15.

"NOTHING but a DETERMINED EFFORT will break the SPELL..."Meet it FIRMLY, and without DELAY."...I TREMBLED for our people." (NOT for ADVENTISTS - no, never! God's "PEOPLE" is another Class!) SM 1:197,200,203. B2:53. ------------------- "TO THE CHURCHES"

"I have a Message to speak to the Churches..."ASSOCIATE YOURSELVES...and ye shall be BROKEN IN PIECES!..."Say ye NOT, A CONFEDERACY, to all them to whom this people shall say, A"CONFEDERACY!"=neither FEAR ye their THREATENING DAYS...you better worry about JABIGS LAYS!"

...IN THESE LAST DAYS, there are arising TRUTHFUL FAL-
"neither FEAR ye their (JARVIS LAWS or SUNDAY LAWS!)= nor be AFRAID. IN THESE LAST DAYS, there are arising strange fallacies and man-made THEORIES which God declares shall be BROKEN IN PIECES!...Here are plainly represented TWO DISTINCT PARTIES = formed from a Company that were ONCE UNITED... (Read on to see ONE PARTY will seek to those who "PEEP and that MUTTER"=as they did in "HOLY FLESH"=1900 = UNITE with the PENTECOSTS... so VALUABLE their great."KNOWLEDGE"=ANDERSON and HOFFMAN will hand out their "EXORCISM" Books with HELL-TORMENT THEORIES IN THEM!)... 2nd. TIMOTHY. This chapter refers to the "MANY" spoken of by ISAIAH, who=have=departed=from=the=Faith. (NOT from the CHURCH!)... but after their own LUSTS shall they HEAP to themselves TEACHERS, having ITCHING ears: and "THEY" shall turn their ears AWAY FROM the TRUTH, and shall be turned unto FABLES... will cause the REJECTORS of LIGHT to STUMBLE, and FALL, and be SNARED, and be TAKEN... and are working AGAINST the TRUTH that they ONCE ADVOCATED." RH A5:341-2. July 18,1907.

"IN THIS TIME = the GOLD will be SEPARATED FROM the DROSS in the CHURCH." (Leaving only "DROSS."). T5:81. STARS ARE MINISTERS. AA 586. THE "LIGHT" they once had = "MANY" of these "LIGHTS" will go:"...OUT IN DARKNESS." T5:81. While HANGING ON = ever so TIGHTLY = to the CHURCH! TM 409. The Word is "ALL! = These DUMB DOGS that would not BARK... ALL perish TOGETHER!" T5:211-2. STAYED TOGETHER = SLAYED TOGETHER!.

"It is TIME, Lord = for Thee to work - for "THEY"... have made void Thy LAW!" [And He WILL work!].

[But NOT as long as you pay Tithe to them!]

[You will get - what you deserve.]

"...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211-2. EW 69,261,273,277,283.

HOW WILL YOU VOTE?

Your TITHE is your VOTE. THOUSANDS were FED-UP with how the WILSON WOLF-PACK were handling the DAVENPORT AFFAIR = letting them KEEP their ill-gotten gains = let them KEEP their Offices in the Church = ("Like attracts LIKE = LIKE appreciates LIKE = and LIKE becomes like LIKE." (Composite of PP 176. MB 25,81. SG 2:201. T1:100. T5:136, 463, 705,696. DA 405. "BIRDS OF A FEATHER = FLOCK TOGETHER.")

THOUSANDS could not tolerate them any more = so they withheld TITHE...EVER SCHEMING they sent them into the Ranks = "REVELATION SEMINARS"=EVERYWHERE! But a RE-HASH of URIAH SMITH (CATHOLIC-PRESBYTERIAN) LAODICEAN "BIBLE READINGS" TRADITION... "FEAR" of "SUNDAY LAWS!" SCARE the DAYLIGHTS out of them! So they collected these THOUSANDS of $'s = "HOW SINCERE!"=did they "GET" you, too = ???
EVERY SINGLE ONE = of these "DECOYS OF SATAN!" = will tell you no matter how "DEFECTIVE" that T8:250 HARLOT IS = "SHE" will give the alleged "LOUD CRY!" JARVIS and ALL! As the Jews = PILED them into the "HOLY CITY" =

This History to be REPEATED with a VENGEANCE = only those who "FLEE!" = will be SAVED and SEALED. "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" [You never read this before? We brought this to the McCoy Ranch, Oakhurst, California = 1959-1961. It electrified the whole Camp. It went out over the Air right after...NO "20-YEAR" PREACHER WILL REPEAT IT!]

JERUSALEM

[Try to read this in ANY SDA Church and see if they do not turn on you like a Pack of Wolves = JUST=LIKE=THEY=DID=WITH=JEREMIAH!]

"There is a LIMIT beyond which He will no longer DELAY His JUDGMENTS. The DESOLATION of JERUSALEM stands as a solemn WARNING before the eyes of modern Israel, that the corrections given through His chosen instruments cannot be DISREGARDED with IMPUNITY.

"When the Priests and the people heard the Message that JEREMIAH delivered to them in the name of the Lord, they were VERY ANGRY and declared that HE SHOULD DIE! They were BOISTEROUS in their DENUNCIATIONS of him, crying: "Why hast thou PROPHESIED in the name of the Lord, saying, This house shall be like SHILOH, and this City shall be DESOLATE without an INHABITANT?"... turned in WRATH upon him who would NOT speak to them SMOOTH things and prophesy DECEIT..."THIS=MAN=IS=WORTHY=TO=DIE!"...

"JUST=SUCH=REN=ARISE=IN=THESE=DAYS and breed CONFUSION and REBELLION among the people who PROFESS to obey the LAW of God. But JUST=AS=CERTAINLY as Divine JUDGMENT was visited upon the FALSE PROPHETS, just SO SURELY will these EVIL WORKERS receive their FULL MEASURE of RETRIBUTION; for the Lord has not changed. Those who prophesy LIES = ENCOURAGE men to look upon SIN as a SMALL MATTER...

"Those who pursue a course of REBELLION against the Lord can always find FALSE PROPHETS who will JUSTIFY them in their acts and FLATTER them to their DESTRUCTION. LYING WORDS often make MANY FRIENDS, as in the Case of Ahab and ZEDEKIAH. THESE FALSE PROPHETS...[read on!]T4:167, 173-4. [See p.178,180-1,185.] [Check out CHANGES made from the ORIGINAL ST 1:132.]

ATT SACRAMENTO MEETINGS = #2 = JUNE 1984 = when some one XEROXED the fake "WILL ROSS DREAM"=I saw how INSTANTLY a whole Raft of them GRABBED the Papers and with obvious GLEE and open REJOICING = rushed around handing them out...about 10 of them! I=WASHINGTON! -48-
did they know or care if it was True or not. = it was a PROMISE that they would go DOWN... as 100. References PROVE = but here was a BAUBLE = manufactured by ROGERS = who comes up with one every little while = the PROMISE that they would go DOWN... but come UP AGAIN with NEW LEADERS (THEM)! = Oh! This was DELIGHTFUL! Who would want to throw Cold Water on their over-heated Bearings? And tell them they were going for a FALL... "A NOBLE SHIP... when at MIDNIGHT, with a terrific CRASH, it struck upon a ROCK; the passengers were AWAKENED[What an "AWAKENING!"] AWAKENED only to see WITH HORROR their HOPELESS CONDITION, and WITH the Ship they SANK = to rise NO MORE!" SM 2:128. TM 397. FCE 348.

Somehow such people would rather be served PROPHETIC OPTATES = rather than BUCK UP! and face REALITY. Like some who BEG the Doctor = NOT to tell them if they have CANCER. The same Sort of people = want to EAT and DRINK = ANYTHING they WANT = and want to hear NOTHING = of PREVENTION. Or that they can LEARN to change their TASTES. They can actually TRAIN THE MIND = to come to a CANDY STORE or BAKERY WINDOW... and almost PUKE = at what they see there. So also - we almost PUKE = when we hear of what the JARVISES are PREPARING for this people. "You are following the SAME path as did Ancient Israel. There is the SAME falling away from your Holy Calling... will place you in a MORE UNFAVORABLE POSITION than the JEWS upon whom Christ pronounced a WOE... But FEW know what OUR CHURCHES are to experience... MANY are DEAD SPIRITUALLY, while they PROFESS to LIVE... If they remain in this state, He will reject them with ABHORRENCE!" T5:75-7. [That Preacher of yours = that "NICE GUY!" Does he EVER read anything like this = ??? Or if he did - would you JUMP HIM?]

[Kick him in the Teeth = ???]

NO WONDER she said the "FAITHFUL MEN" will LEAVE you to your own devices! We will soon leave you, too. A LETTER FROM DR. RUE = you may soon receive = your LAST PAPER! "TRACTS" also - feels the same way! "LEAVE THEM!" as Sr. White did - as she went to AUSTRALIA to let them develop their Talents in America. She only came back over a rough Sea - to "MEET IT!" = meet the Adventists UNITED with HOLY ROLLERS in "HOLY FLESH!" = 1900. The HALF has never been told = ("I AM SAVED=SANCTIFIED=HOLY=SUCKLESS!" GC 473.) "...could see things in the TRUE LIGHT, they would RECOIL with HORROR from their PRESUMPTUOUS IDEAS... Let this phase of Doctrine be carried a little further, and it will lead to the claim that its advocates CAN NOT = SIN; that since (the JARVISES=WILSONS) have "HOLY FLESH"...
"..their "ACTIONS" are all "HOLY"=(taking the Natural School to LAW = is all "HOLY"= since they are "HOLY"=they have so long been fed that by FROOM=NICHOLS=RICHARDS=ANDERSON=VENDEN=HEPPENSTALL=CLEVELAND=and those who "ALSO RAN." ) That in their ARROGANCE and PRIDE = there is only ONE THING that would STOP them = The HAMMER of God[ So if you are not willing to LISTEN to what God is going to do in this "JERUSALEM"=you are a "SITTING DUCK[" And from a FAT=DUCK you can expect to Hear: "QUACK! QUACK! QUACK!”

Here a "QUACK!"= there a "QUACK!"= everywhere a "QUACK!" "QUACK!" ". their "ACTIONS" are all "HOLY!"=....When human beings receive ("I AM SAVED!")="HOLY FLESH"=they will NOT remain on Earth, but will be taken to Heaven."


But that HIGH OCTANE "HOLY ROLLER" DRINK+= is too precious to let go of...they will hang on to it:...till DEATH do us part!" "I AM SAVED!"...NO SACRIFICED TONGUE will be found uttering these words till Christ shall come...NEVER=DARE=TO=SAY, "I AM SAVED!"SM 1:314. "I came not to call the "RIGHTEOUS"=but SINNERS to "REPENTANCE."


To tell the High-Powered Adventist = that he might not be as "SAVED!"=as he thinks he is...to take this BAUBLE out of his hand = may not be done without a lot of KICKING and SCREAMING! If he is not tied down in his Crib = you will see him heading for the SOOTH-SAYERS who will Feed him in that: "SUGAR and SPICE and EVERYTHING NICE!" But it will hardly do him any good when he Wakes up to face REALITY in the coming "STORM OF WRATH!" I think we should "NOW!"=accustom ourselves to HARDSHIPS.--------

"You are DAZZLED and BLINDED by the god of this World. Oh, what a terrible INSANITY is upon you!...you must make a most EARNEST, PERSEVERING EFFORT to DISLodge the ENEMY...As a SNARE shall the DAY of JUDGMENT come upon all who dwell on the Face of the Earth..."I KNOW THY WORKS!"...Many will be but as CHAFF = no WHEAT, NO VALUE in them...in a few hours a FIRE which no skill can quench may destroy the accumulation of your entire LIFE and lay them a MASS of SMOLDERING RUINS...YOUR MEANS are of no more value than SAND,(SM 1:205)=...GOD CALLS AFTER YOU AGAIN." T4:49-53.

THE VALUE OF "FAULT-FINDERS!!

ELECTRIC TECHNICIANS cannot do without "FAULT-FINDING" INSTRUMENTS. "ELECTRIC MOTOR CHECKER EMC-10"="TACHOMETER TAC-14"="VIBRABRATER VIB-10"="ELECTRONIC STETHO-SCOPE ELS-12"=some have some very bad "SHORTS" in their "INSULATION"=some are "OUT=OF=BALANCE" and need CORRECTION or to find the CAUSE of the NOISE...
DIAGNOSING THE NOISE OF THE "JUBILEE CYCLE RESEARCH"

Under a "GOLD MEDALLION" given to himself =bearing the initials "JCR"=(JUBILEE CYCLE RESEARCH)=Warren T. Waggerby, D.D.S. = not satisfied with all the Space given him in the "LAYWORKER"=must also follow people after with: "REPRINTS" of this "NEW LIGHT."

After hearing the Re-hash of this Jewish Junk = a LIGHT WENT ON! as I was so glad to discover = EW 35. I looked at that a long Time = as I thanked God that He had given us "LIGHT" on almost every conceivable Subject. This was GOOD ENOUGH for me! Then I found EW 286 to ADD to EW 35. Then a REPEAT in SG 1:206.

IMAGINE MY ANGER

When I found in one of WAGGERBY's "LAYWORKER" ARTICLES = the swiftly passing by ACKNOWLEDGMENT that they ALL KNEW of this EW 35 statement = and yet kept right on as tho" it did not EXIST! All the Time I intend to spend on this, is to investigate what does EW 35 say = what does it mean, and if we "BELIEVE" that = and "KNOW" that = what is all the HALLOOING or HULLABALOOING all about = ???

Seems to me an exercise in absolute FUTILITY to keep on SURMISING = SPECULATING = CONJECTURING = becoming VAIN in their IMAGINATIONS = WHEN HERE:

they had the Answer - all the Time = !!! "WHEN" is the "JUBILEE?" "THEN COMMENCED THE JUBILEE..." EW 35. "THEN COMMENCED THE JUBILEE..." EW 286. "THEN COMMENCED THE JUBILEE..." SG 1:206.

EW 35=under the Chapter Heading of:"SUBSEQUENT VISIONS." EW 286="DELIVERANCE OF THE SAINTS." SG 1:206="DELIVERANCE OF THE SAINTS."

WHEN IS:

"THE DELIVERANCE OF THE SAINTS?" Is that when the "SEALING" is to "BEGIN"= ??? Or, putting it another way = is there any "HOPE" in the Time of the:"JUBILEE?". If there is no HOPE in that Hour = what is all this HOLLERING down our RAIN-BARREL? Or why do we need "JUBILEE SEMINARS"? "Why do we call the "BIG WHEELS" of THEOLOGICAL CONJECTURE together and then Glory that we have:

"CONSENSUS OF OPINION?"

WE PREDICT = and we see it happening NOW: That there is a BIGGER BREAK-UP in the Ranks RIGHT NOW! than there ever has been. Just as it was with FRITZ ALSETH = BEV = and BETTY = in their Zeal to call CHET(RON) WOLFE to "SACRAMENTO MEETINGS #2 = JUNE 1984." HALF the people LEFT = another HALF threatened to go unless they DROPPED the "JUBILEE TIME-CHART." MONTHS to PREPARE this JEWISH CHRONOLOGY "TIME CHART"= all for the Birds... -51-
No = we are NOT seeking for: "CONSENSUS OF OPINION!" Else we would NEVER be writing this Paper. EXPOSING what is NOT = "CONSENSUS OF OPINION!" WHEN FRITZ ALSETH DECEPTIVELY CALLED US TOGETHER FOR THE 2nd. ROUND OF 1984 "SACRAMENTO MEETINGS" = as soon as I found out what the "EMERGENCY" was all about - I PREDICTED that there would be VARIOUS DATES set for the "JUBILEE" = the JUDGMENT OF THE "LIVING" = to BEGIN! And so there were on the Grounds = at least 3 differing Dates for this "NEW LIGHT" DATE = or "TIME-SETTING." How they can LIE in their Teeth = and say it is "NOT TIME-SETTING" = is beyond the Scope of my Mind to Fathom. So I DELIBERATELY call it what it is: "TIME-SETTING." (That is, from the WOLFE-PACK.) They go by GC 399 which is NOT in the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 248 to 251. Therefore we DISMISS it as "JUNK!!" DOUBLE JUNK:

If ELLEN WHITE is RIGHT = that "THEN COMMENCED THE JUBILEE!" = AFTER 7 LAST PLAGUES had BEGUN = at the VERY END - in the "VOICE OF GOD = ARMAGEDDON = JUBILEE HOUR" AFTER all Hope had long since FLED = after PROBATION'S DOOR had long since SLAMMED SHUT! and then to go looking around for the mythical "SEALING" to "BEGIN" = Oct. 13, 1986 = !!! We want NOTHING MORE to do with "JUBILEES." Let them be Happy as they Drnk round after round from that High Potency Wine-Cup. We know it is useless to Raid their PUNK-ROCK JITTER-BUG SHOW. We expect they will ROLL and ROLL (SM 2:26) until they ROLL TOGETHER! The while Singing: "GLORY = GLORY = GLORY!" SM 2:42."... bringing ADULTERY into the Church." SM 2:28. "."...we will have to meet them again = in the CLOSING DAYS of the Work." (Same.) "NO ENCOURAGEMENT should be given to this kind of Worship..." 37. (MAN-MADE TESTS)...that are NO-TESTS-AT-ALL!" SM 2:14."...DEMONS in the form of men = are present." SM 2:37.

JUBILEE

"THEN commenced the JUBILEE..." EW 35. "WHEN" is "THEN??" Well, we certainly will not know = unless we READ THAT CHAPTER! It is the purpose of THAT CHAPTER! But I do imagine that it will be exceedingly HARD for those who have once let their IMAGINATION GO = to be REINED UP to "STOP! E00K! and LISTEN!!" And if you do that you will find it is in: "THE VOICE OF GOD" HOUR. EW 35, 286."SOON APPEARED THE GREAT WHITE CLOUD..." EW 286.

THE FULL AND ORIGINAL TEXT = THAT ALSO explains many other MYSTERIES and FALSE TEACHINGS is found in the ORIGINAL WRITINGS = "THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES!" Book 1:116. Nov. 27 1879. "JACOB AND THE ANGEL."=AT FIRST GLANCE = most will NOT KNOW what this is.....  -52-
NOT "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY"...which YOU KNOW as the "GREAT CONTROVERSY"=but is an ENTIRELY DIFFERENT BOOK= had you done as 99% would. WOULD NOT DO! Would they LOOK IT UP = ??? They would have found that in NO "GREAT CONTROVERSY" BOOK = !!. You will notice this is "CHAPTER X11" "JACOB AND THE ANGEL". you will find NO "CHAPTER X11" and NO "JACOB AND THE ANGEL" in NO "GREAT CONTROVERSY" BOOK...nothing like it. Try it and see...Your GC...1884 GC. Any other GC...it is just NOT THERE! = WHERE IS IT = ???

It is in "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" BOOK ONE = 1870. This Article in the "SIGNS OF THE TIMES" p.116 is 1879. Now turn to: "THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES" = January 9 1879. And there you find "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" = CHAPTER ONE. But today NOT KNOWN by that Name. Today it is called: (which it is) = "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" VOL.1...(and on the inside it is ALSO CALLED):"THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!!" Is that clear as MUD?

EXPLANATION:
The FIRST and MOST IMPORTANT of all the Books that ELLEN HARMON=WHITE WRIT=...were the 4 Books of the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" SERIES but also called:"THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" SERIES" = THE BOOK TODAY known as "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" is BOOK 4 of that SERIES of 4 Books. SOP BOOK (1)= 1870. SOP BOOK (2)= 1877. SOP BOOK (3)= 1878. SOP BOOK (4)= 1884. (4 Books.) in REPRINTING the 4 BIG "SIGNS OF THE TIMES" BOOKS = on page 79 = January 9 1879 = they attempt to "EXPLAIN" what BOOK ONE IS...and only ADD to the CONFUSION...by CLAIMING these ORIGINAL BOOKS were for the "CHURCH!" = (WHAT "CHURCH? when there were only a hand-ful of people in 1870-1879.) This is their EXCUSE for CHANGING the Books = "for the WORLD!" Since when did ANY PROPHET have 2 different "MES- SAGES?" This is what we have been FIGHTING for over 50 Yrs! But in their 1974 "EXPLANATION" BOOK ONE p.79 = they DO ADMIT: "CONSIDERABLE RE-WRITING!" So we are going to be on the LOOK-OUT for that:"RE-WRITING!" And what they DO NOT ADMIT = leaving things OUT = !!!...HERE is where BRINSMED. and BAUER are ALL MIXED UP on: "JACOB AND THE ANGEL." - WHEN is the "FILTHY GARMENT"=(your Old "CHARACTER") TAKEN AWAY = ? and a NEW ONE draped on you = ??? In the "JUDGMENT HOUR MESSAGE" = ??? Is that the ONLY TIME that SATAN STANDS to "RESIST" THE "ANGEL?" Or should they read this: ST 2:479. If Satan comes to you (or the Adventist Church Leaders)=TELLING you = ACCUSING you = of your PAST SINS = you tell those CHURCH LEADERS and the DEVIL that controls them = that JESUS HAS(PRESENT 1892-TENSE)= "HAS"(PAST TENSE)= "FORGIVEN" your Sins! That is the Essence of ST 2:479.
THE FATAL 1960 AWAKENING RELIGION:

to try to tell people that a Robe of Righteousness (A NEW 'CHARACTER') will FIRST be slipped on you in the TOO LATE HOUR = that in the meantime you cannot keep the LAW OF GOD...is the CHARGE made by SATAN in HEAVEN...and ever since. CAREFUL READING of the ORIGINAL TEXT and FOLLOWING COMPLETE TEXTS = reveals that at the Last it will be SEEN and KNOWN = but the TRANSACTION TOOK PLACE AT the "NEW BIRTH." And that is what "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" is all about. Let the Church-Leaders try to TEAR US DOWN = only God knows WHO is FORGIVEN = and WHO is NOT! We leave that in good Hands== to the COURT IN HEAVEN!

"TAKE AWAY THE FILTHY GARMENTS..." ST 3:212. WRITTEN in N.S.W. July 30 1894 but Printed in ST June 6 1895.

"And he showed me JOSHUA the high-priest standing before the Angel of the Lord, AND SATAN, standing at his right hand to RESIST him"...Zech.3:1-3. HERE WE FIND A REPRESENTATION of the "PEOPLE OF GOD" of TO-DAY (1908)... CHRIST, the Angel before whom JOSUA stood, is NOW (1908) = interceding for us before His Father...and SATAN NOW as THEN = stands by to RESIST His efforts...THIS is the ARGUMENT HE (SATAN) EMPLOYS CONCERNING "GOD'S PEOPLE" IN ALL AGES...NOW is the TIME when we are to confess and forsake our sins that they may be BLOTTED OUT." (NOW WHY did they CUT-IT-OFF RIGHT THERE in BC 4:1177,1178 = ???)

IT GOES ON:

"NOW is the TIME to CLEANSE ourselves from all FILTHINESS of the Flesh and Spirit, PERFECTING HOLINESS in the FEAR OF GOD." It is DANGEROUS to DELAY this "WORK." (READ ON and NEVER LISTEN to these FALSE PROPHETS who REPEAT the JEWISH TALMUD and ALL the CHURCHES OF BABYLON (Well not quite all = but NEARLY ALL!) That we must WAIT for the 1960 "AWAKENING" to do it in the "TOO LATE" HOUR! What we should do = "TODAY!" While it is called "TODAY!"

ORIGINAL RH A5:468 and read 469. See how they gave you a MORSEL in BC COMMENTARIES = SONS & DAUGHTERS OF GOD = MY LIFE TODAY = why not read it IN=ITS-SETTING!

DO NOT ACCEPT THE FATAL- LULLABY that the LAW cannot be KEPT = no use TRYING..."CHRIST DOES IT ALL!"

"If 'THEY' continue to DISREGARD the requirements of God, "THEY" know not how SOON He may give "THEM" over to SATAN, and permit HIM to do to "THEM" according to his will." (ALSO LEFT OUT OF = NOT GOOD ENOUGH FOR = "OUR HIGH CALLING." p.92. But found in this ORIGINAL RH A5:468. Nov. 19 1908. (AREN'T YOU GLAD - to know the TRUTH? Who are these PIP=SQUEAKS that would lead us ASTRAY = and find ourselves LOST! ETERNALLY LOST!)
I DO NOT ADMIRE A WOMAN = who comes to these Preachers in the "TOO LATE" = (JUBILEE = ARMAGEDDON = VOICE OF GOD. HOUR) and CURSES these Preachers who led them astray to PLEASE them = give them what they WANT = and now at long last see their mis-placed Loyalty and their Tithe-paying only won them = DEATH! And as we already quoted from EW. 282 and GC 656 = they CURSE those Preachers like a TROOPER! And SMASH him into the Ground! No, I do NOT admire such a Woman... 

BUT I WOULD ADMIRE A WOMAN = who comes, spends untold HUNDREDS or THOUSANDS of $'s to come to the Meetings = where they are told the LAW cannot be KEPT = no use TRY-ING = to be Saved = make "NO EFFORT" = BUILD NO "CHARACTER!" Do not go "ON!" to "SANCTIFICATION" = the "WORK" of a LIFE-TIME = we want no "WORK" we want no "LIFETIME!" We are Saved "NOW!" in this very BILLY GRAHAM MEETING! (SINS + ALL!) I WOULD ADMIRE A WOMAN = who would go up Front = and bend her Umbrella over his Head = and YANK her CHILDREN = OUT of THERE! "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" 

(This is EYE-OPENING TIME! This is WAKING UP TIME!) 

WAKE UP TO THIS:

"PRACTICAL ADDRESSES and NOTES OF TRAVEL" by Ellen G. White. when she LEFT=THE=CHURCH and went to EUROPE to get away from the American influence = see if OTHER peoples in OTHER Lands = would accept what AMERICAN=ADVENTISTS would NOT.ACCEPT = when she came among them = she had to "PUSH" her way to the "FRONT"=they tried to KEEP her from going to the "FRONT"=they ran the Show. (in America=they pushed her "OUT!"") SO SHE LEFT THEM = and taught this Truth in other Lands = a very strenuous Undertaking = but with much Profit - we, too = may yet be FORCED to LEAVE this "LAND OF LIGHT" for some distant Shore = already. Wheels are being set in Motion that we SOON may write ONLY to a FEW - and has to be "FIRST CLASS MAIL" ONLY...with a changing address known ONLY to the Special Group. 

THIS BOOK published in 1886 = "IMPRIMERIE POLYGLOTTE BASLE!" Reprinted by "WILLOWWOOD PRESS, WILLOWWOOD, GEORGIA. (The only address we have) - do not write for more Information - we have none. WRITE for more Information to "HERITAGE ROOMS." THIS BOOK STARTS ON p.119 to 248. Page 154 we find: 

"SATAN AN ACCUSER OF THE BRETHREN." "And he showed me JOSHUA the high-priest standing before the angel of the Lord, and Satan standing at his right hand to RESIST HIM... Now JOSHUA was clothed with FILthy GARMENTS..." Zech.3:1-3. [Did you notice? NOT as BRIMSMHEAD and BAUER put it = this is NOT speaking of ANYONE ELSE in "FILTHY GARMENTS" but the HIGH-PRIEST = !JOSHUA!""]
IN THIS SYMBOLISM = "Here we find a "REPRESENTATION" of the "PEOPLE OF GOD" of To-day. (Sept. 26 1885) As Joshua stood before the Angel, "clothed with FILTHY GARMENTS," SO=WE=STAND...in garments of UNRIGHTEOUSNESS. CHRIST, the ANGEL before whom JOSHUA STOOD, is "NOW"=1885] NOW, interceding for us before His Father, as he is here represented as interceding for JOSHUA (in the TIME of "JOSHUA") = and his people who "WERE" in deep affliction; and Satan "NOW", as "THEN", stands by to RESIST his efforts...This is the argument that he employs concerning God's people IN=ALL=AGES...

THEREFORE

[How glad we are that we did NOT learn this from some Old "FROM" or other REPROBATE!] "NOW is the TIME when we are to CONFESS and FORSAKE our SINS that they MAY GO BEFOREHAND to JUDGMENT and BE (FUTURE TENSE) BE BLOTTED OUT. "NOW"(1885) is the TIME to "CLEANSE OURSELVES from all filthiness of the Flesh and Spirit, PERFECTING HOLINESS in the fear of God." IT IS DANGEROUS TO=DELAY=THIS=WORK...receive the ROBE of Christ's RIGHTEOUSNESS...having our names WRITTEN in the Book of Life.

ALL whose NAMES ARE[PAST TENSE] ARE REGISTERED THERE = will be delivered...IN THE TIME OF TROUBLE..."TAKE AWAY [SYMBOLICALLY] TAKE AWAY HIS FILthy GARMENTS"=[as the World and the Devil see them "GLORIFIED!"]...and set a "fair mitre" upon their heads...JACOB, in his Vision of the LADDER..."[The Key to it all = "STEPS" to CHRIST! We do not "WAIT ABOUT THE SANCTUARY!" we are far too busy = "...climb STEP by STEP, ROUND by ROUND. The EFFORT may be PAINFUL to him, but it will be by far the BEST LESSON he has ever learned...This is the ONLY WAY to advance HEAVENWARD. LET NOTHING [hinder you]." FCE 305.

"NOTES OF TRAVEL." p.154 to 157.

Let us be done with a Lop-sided presentation of this Subject = that leaves the "CARNALLY SECURE" yet in their Sins = and no need to CHANGE ANYTHING! Which is the Religion of EVANGELICALISM = MARTIN = HOLY ROLLERISM = PAXTON = BRINSMHEAD = and BAUER.

(And more Important = "HEPP"in charge of ANDREWS.)

To which these people apply for their "WISDOM." If you must have a Re-Hash of FORD=HEPP "NEW THEOLOGY"=you know where to Apply...but as for us = we will:"Go ye OUT to meet Him!" (We do not say we will make it = but we will TRY!)

And-if-we-lose--we-lose.

We do not intend to be WIMPIE and WEAK = like the:"DEBASED MOB!" "LIFE OF PAUL"p.13. 1883. "IGNORANT, NOISY MOB!" LP 54. "FICKLE, EXCITABLE PEOPLE, BECAUSE... -56-
"BECAUSE their "FAITH" was NOT "ANCHORED!" (EW.256.) ANCHORED in the TRUE GOD." LP.59. "INFURIATED MOB...MISREPRESENTATION and MALIGNANT OPPOSITION of those WICKED MEN." LP.61. "SATAN...STIRRED...UP...A MOB...SPIRIT." LP.75. "EXCITED the PASSIONS of the WORTHLESS MOB." LP.85. "...they CLING to the PLEASING FABLES of the LAST DAYS...the LOWER CLASS." LP.88. "FRIVOLOUS...THOUGHTLESS...CLASS...PAUL...was no IDLE BABBLER." LP.93. "IN THEIR INSANE RAGE they were ready to tear him to pieces...THE MOB...the RIOTERS." LP.143. "FANTASTICAL MOB...more like FURIOUS BEASTS than men." LP.178. "WITH THE FURY OF DEMONS!" LP.216. "FELTY...HIS LAST OFFER OF MERCY. He was NEVER to receive ANOTHER CALL from God." LP.246. (There goes ANOTHER "LAODICEAN TRADITION!! "LOVE as LONG as LIFE shall LAST!" What DOG=PUKE!?) But they LOVE it!)
"THEIR MALIGNANT HATRED!" LP.247. "NEBO...the DOOR of REPENTANCE was FOREVER CLOSED...NOT ANOTHER RAY OF LIGHT." LP.316. (Is this WHY this Book has been SMEARED by ADVENTISTS?),(I do not believe this was "PLAGIARIZED!" from ANYBODY!)
"THE IGNORANT RABBLE!" LP.108. "They were more like WILD BEASTS...OF PREY than like human beings. They rushed upon STEVEN, GASHING their TEETH...THE INFURIATED PRIESTS and THE EXCITED MOB...They stopped their EARS...and uttering LOUD CRIES." LP.19. (Have you seen this? I have! "TRACTS" saw it also as 8 out of 10 said to:"DUMP HOEHN!") And then the ACCUSED became the ACCUSERS, and as they were moved by the Spirit of God, they solemnly charged the MURDER of Christ upon the Priests and Rulers." LP.13.
"Will the men in our Institutions KEEP SILENT, allowing INSIDIOUS FALLACIES to be promulgated to the RUIN of SOULS?...IT IS HIGH TIME to put on the WHOLE ARMOR OF GOD...NO LONGER CONSENT TO LISTEN without protest to the PERVERSION of TRUTH. UNMASK the PRETENTIOUS SOPHISTRIES..."MEET IT!" SM 1:195,196,200, B2:15,49?
Would you let little Children play near a Viper's Den = and not say anything? You are just as GUILTY if you KNOW it is FALSE DOCTRINE = and you SAY and DO = "NOTHING!"
We will meet you in the "VOICE OF GOD = JUBILEE HOUR!!"
HOEHN IS MAKING TROUBLE?

I beg to DIFFER with you. If you want to teach "BABYLON" = go WITH "BABYLON" = you = Wilson = and the Devil. Do not come among our people and TONGUE=IN=CHEEK = PRETEND you. "BELIEVE THE TESTIMONIES!" When you are only a "UNITED MOB!!" That does not know what is PIPED or what is HARPED. You only come to be ENTERTAINED...so you can go Home = THINKING you heard something "RELIGIOUS!" or the "FEAR OF SUNDAY LAWS!" Like the CATHOLIC PRIESTS keep them in "FEAR" of PURGATORY or HELL! and collect HUGE SUMS OF MONEY ALSO...!!!

-57-
THE BEAST = keeps their people TERRIFIED of PURGATORY and HELL = and there stands the "DEDICATED" PRIEST - who will say "MASS" for you = (for a Price!) = as long as you believe he has an "IN" with God...this is a Comfort. THE IMAGE OF THE BEAST = uses the SAME TECHNIQUE - FEAR of "SUNDAY LAWS!" = and there he stands = offering to say "MASS" for you...he tells you how to "ESCAPE!" = just FOLLOW HIM = ! BUT WHAT IF THERE IS NO DANGER WHAT-EVER of "SUNDAY LAWS!?"

BEFORE THE SUNDAY LAW

YOU ARE SEALED! On one Side or the other. If you are SEALED = on the right Side = "Those who receive the SEAL of the LIVING GOD and are "PROTECTED" in the Time of Trouble..." EW 71. "...the SWORDS that were raised to kill God's people. BROKE and FELL as powerless as a Straw. ANGELS of God shielded the SAINTS...IT WAS AT MIDNIGHT that God chose to deliver His people...THE VOICE OF GOD...there was a MIGHTY SHOUT OF VICTORY over the BEAST and over his IMAGE. THEN=COMMENCED=THE=JUBILEE...Soon appeared the Great White Cloud..." EW 285-6.

"In the midst of the Time of Trouble...HIS CHOSEN ONES will stand UNMOVED. Satan with all the Hosts of Evil = CANNOT DESTROY the WEAKEST of God's Saints. ANGELS that excel in strength WILL=PROTECT=THEM..." PK 513.

"...when the Arrows of God's WRATH shall strike through the hearts of His enemies, His people will be SAFE in His arms." T5:754. "God's chosen people will stand UN-MOVED!" SM 2:55. "UNMOVED!" T9:17.

How wonderful to BELIEVE the TRUTH = and not all these Fairy Tales...

WHAT IS THE FINAL WORD?

No matter how Dangerous it "LOOKS" = NOW! STAY in the LIGHT = there is NO SAFETY in MIDNIGHT DARKNESS LAODICEA.

"Satan was trying his every Art = to HOLD them where they WERE, until the SEALING was PAST!..." EW 44.

Yes, SATAN = and the "20-Year Preachers" are trying to "HOLD them where they WERE, until the SEALING was PAST!"

"...and they LEFT without a Shelter from the BURNING WRATH of God = in the 7 Last Plagues." EW 44.

THE ONLY PLACE OF SAFETY = ???

"...a SIGN of the APPRO-ACHING RUIN, that they might make their ESCAPE = SO He has warned HIS PEOPLE...that all who will may FLEE from the WRATH to come..." 1884 GC 38.

You want EXAMPLES of the CHANGES in the Books = ???

How is this for a Doозer? What is this SAYING = ???

THE "HOLY CITY!"=Is not such a Hot Place to be in = come COUNT=DOWN=TIME! If you are WISE = you will: "GO YE OUT = to meet Him!" COL 406.
THE JEWS THOUGHT = there was no "SAFETY" like the "SAFETY" in their "HOLY CITY!" Which proved to be a: "DEATH TRAP!!! THAT IS WHY = this Book = Today known as "THE GREAT CONTROL VERSY"=(but is actually "SERIES 4"=also called "SOP SERIES 4"=this most Important of all the Books she ever Wrote)= starts out repeating what the JEWISH PRIESTS told their people vs the "TESTIMONY" of Jesus - THEN!
THAT THEY BETTER NOT CHOOSE BARABBAS - the RIOTER - the REVOLUTIONARY = gathering ARMS into the "HOLY CITY" to BEAT THE ROMANS! Christ spoiled their Plans - that is why = He had NO TROUBLE with the ROMANS = until the Jews made it!
THAT FIRST CHAPTER - the most Important chapter ever Written by ELLEN WHITE = repeated the WARNING that Christ gave to the JEWS way back THEN! And how does that Chapter END - ? By telling "GOD'S PEOPLE"=those who will Listen to Him in these "TESTIMONIES OF JESUS" to "GOD'S PEOPLE:" NOT TO THE BIGOTED "JEW"=but only to His "FEW" and "TRUE."
What to do: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" COL 406.

NOW LOOK AND LIVE:

Never mind that PREACHER - never mind that PRIEST - never mind that RABBI = LOOK at the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS!!" In this ORIGINAL BOOK = 1884 GC 38. (COMPARE with your Book p.37.) Have a Look at BOTH of them? Are they the SAME? Or has one been CHANGED? WHAT has been CHANGED - and WHY was it CHANGED?
EVEN WE = who brought this to the McCoy Ranch = Oakhurst, California - 1959 and 1961 = that this HISTORY will be REPEATED! What happened to "JERUSALEM" (THE "HOLY CITY"=THE CHURCH of that Time - the Holy People.) WILL HAPPEN AGAIN = THAT THE OTHER

"...JUDGMENTS upon JERUSALEM is to have ANOTHER-FULFILMENT, of which that terrible Scene WAS=BUT= A= FAINT=SHADOW!" 1884 GC 37. (Your Book p.36.) NOW READ JOSEPHUS = of what happened THEN = have a good LOOK at it...what happened to the:
"WORLD CONQUEST JEWS?!" (NEVER AGAIN?)

"NOT ONE CHRISTIAN PERISHED!" 1884 GC 32. (30.) WHY DID NOT ONE CHRISTIAN PERISH? Because by some MIRACLE people were Dying all around them and the ARROWS of the ROMANS MISSED THEM? No - ! NOT=AT=ALL! Because they were NOT THERE! They had FLED - at the "SIGNS!!"
Ann DeMichael wants us to "REMEMBER" the: "WOE, WOE!" fellow on the SAME PAGE = 1884 GC 32. (30.) "THIS STRANGE BEING!" = these "20-Year Preachers"=who also always thought there is NO PLACE like the SAFETY in the HOLY TEMPLE (CHURCH) so STAY with it! They now tell you from Coast to Coast as they HAD been telling us for:"20-Years!"=they have NOT changed ONE IOTA! We HOPED they would - but they WOULD NOT! Just going around: "WOE = WOE = WOE!!" -59-
THE TESTIMONY OF JESUS OPPOSED:
(1) The JEWISH HOPE that they would RULE THE WORLD!
(2) The ADVENTIST HOPE that they will RULE THE WORLD!
(3) THE TESTIMONY OF JESUS = that the JEWS OPPOSED with KILLING RAGE = !!! So that they have been out to KILL CHRISTIANS EVER SINCE...KILLED them by MILLIONS!
(4) THE TESTIMONY OF JESUS given to the JEWS in their UNHOLY CITY = at the SAME TIME was given to LAST DAY ADVENTISTS...in their UNHOLY CITY...
(5) IT WAS/IS THE SAME MESSAGE IN EACH CASE = !!! FLEE OUT OF THERE! FOR YOUR LIFE!

(6) If you stay there = you will be MASSACRED. Those who put their "FAITH" in that CHURCH/CITY = will be SLAIN/SLAUGHTERED. Those "20-YEAR PREACHERS" you go by = who turn up their NOSE to the ORIGINAL WRITINGS as given by INSPIRATION = but CHANGED by UNSANCTIFIED MEN..."...IN OUR PULPITS!" TM 409.

(Are just as GUILTY as those who did the CHANGING = if they PRETEND they were NOT CHANGED! or Worse yet = say they were CHANGED = for the BETTER!)

WHAT IS BETTER = about the Following:

(7) The 1884 GC 188 = "The Holy City [the true Church]..."
The 1888 GC 266 = "The Holy City [the true Church]..."
How did they "IMPROVE" this? Your GC 266 = you are NOT to know the FATE of the "HOLY CITY" = will ALSO be the FATE = of the "TRUE CHURCH!" Might give you IDEAS. That they are not quite as "HOLY" as they THINK!

(8) It works like this: if you were a good Jew in the Days of Christ = you would certainly "KNOW" as even the DISCIPLES = led by JUDAS = all "KNEW" that the JEWS would be GLORIFIED as a NATION! They would "WIN" against the ROMANS...so said BARBBAS="GIVE US BARABBAS!" GIVE US THE CHURCH-LEADERS! GIVE US DEATH!

(9) TEST THAT "20-Year Preacher!!!" ANY=ONE=OF=THEM! ASK HIM TO READ THIS IN ANY MEETING: "JERUSALEM is a represenation of what "THE CHURCH" will be if it refuses to receive and walk in the Light that God has given. JERUSALEM WAS FAVORED OF GOD...But her people PERVERTED the TRUTH, and DESPISED all entreaties and WARNINGS...So Christ sorrows and weeps over OUR CHURCHES, over OUR INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING, that have FAILED to meet the demand of God...There are TWO DISTINCT CLASSES...On which side are you...will you have BARABBAS?" Letter 31,1898. LOOSE LEAF NOTEBOOKS 12.

WE GAVE YOU = the Greatest List ever assembled = do you HAVE to believe it? No. The Jews did not HAVE to either. The Corpse and the Funeral is yours. You are Welcome. Thank you! "GATHER...yea, GATHER...O NATION NOT DESIRED!" TL:180.

(10) The ORIGINAL 1884 GC = the FIRST CHAPTER = covered the SLAUGHTER in the "HOLY CITY/CHURCH!" = and LIKENED it to what is coming on THIS. "HOLY CITY/CHURCH!" = only ONE DIFFERENCE. "The Saviour's prophecy concerning the visitation of JUDGMENTS upon JERUSALEM, is to have ANOTHER FULFILLMENT, of which that TERRIBLE SCENE was but a PAINT SHADOW!" 1884 GC.37(36).

AFTER READING JOSEPHUS = how could it possibly be WORSE? There more than a "MILLION!" were 'SLAUGHTERED!' How many were dragged away into 'SLAVERY?" A MILLION and a HALF? 1884 GC.36(35). THIS TIME = NOT ONE will remain ALIVE! EVERY ONE will DIE in the 7 Last Plagues if they refuse their Last Message. "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" COL.406.

HOW DID THEY FIX THAT UP?

ORIGINAL 1884 BOOK: "As He warned His disciples of Jerusalem's DESTRUCTION, giving them a SIGN of the approaching RUIN that they might make their ESCAPE = SO He has WARNED "HIS PEOPLE" of the Day of FINAL DESTRUCTION, and given "THEM" SIGNS of it's approach, that all who will may FLEE from the WRATH to come...WATCH YE THEREFORE." 1884 GC.38.

HOW DID THEY FIX THAT UP?

WILL IT HELP YOU ANY TO 'TRUST' YOUR LEADERS? TM.361.106-7.

146,356,376,386. YOUR FIXEDUP BOOK: "As He warned His disciples of Jerusalem's DESTRUCTION, giving them a SIGN of the approaching RUIN, that they might make their ESCAPE, SO He has WARNED "THE WORLD"...." Your GC.37.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN = ???

WHAT ARE THEY TELLING US = ??? These "20-Year Preachers"= collecting MILLIONS in TITHE = by the FEAR of "SUNDAY LAWS" ever around that Proverbial Corner = as is also the alleged "LOUD CRY!"=given by "THEM!" = which means, if it means anything at all - that "THEY! = BIG HEROES! Will NOT go into the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" = they will NOT go over on the Side of the Enemy...they will NOT be. "DESTROYED!" as we are told in T5:211-2. NO! NO! NO! That is all a LIE! They are just as SURE as were the other. "JEWS!" in their "HOLY CITY/CHURCH!!" They are dealing in the POSITIVE as is the "NEW AGE MOVEMENT!!"

SO THE ONLY SAFETY = is "FLEE!!!" = INTO "JERUSALEM!!" = the place of DEATH!: That is their Song - that is their Dance. So they CUT THAT SENTENCE IN HALF...where we were told to "FLEE!!" 1884 GC.445. and they shifted the OTHER HALF = 10 PAGES AWAY! Your GC.616 to 626. (How do you like THAT?)
WAR! The FIRST casualty of the WAR = is TRUTH.
And PROPAGANDA is the ASSASSIN. (Author Unknown.)
If you are a "HEALTH REFORMER"==if you WANT to be or NOT=
you are "AT WAR!" with Seventh-day Adventists. THE WORLD
ITSELF = is making Note of that. "CHARGE OF "QUACKERY"
Used to Cudgel Dissenters.  "SPOTLIGHT" magazine as it Features DR. BRUCE HALSTEAD, M.D."=graduate
of LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY = and WHO threw him in JAIL?
"LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY"=under one or better named: "THIS
BUNCH is HEADQUARTERED at...LOMA LINDA"=HALSTEAD SAID.
They are SWORN to uphold the CANCER MONOPOLY and ELIMI-
NATE all COMPETITION...The "ANNOINTED COUNCIL" consists
of WILLIAM T. JARVIS, WALLACE SAMPSON, HELENE BROWN,
HAROLD J. LOEFFLER, STEPHEN BARRETT and VICTOR HERBERT.
This (LLU) COUNCIL spearheads an ANTI-QUACKERY TASK
FORCE which includes the FOOD and DRUG ADMINISTRATION,
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION, POSTAL SERVICE, JUSTICE DE-
PARTMENT and the AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY.
"They are out to DESTROY, UTTERLY DESTROY, alterna-
tive health care, which includes the areas of NUTRITION,
CHELATION THERAPY, DMSO THERAPY, GEROVITAL THERAPY and
HERBAL THERAPY." SPOTLIGHT. Jan.20,1986. (Courtesy of
Allen I. Lee of Rochester.)
-------------
So you think you can pay God's TiTHE to these "LEGAL-
ISTS"=and not Pay for it = ??? Or do you know NOTHING =
about GOD = ??? No more than a HOG = ???
-------------
"The jury deliberated for 23 days and twice came back
with a hung jury, but the judge sent them back to try
to get a verdict. FINALLY, one of the jurors complained
she was unable to take the STRESS and the judge finally
terminated the deliberations," HALSTEAD RECALLED.

"The jury found HALSTEAD guilty on 20 felony counts-
each count representing ONE PATIENT who had taken HERB-
AL NUTRITIONAL TEA (pay d'arco, lapacho). He was acquit-
ted on one count...If he had succeeded on that ONE CHAR-
GE, he could have charged me for ALL THE ACTS committed
by all the other five defendants, two of whom are in
COSTA RICA, one of whom fled the United States to AUS-
TRALIA and two more who plea bargained." SPOTLIGHT.

AS I READ = this thing going PAST the Close of Probation = PAST 7 Last Plagues = INTO the "VOICE OF GOD=
ARMAGEDDON=JUBILEE HOUR"=and the "LEGALISTS" coming up
to their FINAL HOUR = those who PAID=THEIR=WAGES and
PRETENDED they did not know what was going on = PAID
THEM "GOD'S TITHE"=to take after SR. WHITE'S HERBAL
NATURE'S REMEDIES = I would not want to be in the Boots
of this WILSON T4:246 DRAGON CULT =
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when God decides He has had ENOUGH of that. "BUNCH" and "DUPED FOLLOWERS..."PRONOUNCE the most dreadful CURSES upon them[" GC 656. EW 282. And pound them into the Ground! When they at last AWAKE to find out that they ARE "RESPONSIBLE" for what they did with GOD'S TITHE! "There are FEARFUL "WOES" for those who Preach the Truth, but are not SANCTIFIED by it, (TM 409), and ALSO for those who CONSENT to RECEIVE and MAINTAIN the UNSANCTIFIED to MINISTER to them in Word and Doctrine. I AM ALARMED... SATAN...KNOWS that if they SLEEP a little longer he is SURE of "THEM"=for their DESTRUCTION.is CERTAIN...Then your agonized cries will be of NO AVAIL." T1:261-3. SG 4:61. T3:452. T2:552. TM 294. T4:234,321.

HALSTEAD calls them "BUNCH!"=we call them "BUNCH!"
WURMBRAND calls them "STOOGES"=we call them "STOOGES!!"

Wonder what those will call them who WAKE UP in the "TOO LATE" HOUR. "VOICE of GOD=JUBILEE HOUR." TOO LATE!
If you SAW = with the eye of God = see how the NATURAL TREATMENT SCHOOL has to WASTE THOUSANDS of $'s = FLEE... for their Life and Liberties = FLEE to a friendly Shore... to get away from what Christ called them: "GENERATION of VIPERS!" "WOE unto you - LAWYERS!" LEGALISTIC CULT...
"Thy men shall FALL by the SWORD!" T1:270. RH Al:40.
"The SWORDS which were to slay "GOD'S PEOPLE" = are now employed to DESTROY THEIR "ENEMIES." EVERYWHERE there is STRIFE and BLOODSHED." GC 656. EW 282. "He will give them that are WICKED = to the SWORD!" GC 656. "There are NONE to PITY or to SPARE." (SAME.) "ALL PERISH TOGETHER." T5:211.
"I saw men linking up arm in arm with LAWYERS = but GOD was NOT in their Company." T8:69. NL 96. LLM 132. T1:212-3.

THIS IS WHAT THEY WANT TO STOP:

"My son... incline thine ear unto WISDOM, and apply thine heart to UNDERSTANDING. Yea, if thou criest after KNOW-LEDGE...the FEAR of the Lord, and...KNOWLEDGE." Prov.2:1-5.

"MY PEOPLE are DESTROYED for lack of KNOWLEDGE: because thou hast rejected KNOWLEDGE, I will also reject THEE = that thou shalt be NO PRIEST to ME..." Hosea 4:6,14.5:5,6,10

WILL THE WILSON=JARVIS BUNCH REJECT THIS:

FORMALDEHYDE is the main Chemical used to make PLASTIC = HARD! In Fact = PLASTIC cannot be made without FORMALDEHYDE. Is the MAIN INGREDIENT in under-arm DEODRANTS that STOPS the SWEATING = is that FORMALDEHYDE = ??? These "DEODRANTS"=do they ALSO contain ALUMINIUM = ??? Do they find ALUMINIUM in the BRAINS of ALZHEIMER (SENILITY) CASES? Now reaching EPIDEMIC PROPORTIONS = 1 in 4 over 60 = taking them as young as 30 = #1 in 4 in Hospitals in England with ALZHEIMERS.... -63-
UNIVERSITY of TORONTO = CANADA = known for 22 Years but finally released by Canadian Broadcasting Commission (CBC) ALZHEIMER BRAINS = 2 to 3 Times as many WRINKLES = SHRUNK = HARDENED = BLOOD CIRCULATION STRANDED = could that be: (A) ALUMINUM. (B) HARDENED by FORMALDEHYDE = ?? (C) Would it be WISDOM (KNOWLEDGE = TRUE SCIENCE) = to find out = WHERE does that ALUMINUM come from = ???. And the FORMIDABLE FORMALDEHYDE = ???.

Would these Wet=behind=the=Ears = the WILSON=JARVIS GANG- (WOLVES never act ALONE = their STRENGTH is in the PACK!) would they PERMIT us to WARN out fellow-men of where we might ingest ALUMINUM = ???. Do you in LLU = prescribe ANTIACID TABLETS? Are they laced with ALUMINUM OXIDE? (ALUM?) Is it a Relative of FLOURIDE? Are they both GOOD FOR YOU? Was my MISSIONARY BROTHER PARALYZED because of the FLOURIDE he took with him to AFRICA?

FORMALDEHYDE

And now this FORMALDEHYDE = would that cause HARDENING of the BRAIN = HARDENING of the ALUMINUM = HARDENING of the ARTERIES = HARDENING of the CONSCIENCE so it barely MOVES? Do they SOAK POTATOES for FRENCH-FRIES (or whatever) in WATER with FORMALDEHYDE so they remain WHITE = even if WEEKS OLD? Do they put it in MILK? and do not have to TELL you about it. YOU APPROVE THAT TRAFFIC?

ARTHRITIS

FROM "ALIVE" BOOKS = by Rachel Carston = "DEVIL'S CLAW ROOT (and other Natural Remedies) for ARTHRITIS." (See your Health Store.) Should we RAID the Place because this Book tells us on page 51 = that "FORMALDEHYDE" is given to "WHITE RATS" to induce "ARTHiritis" =

WILSON = JARVIS - HURRY!

Call in the BOMB-SQUAD! BAN this Book! SUE the PANTS off them! This ought to Teach them a Lesson! (Why not? It costs you NOTHING! Why = you even MAKE MONEY on it!! You get PAID by the CHURCH = or/and by the CHEMICAL INTERESTS! You get TIME = DOUBLE TIME = OVER-TIME! And the "CHURCH" cheers you ON! While "GOD'S PEOPLE" have to FLEE over BORDERS = FLEE to another Land = some to MEXICO = some to COSTA RICA = some to AUSTRALIA = some even to ENGLAND. Just to GET AWAY = from the "ANTI-CHRIST" = "IMAGE OF THE BEAST" = "LEGALISTIC" ADVENTISTS! They are even now = FLEEING this Land. - as you saw in this Publication p.62. MILLIONS have been CAST OUT! = of this Church = because they wanted FREEDOM to follow "NATURAL REMEDIES" = so they had to RUN = FOR = IT! Many to MEXICO. God Bless them SINCE- RELY! Even now one of them sent us a "CURE" for "AIDS!!"

WILL WILSON = JARVIS permit us to PUBLISH IT? -64-
OR WILL WILSON=JARVIS and the CHEMICAL INTERESTS that they Represent = will these "Decoys of Satan" = if we give that "AIDS CURE"= will we be charged with:"USING THE MAILS TO DEFRAUD!" You are now the Head and not the Tail = of just "WHO" is using the Mails to.'DEFRAUD?!" Could that be "YOU?!" And your "ILK?!"

THE UNHOLY CITY

"JERUSALEM is a REPRESENTATION of what "THE CHURCH" will be if it refuses to walk in the Light that God has given... OUR CHURCHES...OUR INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING...HAVE FAILED to meet the demands of God...moving in the=same=Track=as= JERUSALEM...this state of things existing in EVERY CHURCH... I call upon all who have "UNITED" in a course of Action that is WRONG in PRINCIPLE, to make a decided REFORMATION and forever after walk HUMBLY with God... (What did they leave OUT there?)... "If the Lord be God, follow Him: but if Baal, then follow him." 1 Kings 18:21...

"I saw men linking up arm in arm with LAWYERS, but God was NOT in their Company..."...that ye go to inquire of. BAAL-ZEBUB the god of EKRON?" 2 Kings 1:3...Will you link up with men who have a faculty for ACCUSING, for thinking and speaking EVIL of the things that God APPROVES?..."BEHOLD, all ye that kindle a FIRE, that compass yourselves about with SPARKS: walk in the LIGHT of YOUR FIRE, and in the SPARKS that ye have Kindled. THIS shall ye have of MY HAND; ye shall lie down in SORROW." Isa.50:10,11..."BEHOLD, I frame EVIL against you...MY PEOPLE...have burned INCENSE toVANITY, and they have caused them to STUMBLE in their ways from the Ancient PATHS, to walk in Paths, in a way not cast up." Jer,18:11-15...The Gospel Net must GATHER in these poor OUTCASTS. ANGELS OF GOD WILL CO-OPERATE. with those who are engaged in this WORK...these OUTCASTS are prepared to know that SOMEONE CARES for their Souls... MANY POOR OUTCASTS, even PUBLICANS and SINNERS, will grasp the HOPE set before them in the Gospel and will go into the Kingdom of Heaven BEFORE the ones who have had great opportunities and GREAT LIGHT, but who have walked in DARKNESS. In the Last Great Day many will say: "Lord, Lord, open unto us." But the DOOR will be SHUT, and their knock will be in Vain...IF YOU WILL NOT ENCOURAGE MEDICAL MISSIONARY=WORK=IN=THE=CHURCHES, it will be done WITHOUT YOUR CONSENT; for it is the WORK of GOD, and it MUST be done. My Brethren and Sisters, take your position on the LORD'S SIDE...to seek and save the Lost." T8:67 to 75.

(You could NEVER put that together like that = UNLESS you had your Books = PREVIOUSLY MARKED = and take the HIGHLIGHTS of what the Lord said. Praise His Name!) -65-
SOME NOTES AND THINGS:

TAPES = we do not keep accurate record of TAPES we sent you in the Past = so you may receive DUPLICATES. DO NOT RETURN! Listen to them AGAIN = and be SURPRISED under different conditions, when you are in a better Mood = or when things have HAPPENED and you see that we PREDICTED this YEARS AGO! You will now LISTEN to the SAME TAPE and will hardly believe it is the SAME TAPE you heard BEFORE = but were in no Mood to Listen THEN!

And if you are one who listens to a Tape = only ONE TIME= then send BOTH TAPES away to some one else. Do not leave them lay idle in the Shelf. They do not even have to know WHO SENT THEM! Just SEND THEM! Keep them MOVING.

Do not be a Dog in the Manger...that you will HIDE your Light = the Light that came to you = but you will HIDE it because it might NOT be "POPULAR!" SHAME=ON=YOU!

AN ELECTRIC MOTOR = if it is STALLED = it will BURN IT'S INSIDES OUT! LIGHT IGNORED = REJECTED = BURIED = will bring DARKNESS corresponding to the LIGHT that was REJECTED.

IN 1844: "When "THE CHURCHES" spurned the Counsel of God by REJECTING the Advent Message - the Lord REJECTED"THEM!" 1884 GC 232.[Can you find that in your Book? Not good enough for PSYCHOLOGY?] NOR THIS:

"As "THE CHURCHES" depart more and more widely from the Truth, and ALLY themselves more closely with "THE WORLD"= the TIME=WILL=COME when those who FEAR and HONOR GOD = can no longer remain in connection with "THEM!" 1884 GC 240. [So she never said to LEAVE that Church? Not even in the "OMEGA!" You are an "UNBELIEVER!"]

THE BOOK THEY TRIED TO BURN IN THAT INCINERATOR IN BATTLE CREEK = and "BUSHEL BASKETS FULL" AT LLU:

"ONE THING IT IS CERTAIN is soon to be realized = the GREAT APOSTASY, which is developing and increasing and waxing STRONGER, and will CONTINUE=TO=DO=SO until the Lord shall descend from Heaven with a SHOUT!"..."COME," I call, "COME YE OUT and be ye SEPARATE from HIM(KELLOGG) and his ASSOCIATES (JONES + WAGGONER=1905) whom he has leavened." I am now(1905) giving the MESSAGE God has given me, to give to all who claim to believe the Truth:"COME OUT from among "THEM"=and be ye SEPARATE!" Series B7:56-7, 64. (206). [They claim they put everything from Series B 2 + 7 into SM...Where is THIS in SM...??]

If they can not ASSASSINATE the TRUTH...they will TRY to ASSASSINATE those who bring the TRUTH...or at least their CHARACTERS...these Bloody men...how many have they KILLED already? What about Ann DeMichael's SISTER = ????And how many MORE? Causing how many to JUMP over BORDERS? To escape from the "LOVE" CULT! -66-
NOTICE! = we are revising our Mailing List =
we are dropping many Names this time...we are Sorry that
we may drop some Names that should not be dropped = we do
not have things in Order = as we should have. So PLEASE
write in to keep your Name on................................
We are keeping some Names on just for this LAST MAILING
for them...with your Name = send in the Names of those
who MIGHT want to know the Truth = you will CERTAINLY NOT
get it from the WILSON=JARVIS=DEVNICH=RAVENING WOLF=PACK.

TALK ABOUT "HATE-LITERATURE!"

EXHIBIT (A)= we can DOCUMENT a List of 37 "NAMES" they cal-
led us = "PURPLE-HEADS!" among other Cuties.

EXHIBIT (B)= I suppose we could produce for the Court =
20 References where they called us: "WOLVES
in Sheep's Clothing!"

EXHIBIT (C)= did you accept that = without looking it up?
Do you know the DEFINITION of a WOLF? or a
WOLF-PACK?

HOW DOES THIS GRAB YOU = ??? "BEWARE OF FALSE PROPHETS."
Matt.7:15. TEACHERS OF FALSEHOOD will arise to draw you
and the STRAIT GATE. BEWARE of "THEM"-though concealed in
SHEEP'S CLOTHING, inwardly they are RAVENING WOLVES..."Ye
shall KNOW them by their FRUITS."...To the LAW and to the
TESTIMONY; if they speak not according to this Word, it
is because there is NO LIGHT in "THEM!" "CEASE, my son,
to hear the instruction that causeth to ERR from the Words
of KNOWLEDGE." Isa.8:20. Proverbs 19:27. WHAT MESSAGE DO
THESE TEACHERS BRING?" MB 145.(208-9.)

WOLVES are the inhabitants of
DARKNESS:

"THE GREAT [OMEGA OF] APOSTASY will devlop into DARKNESS
deep as MIDNIGHT = IMPENETRABLE as SACKCLOTH of Hair.."COL
414.(423.)T4:542. "...for as WOLVES hunting their prey did
the ENEMIES of Truth pursue those who DARED to claim FREE-

"...he that is a HIRELING..." has no real interest in the
Flock. He is laboring merely for GAIN, and he cares ONLY
for HIMSELF...and in time of PERIL or DANGER, he will FLEE =
and LEAVE the Flock...for I know this, that after my depart-
ing shall grievous WOLVES enter IN among you, not sparing
the Flock." PP 191-2.

FALSE PROPHETS=WOLVES

"MANY will stand IN=OUR=PULPITS = with the Torch of FALSE
PROPHECY in their hands, KINDLED from the Hellish Torch of
SATAN...the FAITHFUL MINISTERS will be REMOVED from the
people who think they know so much..."SOUND AN ALARM!"
TM 409,410.  
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FALSE TIME PROPHETS

"BEWARE of FALSE PROPHETS...INWARDLY they are RAVENING WOLVES."...These men tell us that the COMMANDMENTS of God were done away at the Death of Christ. Shall we believe them, these men who CLAIM to be SANCTIFIED...? some are led to attend HOLINESS MEETINGS, and are CHARMED with the sentiments of those who BREAK the LAW of God?" Ev.597-9. "THE HOLY SPIRIT...comes down to direct the Battle...Behold...I send you forth as SHEEP in the midst of WOLVES!" DA 352.

Who worships the BEAST = the WOLF? GC 443 to 445 tells us STEP by STEP."THEY...JOIN the RANKS of the OPPOSITION...THEY become the MOST BITTER ENEMIES of their former BRETHREN." GC 608.

WILL GOD'S PEOPLE go Sniveling away in the DARK = ???"BOLDLY will men of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of "THE CHURCH" with "THE WORLD"..."for the Hour of His Judgment is come"=(or else)...DRINK of the WINE of the WRATH of God..." PK 187. RH A6:382. T3:259,452. AA 387.

THE WILSON WOLF-PACK say it is "NO SIN" to UNITE with the WCC who put BULLETS in GUERRILLA GUNS! That is "NO SIN!" = "The Lord speaks of those who "CLAIM" to "BELIEVE" the TRUTH for this time, yet see nothing inconsistent in their taking part in POLITICS, MINGLING with the CONTENDING ELEMENTS of these Last Days...and He declares that He will DESTROY BOTH CLASSES TOGETHER without distinction...He will CONDEMN both ALIKE...We are to come OUT from among "THEM" and be SEPARATE. IN NO CASE are we to LINK ourselves with "THEM." FCE 482.T1:283.

Let the Tares

(1) When we OBJECT to what the LEADERSHIP is up to = they haul out the Old Tradition: "LET THE TARES...!"
(2) Do "THEY" believe THAT = ??? If so - WHY do they cast OUT those who are "TARES"? Why do they not let them "GROW UP TOGETHER"? Why do they CAST OUT twice as many as remain in MEMBERSHIP? Why do they not let them "GROW UP TOGETHER"? Why do they not keep their own Religion?
(3) Since this is the Time for the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY "TO" the LAODICEANS = and not all "FROM" them = according to their Philosophy = it is ALL supposed to be "FROM" them = no one else is to have a Word to Say! But let's turn that around and give them a "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY "TO" the "LAODICEANS" which they HATE with PERFECT HATRED! They stand there with a Seminary FROOM=ANDERSON "WHIP" in their Hand = "SHUT UP! or GET OUT!!" Don't you DARE question anything we DO! "OR ELSE!"  -68-
(4) For many Years they played the HYPOCRITE = you object to their "POLICIES" =(MAFIA TYPE)= and "OUT!" you go = !!! And ALL the Membership is to GANG UP = and follow you with the DIRTY LOOK and the RED EYE. NOT ALL OF US are going to take that = lying down! How about a Reply = ???

(5) A TARE = is NOT a WOLF! We are to let the "TARES" grow up "TOGETHER!!" That is NO LICENSE to come among us with the "TUTU" RED BOLSHEVIK WCC BLOODY WOLF-PACK! We Repeat = a genuine "TARE" is NOT on the MOVE = a TARE stands STILL. It's sin is to OBEY the LEADERSHIP and do as they tell you to do - do NOTHING! "His Angels LEFT THOSE who made NO EFFORT...!" EW 270. T1:180-1.

(6) Don't come around with some Yarn that a genuine "DO= NOTHING!" = is a "RAVENING WOLF" as they have been saying for 100 Years! The WOLF-PACK is on the "MOVE!!" On the MOVE = to take God's people to "LAW!" from the DEN called: "LLU." The WILSON=JARVIS=DEVNICH "DRAGON" LAIR =T4:246. SM 2:395. TM 39,362,409. T5:462,213. B7:61.

(7) IN THIS WAKING UP TIME = we also notice we are not to put out the "TARES"=we are to let them "GROW UP TOGETHER" but we MISSED one Word = didn't we? "GROW UP TOGETHER UNTILL THE "HARVEST!!" The SEALING=GATHERING=JUDGMENT TIME! And if we are found "TOGETHER" with the WOLF=PACK("Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS!!") THIS PACK = now the HEAD and not the TAIL = taking the Natural School to LAV! Causing them to ESCAPE over BORDERS = just MISS the CLUTCH of the WOLF=PACK on the TEAR! (These are innocent "TARES? Men and Women wanting to do Medical Missionary Work = must ESCAPE their CLUTCHES = at a Cost of MILLIONS! Let the WOLVES GROW UP TOGETHER with God's Sheep = ??? These are "TARES?" or "BRETHREN?" It is to Vomit... Not all will just quietly LEAVE and say NOTHING = some will turn and give them a "WHAT=FOR!!" And then hear them SQUEAL like a STUCK=PIG! or a cornered RAT! "Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS!" "As we near the JUDGMENT...it will be made PLAIN to what Company they belong. (If God has to send EVERY ANGEL FROM HEAVEN to...enlighten their Minds!)...and we JUDGED = according to our DEEDS!" SG 2:20.

(8) Will we uphold the Hands of those who: "BOLDLY will MEN of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of "THE CHURC with "THE WORLD!" PK 187. RH A6:382. No, they will NOT just SLINK off without being HEARD. They will "SHOW THEM ALL their ABOMINATIONS!!" In spite of their SQUEALING! They are EXPERTS at THAT! They go SQUEALING to the GOVERNMENT = they do NOT let them:"GROW UP TOGETHER UNTILL THE HARVEST!" (Will ONE of these: "20-Year Preachers"=REPEAT this MESSAGE and STRAIGHT TESTIMONY?)
SORRY! I have the Book = printed by HEALTH RESEARCH, Molue Hill, California = 1958. "SPECIAL TESTIMONIES TO MINISTERS AND WORKERS." = taken from "SERIES A" TRACTS 3,4,5,6,7,etc. beginning July 23 1895.

I SAW BRO. DAVIS'S BOOK= printed by "LEAVES OF AUTUMN" = P.O.Box 440,PAYSON, ARIZ.85541.

COMPARING THE 2 = I thought the PAGING was the SAME = but now with Horror ROWENA BROWN informs us the paging IS=NOT=THE=SAME! SORRY! So I will have to correct that as soon as I obtain the "LEAVES" EDITION! So if you find we quote: "SERIES A:356(284)...that MEANS(284) is the SAME REFERENCE in the OTHER BOOK! I hope this is clear. "LEAVES" has SERIES A = COMPLETE! Together with the MISSING TRACTS #1 and 2. THE INFAMOUS 'TITHE' REFERENCES. That you are supposed to pay TITHE to them no matter what they do with it - is that what EGW said = ??? Or did she say something ENTIRELY DIFFERENT = ??? Did she in fact say that YOU will be held ACCOUNTABLE for what is DONE with YOUR TITHE = ??? And is that not the way it OUGHT=TO=BE? Can you go around BLIND = DEAF = and DUMB = not SEEING what your TITHE is being USED for in this "OMEGA" HOUR? And, you = like PILATE = can Wash your Hands = and claim IMMUNITY? Or if you wake up some Morning to learn the TRUTH ABOUT TITHE = you might be HORRIFIED that you lived in a DREAM = ???. And if you do that WAKING UP = "TOO LATE!" you might use some "LANGUAGE" against the LEADERS of this Church and the THOUSANDS of Ministers who KNEW that (not MISSING = but PERVERTED!) TITHE REFERENCE that the WHITE ESTATE has kept in the DARK = so ANXIOUS for a $ that they ALLOWED that PERVERSION to take place until a Tiny little Book appeared AFTER 1958 = showing us we are to pay our TITHE and we will not be held accountable in 1895 if: "...you=do=what=you=can=to=CORRECT=THE=EVIL!" ( THESE WORDS LEFT OUT OF EVERY REFERENCE GIVEN FROM WHITE ESTATE up to 1958... DID = YOU=DO=WHAT=YOU=COULD=TO=CORRECT=THE=EVIL? Or did you run SCARED that you would LOSE your CIRCUMCISION=MEMBERSHIP? Did they have you PARALYZED with FEAR and TERROR lest you "ACCUSE" some MYTHICAL "BRETHREN?! You cannot ACCUSE any "BRETHREN"=until you FIND THEM! Was DAVENPORT your "BRETHREN?!" Or the BUNCH now Holed up in the LEGALISTIC CELL in LLU = ???. And you are going to Sail along = PRETENDING you know NOTHING about it? You are a Wonderful "NEUTRAL!" Or are you like the 3 MONKEYS (or the LOMA LINDA "BABOONS") that "SIN no EVIL = HIN no EVIL = and DIN no EVIL!" When HULDA CROOKS of LLU sent that to my Brother BILL = he SMASHED it to PIECES! As the DUMBEST thing ever to fall into his Hands! --70--
THIS IS NOW = APRIL 5 1986 = SABBATH.
The Davis's were here = and showed us what was LEFT OUT of SDA=C4:1155. The ORIGINAL found in RH A5:63-4. Aug.4 1904. It starts out speaking of "GOD'S CHOSEN PEOPLE"="and:"The importance of SEPARATION from the World(Applying this to the WILSON=JARVIS CASE of going "TO" the "WORLD" and the "LAW" to take after "QUACKS!" if you use HERBS = you are "QUACKS!"
Well, I guess they have a lot of lining up to do if they want to ERADICATE all Opposition = ALL those who believe in Natural Remedies = this Testimony applies here:)

[THE ENEMIES OF GOD = THE WORLD:] "...thou shalt SMITE them, and utterly DESTROY them; thou shalt make NO COVENANT with them, nor show MERCY unto them; neither shalt thou make MARRIAGES with them...For they shall turn away thy SON from following Me, that they may serve OTHER GODS; so will the ANGER of the Lord be kindled AGAINST you, and DESTROY thee SUDDENLY...ye shall DESTROY their ALTARS, and BREAK DOWN their IMAGES, and CUT DOWN their GROVES, and BURN their graven IMAGES with FIRE...

"Know therefore that the Lord thy God, he is God, the faithful God, which keepeth COVENANT and MERCY with them that LOVE Him and KEEP His Commandments...

[ALL LEFT OUT of BC 4:1155=THIS THEY USED:] "Under David's rule, the people of Israel gained strength and uprightness through OBEEDIENCE to God's LAW. But the KINGS that FOLLOWED = strove for SELF-EXALTATION...They became CORRUPT, IMMORAL, and REBELLED...they REFUSED to HEAR, and at Last God spoke in JUDGMENTS...He gave them into the hands of their ENEMIES, who SPOILED their Land, and took the people captive.

"The ALLIANCES made by the Israelites with their HEATHEN NEIGHBORS resulted in the loss of their identity as "GOD'S PECULIAR PEOPLE."...caused them to lose their FIRST LOVE...and caused the loss of many Souls...

"THE EXPERIENCE OF ISRAEL will be the experience of ALL who go to "THE WORLD" for STRENGTH, turning AWAY from the LIVING GOD...become WEAK in MORAL POWER[Do you UNDERSTAND what this is Saying?] as are those in whom they TRUST...He must speak to them in JUDGMENTS...DISHONORING Him by leaning upon the arm of WORLDLY POWER...[WHY did they cut it off THERE = ??? But it goes on:]

"TO-DAY God's word to "HIS PEOPLE" is: "Come OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE, and touch not the UNCLEAN THING; and I will receive "YOU", and will be a Father unto 'YOU', and ye shall be my SONS and DAUGHTERS."...FREE from all WORLDLY "POLICY", UNEMBARRASSED by CONFEDERATION with those who have not WISDOM to DISCERN the claims of God, so plainly set forth in His LAW..."
"We are to treat with KINDNESS and COURTESY those who refuse to be loyal to God, but we are NEVER, NEVER to UNITE with "THEM" in counsel regarding the vital interests of "HIS WORK"... Let those who have become SLEEPY and INDIFFERENT = AWAKE... those who have... (allowed) their lives to be CONFORMED to the ways and practices of "THE WORLD" will hear the sad words, "DEPART from Me; I know you NOT..."

"...in the Lamb's Book of Life..." and His name shall be in their FOREHEADS." WHO=ARE THESE? = God's denominated "PEOPLE." (ANOTHER "PHILADELPHIAN STATEMENT! Rev.3:12.)...

"Those who have Kept the COMMANDMENTS of God and the Faith of Jesus "BLESSSED are they that DO His Commandments, that they have RIGHT to the Tree of Life, and may ENTER in through the Gates into the City." RH AS:63-4. August 4 1904.

**HERE IS PLAINLY WRITTEN =**

2 Sides = which Side will we choose = ?? Will we go with the WISE = or the FOOLISH = ?? The FOOLISH is the FOOLISH MAJORITY = every TIME! "We must learn to stand ALONE... The SOONER we learn this = the BETTER!" EW 105, 120.CWE 42. THE WORLD

as we listen to the BILLY GRAHAMS (Masters of PSYCHOLOGY) who give the people what they want to Hear = it is evident that what these Actors on the Stage serve up is:

**COMFORT**

As the people also sought = in the Days of Israel. And is why the Prophets of God were HATED to the DEATH!

**WHY?**

PARENT #1 = has wayward Children = he is concerned for their Present and Eternal Welfare = so he takes them to Task = mistakenly or not = he does what he thinks he must do = to Correct them = perhaps he can save his Children.

PARENT #2 = faces the same situation. How does he handle it? Like BILLY GRAHAM? FLATTER them to their Destruction? Tell them they are "SAVED?" By Faith "ALONE?" No Works wanted or needed? This is the way to please God? Do those Children have ANY CHANCE AT ALL? The FIRST PARENT may WIN... but the SECOND ONE = has his Children any HOPE AT ALL = ?? of ever making it to the Kingdom? Yes = it may appear (for a Time!) = that such SPOILED PEOPLE with their SPOILED CHILDREN = may "SEEM" to be Happy in their new-found "LIBERTY." "LIVE as you please = HEAVEN is your Home!" GC 557. "The reins of SELF-CONTROL are laid upon the Neck of Lust, the powers of mind and soul are made subject to the ANIMAL PROPENSITIES, and Satan exultingly sweeps into his net THOUSANDS who "PROFESS" to be followers of Christ!" GC 556.  
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The WILSONS = the JARVIS'S = and the BILLY BABYLON GRAHAMs = like HEROD = seeking to PLEASE the INCONTINENT and the BIG MAJORITY = telling them "CHRIST" will "KEEP THE LAW" for you. He will "GIVE" you a CHARACTER = LATER than you THINK! Do we have to "GUESS" the End of that Drama? 

THE VOICE OF GOD HOUR

IMAGINE = WAKING UP = come "JUDGMENT DAY"=and realize with TERROR and HORROR = that they paid the Wages of these FRAUDULENT IMPOSTERS = PRETENDING to REPRESENT the Word of God. = and His "SPIRIT!" It is Time to BREAK = the MESMERIZED SPE

"Can the BLIND = lead the BLIND? shall they not BOTH fall into the Ditch?" Luke 6:39. "WOE unto you that are RICH...

"WOE unto you that are FULL! for ye shall HUNGER. WOE unto you that LAUGH NOW! for ye shall MOURN and WEEP. WOE unto you = when all men speak WELL of YOU! for so did their Fa
ters to the FALSE PROPHETS!" Luke 24-26. "GO TO NOW, ye RICH men, WEEP and HOWL for the MISERIES that shall come upon YOU!" James 5:1. "Behold, we count them HAPPY that ENDURE." James 5:11.

MANY = fall off the Path for one reason ONLY = they are LONELY. They cannot bear to be "ALONE!!" and they have NEVER LEARNED = how to find FRIENDS = or TAKE CARE = of THEMSELVES! They have become USED = to a LIFE-TIME of going to Church = and be ENTERTAINED by OTHERS.

Most are SHEEP = and must have a LEADER. CHRIST the Master-Shepherd = and we. His WATCH-DOGS that keep the WOLVES AT BAY. A WATCH DOG will give his Life = for the Sheep. He stands ALONE. In the Dusk = you can barely tell the Dif
erence between a DOG and a WOLF. My neighbor that I re
pected = told me how to tell = (TELL = before you SHOOT! Is it a DOG = or a WOLF?)

A DOG = holds his tail HIGH...A WOLF slinks - and his tail DROOPS = especially if he is ALONE = he is a COWARD...

WILSON=JARVIS=DEVNICH = would NEVER venture out ALONE... their STRENGTH is in the PACK...they must have the AMA=WCC=NCC=POSTAL DEPT. = "QUACKERY CONGRESSES"=on their Side, then they are VERY BRAVE! otherwise they SLINK in the DARK. They will NOT come to the "LIGHT!!" And there is the TRUE DIFFERENCE between a faithful WATCH=DOG and a WOLF=PACK.

HOW OBNOXIOUS IT IS = to see the HUNGARIANS come SNIVELLING around = BEGGING the WCC WILSON WOLF=PACK = to take them BACK = into FELLOWSHIP! enough to make a Horse = VOMIT! 

AND NOW - in this LLU JARVIS AFFAIR - are they going to try the SAME STUNT = APPEAL to WILSON to have a CHANGE OF HEART THAT T4:246 Laodicean DRAGON? He will REPENT for ANYTHING he has ever done? HAS=ANY=SDA LEADER=EVER=REPENTED=FOR=

ANYTHING = ???. YOU MIGHT SEE SOME CHANGES IF YOU PRAY:

"IT IS TIME FOR THEE - LORD, to WORK, for THEY have made VOID THY LAW!"
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THE SPIRIT WITHDRAWN

THE SEALING of the Remnant Saints of God = must begin in AMERICA = this Land of Light. It must begin with the House of God. These are Facts. This brings about the "SHAKING." EW 269 to 273 has been DISTORTED. So we go to the ORIGINAL in RH A1:32. Or T1:179 to 184 and we go on into the "LAODICEAN CHURCH" chapter at least to the SUMMARY = T1:187.

THERE WE FIND ANGELS

WHIRLING FURIOUSLY = do the Holy Angels win = ??? No - they do not Win. THEY=LEAVE=THEM to the DECEPTIONS that they "LOVE!"=and the first Time in History = on such a large Scale = "LEAVING THESE...TO THE CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS!" T1:187, 345, 214, 204, 299. (WHY do we not give these References in ORDER? BECAUSE if we prepared these Papers ahead of Time, we would NEVER get them to you at all. So we put down the References as we had them MARKED in the Book = some put down LATELY - some were there 40 Years ago. In this Case we checked EVERY ONE SO FAR to be SURE it bears on the SUBJECT of ADVENTIST "POSSESSION=BY=DEMONS" now reaching EPIDEMIC PROPORTIONS among Seventh-day Adventists. See MIKE CLUTE TAPES #497 and #498 = $3.00 each. J.R.HOFFMAN "INTERVIEW"=THOUSANDS of ADVENTISTS now admit they are "POSSESSED BY DEMONS!"=a Net-Work all across America=

just Call and they will send a Team to "EXORCISE" the DEMONS out of you?

SOMETHING MORE SHOULD be said about that. Listen very carefully:

(A) An Adventist Woman went to see the "EXORCISM" Film = she came out of the Theatre - possessed by a Demon.

(B) The Adventist Ministry stood by - they could do NOTHING for her. Along comes BOB LARSON = he was called to SLIGO to relate his WEIRD and SCARY EXPERIENCES = for which they raised over $2500.00 for him for 2 Meetings.

NOW WATCH:

(C) Most EVERYONE will say = he DID IT! He set them RIGHT again! But you could be = DEAD WRONG! You will find the Answer in SM 2:50 to 54. Did you ever notice, when you read of this = did you ever Notice the Words:"DECEPTIVE...

SUBTLE FALLACIES...CONFUSE...SNARED...TRAP...WONDERS...

STRANGE THINGS...DECEPTIONS MANUFACTURED...GREAT WATCHFULNESS WILL BE NEEDED...Men under the influence of EVIL SPIRITS...will make people SICK by casting their SPELL UPON THEM,(WATCH!) and will then REMOVE the SPELL, leading others to say that those who were SICK have been MIRACULOUSLY "HEALED!" This Satan has done again and again."

SM 2:52-3.

(D) Were they really "HEALED?!"

(E) Think of this = what if Satan keeps them in the SPELL= -74-
as long as the Adventist Ministry is trying to "EXORCISE" the DEMON out of them = SATAN WILL NOT release his hold. But as soon as the "HOLY ROLLER" CHARISMATIC CATHOLIC or WALTER MARTIN or HAL LINDSEY or BOB LARSON or JIMMIE SWAGGART or any other BABYLONIAN comes along = SATAN drops BACK = and the poor Adventists = "SEE" with their own Eyes = what "THEY" could not do = this BABYLONIAN DOES! (OR DOES HE?) is SATAN = the COILING TRICKY SERPENT = LAUGHING in the Background as he sees the Adventist Ministry = LED by ROY A. ANDERSON and J.R. HOFFMAN = handing out "HOLY ROLLER" LITERATURE = with HELL-TORMENT THEORIES in them(!) = and if you DOUBT THAT = just READ AGAIN that JOINT "FROM-WILSON" BOOK = "MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION!! How the HOLY-ROLLERS are AHEAD=OF=US in the "VERITIES OF THE GOSPEL" = and we must follow THEM! (F) We must FOLLOW a whole GALAXY of these SUPERIOR BEINGS! LEF=MD 319 to 320,322,466,512,120-1,363,387,478,619,620. ANDREWS became a HOT-BED for Teaching the SAME as BABYLON= IN APPRECIATION FOR WHICH = SATAN THEN GAVE THEM HIS POWER! (H) If they continue "FAITHFUL" to their "MASTER" they will OUTSTRIP ALL COMPETITION = (as soon as the SEALING PASSES THEM BY = and they are:"(LEFT)...to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS!" Tt 1:187.

(I) Who is given this POWER? THOSE "...who have DEPARTED from the FAITH!" SM 2:54,58,96,100. MM 88."SATAN will enter to take POSSESSION both of the MIND that is given up to be CONTROLLED by another, and of the MIND that CON- TROLS. FEARFUL is the "POWER" thus given to EVIL-MINDED men and women.(Do not forget the "WOMEN!")MH 243. "..NONE is a more DANGEROUS DECEPTION = NONE more CERTAIN to SEPA- RATE men from God, than is this." MH 243.

(J) Just like dangerous DRUGS also act = they may then slump over = CEASE to be VIOLENT = and be more FIRMLY in the Power of the Enemy = than when they were VIOLENT! A GRIP THEY CANNOT BREAK on their own. "We are to RESIST everything of the kind...This Science [to Listen to the HOFFMAN'S and the SANTEES = and OTHERS that go WHEELING around!] This SCIENCE may APPEAR to be something BEAUTIFUL but it is a SCIENCE which you are in no Case to HANDLE... I lift the DANGER SIGNAL...God sent me from place to place to rebuke EVERYTHING pertaining to this "SCIENCE."...The MIND-CURE is one of Satan's greatest Sciences...This SCIENCE must not be allowed a PARTICLE of standing room in our Sanitariums...I have been awakened at the early hour of 12 to write out these things." MM 110-114.

(They wanted me to Head a Panel to consider what they call :"A DELIVERANCE MINISTRY"=I refused but it is now on the Loose among this people=ANDREWS=SLTGO=LLU are HOT BEDS!)
THIS IS NOW = MAY 1, 1986.
One Russian ATOMIC-REACTOR is BURNING = out of Control. Appealing to other Nations for Technical Assistance. If this is what ONE REACTOR can do = by an "ACCIDENT"=the RADIO-ACTIVE CLOUD now heading for Northern Europe = the possibility of THOUSANDS being killed or made Deadly Sick = said it will effect the Whole World to some Degree = now looking for RADIO-ACTIVE "RAIN" besides ACID "RAIN." If this is the HORROR of one REACTOR in only an "ACCIDENT!" What if a WAR breaks out and these REACTORS that CANNOT be HIDDEN = are DELIBERATELY placed:"ON TARGET!" And 100 of them will go into a:"MELT-DOWN" at the same Time!

WOULD JUST ABOUT

Wipe out all Life on Earth. This is "SCIENCE GONE MAD!!"

"Those who have rendered supreme Homage to:"SCIENCE FALSELY SO-CALLED" will NOT be the "LEADERS" then...HE=CANNOT=USE=THEM...in the SHAKING, TESTING TIME...In this Time the GOLD will be SEPARATED "FROM" the DROSS in the CHURCH." (LEAVING WHAT = ????) (Or have we forgotten how to read GRAMMAR?) T5:80.

"LAYWORKER"=SPRING=
April 10, 1986. PHOTO-COPIES from "SPOTLIGHT"=on "GENOCIDE CONVENTION"=in which they may STOP all Literature that does not go along with "BABYLON." p.30,31. SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST "LOMA LINDA" GRADUATE and his Group under Fire from SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST "LOMA LINDA" "GO=TO=LAW" LEGALISTS (JARVIS) taking after (HALSTEAD)=as at New Orleans= putting him in the Slammer. Two fled to COSTA RICA = one escaped to AUSTRALIA = two "PLEA BARGAINED." This is your "CHURCH"= or your "BASTILLE"=??p.32.

WHERE THEY MOUTH ABOUT:
"RELIGIOUS LIBERTY!" = and "LET THE TARES GROW UP TOGETHER" = I somehow REMEMBER that when that happens = "GOING=TO= LAW!"=the "LAW" will take after "THEM!!!" "As ye DO unto OTHERS = SO shall it be done to you AGAIN = full measure= pressed down - and running over!" THE LAW above all LAWS = the LAW of RETRIBUTION! GOOD for GOOD = EVIL for EVIL.

"ADVENTIST LAYWORKERS, Inc." PO Box 916, HESPERIA, CA 92345.
(Why not ask for 2 Copies? This is the Time to ALERT YOUR NEIGHBOR &o what is going on. Do not tell them the Money, you send is Tithe.) PROVIDENTIALLY

"ADVENTIST CURRENTS", PO Box 362, LOMA LINDA, CA 92354. APRIL 1986. ($3.00 a Copy.) "DAVENPORT IS NOT DEAD!" (That is the SENSE = not the NAME = of the ARTICLES.)

"RESIGNING IN PROTEST!!"p/11. By MICHAEL SCOFIELD.
"RESTRUCTURING THE CONSTITUTION!" by GEORGE COLVIN. p.18.
"BIRTH OF A TWO-HEADED FROG"=Editor DOUGLAS HACKLEMAN. p.28.
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IF YOU THINK = (or your Preacher leads you to Think!) = 
that this LEGAL CELL in LLU = now taking after Sr. White's 
RED CLOVER BLOSSOMS (or other HERBS) for CANCER = and the 
JARVIS CULT is just some APPENDIX by a few ZeALOTS act-
ing on their own. And WILSON is so busy in his Time-Con-
suming "SCHEDULE!" = that such a little thing is beneath his 
Notice = this Edition of "CURRENTS" may change your Mind, 
for this 2-HEADED "FROG!" of Rev. 16:13-16 when the UNCLEAN 
BIRDS of the APOCALYPSE = having flown SOUTH as Winter's 
Night settles on the Earth = the LAST ONE to CROAK out of 
the LOWER ADVENTOSIA SWAMP = is the BIG-MOUTHED "FROG."

DAVENDPORT IS NOT DEAD!

THE SCAM CONTINUES = and WILSON (as Usual!) = is in there 
with BOTH FEET! You think this "ADVENTIST HEALTH SYSTEM" 
where they went into a "1 BILLION $ DEBT!" = is now moving 
to get "ALL" the "TAKE" there is for CANCER "CURES!" or the 300 
some "INSTITUTE TRAINEES" at a Time. (JUST AS WE ARE 
SUSPECTED! =) being TRAINED to "RAKE IN = THE = TITHE!!!" = MILLIONS of 
$'s the Membership was WITHHOLDING! But now these "REVELA-
TION SEMINARS" are SHAKING them loose of this TITHE! This 
is the MASTER PLAN! R&H. March 20, 1986. p. 17. 
(NO! I guess I was mistaken! That was NOT = 300 "TRAINNEES!
that was PLANNED "300 REVELATION SEMINARS" planned for 
just ONE "UNION" for 1986! I knew this was BIG, but I had NO 
IDEA - HOW BIG! and just as I said = they are OPENLY 
OUT to get "MILLIONS" of WITHHELD "TITHE!!" "HARVEST 90."

So the "GET = THE = MONEY = BOYS!! = just as it shows in 1884 339. (LEFT OUT OF YOUR BOOK!!) "KEEP THE MONEY IN OUR BANKS! 
We are NOT asking you to get any other "CURRENTS" but this 
Number = that LONG and FURIOUS BATTLES were fought to get 
UNITY of ADMINISTRATIVE BOARDS and HOSPITALS under ONE. HIER 
ARCHY CONTROL - WILSON was FIGHTING the BATTLE of his LIFE 
by ANY MEANS = to get the men HE WANTED = 38% are "CONFERENCE 
PRESIDENTS represnting ALL of AMERICA to forge togeth-
er:"POLICY!" for LLU and the "JARVIS MISSION - "42 TRUSTE
They are ALL in it as a UNITED "CONFEDERACY."

JARVIS

is said to be the "EICHMANN" to do as he is TOLD! The Spirit 
and the Angels of God = as shown in the "SHAKING" chapter is being WITHDRAWN = as the DESTROYING ANGELS draw near...
"INDIFFERENT...CARELESS...They were NOT "RESISTING" the 
DARKNESS...and it shut them in LIKE = A = THICK = CLOUD!!" Tl: 
180-1. EW 270. "...the Angels of God have the Charge:"The 
are JOINED to their IDOLS, let them alone!...leaving thes 
...to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS." Tl: 187. ("LAODICEAN 
CHURCH" CHAPTER.) "PEACE and SAFETY" is the Cry...THese 
DUMB DOGS...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!!" T5: 211. 

[STAYED TOGETHER = SLAYED TOGETHER!]
MAY 3 1986

THE PRESS IS GOING = 5 Hours a Day = 5 Days a Week. Will take a ¼ of a Ton of Paper. 3,000 Copies of this Paper. 82 pages. Since "LAYWORKER" has printed our Article we are DISCONTINUING one Mailing List = so we will have PLENTY of this PUBLICATION # 607 = "WCC WILSON" = left. So we will break our usual Policy = we will send you BUNDLES for you to send out. (But we prefer the NAMES and we send them from here. This saves money all around.)

TO THOSE WHO NOW WRITE = that they are Sorry that Dr. Rue "EDITED" our Article and they want the ORIGINAL "UNEDITED" = we value Dr. Rue's "EDITING" = with LEGAL CONNOTATIONS IN MIND! with 500 Adventist Lawyers and 6 or 7 "JUDGES" = "E-VALUATING" this BLOCK = BUSTER = we had to send XEROX COPIES and spend more TIME on this than you will ever know = we are NOT about to go beyond what you read in that "LAYWORKER." It is enough for now. SEND US THE NAMES = and send DR. RUE the NAMES = of those who should receive it. We intended to obtain 100 or 200 copies to send to you = NO! We have changed our mind = YOU send DIRECT to "LAYWORKER" for copies = we will keep most of ours for a 1987 "PACKET" of BACK PAPERS. SPRING OF 1987 will make it VERY PLAIN that one "JUBILEE TIME-CHART" bit the Dust = and also all VAIN EFFORTS to find the UNFINDABLE 10 COMMANDMENT "ARK" = BOTH "JUBILEE" and "ARK" will be found = HIGH = IN = THE = SKY = out of the reach of men = "THE VOICE OF GOD... saying, "IT IS DONE!"... THEN there appears against the Sky a Hand holding TWO TABLES OF STONE folded together... TOO LATE THEY SEE... the SANDY FOUNDATION (SM 1:205) upon which they had been Building... THE VOICE OF GOD." 1884 GC 453, 457, 458. (GC 636, 639, 640.)

THE JUBILEE.

"THE VOICE OF GOD... THEN commenced the JUBILEE... THE VOICE OF GOD." EW 34, 35, 286. SG 1:206.

TAPE MACHINES

We have 4 "TAPE COPIERS" = we were going to let some one else run one = 2 Brthren replied. SORRY! These Machines are TOO DELICATE = requiring REPAIRING all the Time = we have a Repair man here who spent HOURS to go through the MANUAL = how to Repair them. One Machine made so many Tapes by ANN DeMICHAEL = the Pick-up RECORDING HEAD wore out = we did not know it = the Repair man did not know it = until we took it back the SECOND TIME and then he found it = no. We must keep both Machines here as running 2 Machines just keeps one person busy. And we need the RIGHT MAN to Repair them. BOTH MACHINES were OUT - from the Factory = now (we Hope!) = they are O.K. -78-
WE HAVE NOW BOOSTED THE VOLUME of the Tapes. = if you find the Tapes = NOT LOUD ENOUGH = FIRST thing to do = is EXAMIN your own TAPE RECORDER. Is it Clean? We have been recommend ing "RADIO SHACK" "LUBRICANT" with SILICON...now we find this is a MISTAKE...it should NOT have SILICON...that MUFFLES it. We had to pay $8.00 (WHOLESALE!) = for the CLEANER we now use. That also DISSOLVES OIL...you can perhaps get a good CLEAN- er that is not PRESSURIZED. Use a QUE-TIP = RUB. REAL HARD. on the RECORDING HEAD...and clean the IDLING WHEEL...and you MIGHT just think you have a NEW MACHINE.

WE HAVE TAPES
made BEFORE we found this out = they may not be loud enoug SEND FOR NEW TAPES = tell us which ones...we are now going to prepare TAPES NOT YET LISTED = that were made in the 197 PERIOD. If you receive REPEATS = do not Return = send them to someone else. 44¢ Tapes cost us 11¢ Duty = plus UPS. so it does not pay to RETURN them. We have just bought $3,00 worth of Tapes and over $3,000.00 worth of PAPER = that com in 15 Box "PALLETS" = wrapped, Sealed and Banded from BRAZIL. SOUTH AMERICA! I would just like to see the Huge Complex = no doubt on the Amazon River. It cost us $369.72 for Freight from Vancouver, on the Coast of BC Canada. I was almost going to go with my own Truck.--------------- IN THESE TAPES = you will have a good Idea what we STAND FOR = what we do NOT FALL FOR! We had RDB PINNED TO THE WALL! when just about EVERYONE ELSE was going GA-GA for him. HE NEVER REALLY CHANGED HIS RELIGION = he just went DEEPER into it. His position is the HEPPENSTALL Position: you have him now in ANDREWS = you are WELCOME! "LOVE UN- LIMITED!!" That is SPIRITUALISM as is also some of the other GUNK they are Teaching there. GC 554,558= all ready for 560,624. 1884 GC 374,377,442. And if you are FASCINATE with "HEALINGS! = "MIND-CONTROL"=(EXORCISM!"=then see GC 625 and then swing BACK to 589 = !!!) These "HEALINGS" will not only "EMPTY" the HOSPITALS as BED-TIME STORY MAXWELL said in his "MAN" Book = it will "EMPTY" the CITIES of PEOPLE! see 625 and then 589 = !!! DO NOT STOP at 624-5 but go BACK to 589 = !!! CH 461. SM 2:53-4. T6:400-1. While WILLIAM G. JOHNSSON is playing "BASEBALL" on the FROM PAGE! R&H March 20, 1986. And CONTRARY to ROBERT J. WIELAND, R&H April 17, 1986 = p.2 = the MISTAKE that URIAH SMITH made after 1888 = was NOT in his following A.T.JONES = but in A.T.JONES = following URIAH SMITH = !!! Let's get things STRAIGHT for a CHANGE. Get some of these Tapes made in 1974-6 which we do not have to CHANGE! Not at all. We had them figured THEN = we have them figured NOW! Whatever is POPULAR = THAT they will give you. WE DO NOT! We stand alone...T8:251. COL 406.
A FINAL WORD = before we take this to Press. (May 17 1986.)
We have NOTES made for Weeks = which we dare not use. Perhaps next time = the Lord willing. If WILSON=JARVIS do not "get" us First. CAN WILSON THE "INNOCENT" =

institute this "REIGN OF TERROR" without the "EXECUTIVE BOARD" being fully aware of it? Or if they understand fully the implications of what all is involved and how far this will reach = might some of them REBEL? Consider how WILSON has covered his Trail. "...like an APPLE = WORM=EATEN at the Core...DEATH at the Core. Their wrong ideas are smothered, BUT NOT CHANGED. At a favorable opportunity, they will spring into Life...They have chosen the POWER of WORLDLY "LAW", but they will one day feel the POWER of a HIGHER "LAW", from which they have DEPARTED, but which it is IMPOSSIBLE to EVADE or ESCAPE...Some eyes will be opened...the TRAIL of the SERPENT. I call it thus; for thus the Lord pronounces it..." Series B7: 4, 9, 26, 61. (DRAGON HOST. T5:213.)

----

[They claim they put everything from Series B 2+7 into SM...? Where is this in SM = ???]

(1) BRINSMEAD=WILSON = VERDICT=R&H PRESS RELEASES how they were going to CO-OPERATE in the FUTURE. Followed by:

(2) UNITED CHOICE of the cleverest Psychologist with the greatest CHARISMA = in COLLUSION with "FORUM" (SPECTRUM) = arranged with Top Executive Officers (and LAWYERS) = to throw upon the Doors of PACIFIC UNION COLLEGE to make the Oct.27, 1979 "FORD" Tape = "THE INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT." FIGHUR with his "30 SCHOLARS" for "30 YEARS" had softened the Under-Belly of Adventism by this "JESUIT" ONSLAUGHT.

(3) "ONE-WORLD-GOVERNMENT"=ILLUMINATI and "NEW AGE" media financed BRINSMEAD=VERDICT to the Tune of what must have been $50,000.00 to $100,000.00 to finance giving these Special "FORD" Tapes the greatest coverage possible at $1.00 each. To finish off "ELLEN G. WHITE."

(4) BRINSMEAD widely advertised his own 6 Tapes on the SAME "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" Question and sent many out FREE! So anxious to WRECK the 3rd. Angel/s Message.

(5) FOLLOWED by WILSON the Fox giving FORD the Eager-Beaver = 6 months with FULL PAY and OVERTIME and a Special Board to help him prepare that "1,000 page Book"=threw Open the VAULTS for him to collect all the TEARING DOWN MATERIAL he (they) could find.

(6) Call together a representative CONFEDERACY of "Yes-Men" and "Me-Toos" from all over the World to "EVALUATE" and ZERO=IN on the Subject that (JESUIT) FIGHUR had already found would STYMIE Adventists everywhere = that the self-styled "AWAKENING" had already WEAKENED...-80-
THE TRADITIONS OF MEN having already made the "MIDNIGHT CRY"=the "SEALING" in the MOST HOLY PLACE had already been well FRAGMENTED beyond REPAIR = they could not "PROVE" the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" from /WILSON=BRINSMHEAD = FORD=COT-TREL = EVA=HAMMILL = or the BIBLE "ALONE!!!


(7) GLACIER VIEW was a VACATION for chosen "YES-MEN" and "AMEN-CHARLIES" who were NOT given that "1,000 page FORD BOOK!" in near enough time to EVALUATE it = and besides this was a HOLIDAY at Church-Expense = so they WATCHED the way their Superiors would VOTE and they would "ME-TOO!! It was all cut and dried. WILSON=FORD put on an Act of INDIGNATION and RIGHTEOUSNESS so there was a further PLAN- NED FRAGMENTATION = and to this day FEW know what was Piped of Harped. And the more part knew not wherefore they were come together. FOLLOWED BY:

(8) DALLAS, TEXAS = and the END of ELLEN WHITE. 1980.

(9) Add RAE and the Los Angeles Times.

(10) Add JOHNSSON and the DISGRACE of the "ANKERBERG SHOW" where "HOLY ROLLER" MARTINS and "GRACE ALONE" ANKERBERG jumped JOHNSSON when FROOM and ANDERSON had already weakened the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE = what would you expect of a Twirp like "JOHNSSON" who is more interested in featuring "BASE=BALL" on the front page of the R&H. Or "CHRISTMASS" or "EASTER." A sick Magazine for sick people.

(11) Over 2,000,000 Members KICKED out under the FIGUHR= PIERSON=WILSON Administrations. Where did the Best go?

(12) THE SAME NICHOLS that went to FIGUHR about "INVESTI- GATIVE JUDGMENT" also went in 1961 to start "QUACKERY CON- GRESSES" when the NATIONAL HEALTH FEDERATION beat them hands down! Now they are raising their Heads out of the RUIN = like PHARAOH - NEVER REPENT = NEVER CONFESS = (until the ARMAGEDDON=JUBILEE="VOICE OF GOD" HOUR. EW 35,286. SG 1:206.

(13) To try to re-coup their LOSSES in their going "HOSPITAL CRAZY" = they now come up with the same Stunt = the Final railroading out of ELLEN HARMON WHITE = and once again the NHF is meeting them and Advertising to the World that they do NOT go by "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" because Seventh-day Adventists do NOT go by ELLEN HARMON WHITE! As Dr. Raymond Evans D.C., N.D. asked in "VIM" magazine Jan. 1954 = "WHO are their "MASTERS??" For which he had to Die-sudden like.
(14) Men of Character and Convictions were fast Fleeing the "HOLY CITY"= Hundreds if not Thousands = fled to MEXICO. Some to Central America. Some to South America. In the "GATHERING TIME" when the Lord gathers the "OUT-CASTS" of Israel = from the 4 Corners of the Earth = we will be surprised as these (NHF) are now doing = giving the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to the "LAODICEANS"="CONTRARY to any Human Planning!" TM 300, 507.

(15) After turning loose JARVIS of LLU = WILSON re-shuffled the "ADVENTIST HEALTH SYSTEMS/NORTH BOARD OF TRUSTEES"= "...that CANNOT be TRUSTED!" TM 106,146,356,361, 376,386. THE BRIE of HONOR and ELEVATION took in CONFERENCE and UNION PRESIDENTS and CROSS-SECTION ADMINISTRATORS to ACCEPT this WILSON=JARVIS "REIGN OF TERROR" and Medical Inquisition when they already KNEW how the Die was Cast = can hardly be seen to OBJECT to ANYTHING! The Watchword now is = "ANYTHING GOES!" in this "OMEGA" of their APOSTASY. SM 1:204-5. The Watchword for God's people is: "MEET IT!" (See "CURRENTS"=April 1986.)

(16) Look no longer for the "ANTICHRIST!!" "Those who are in responsible Positions are NOT to be converted to... the World...that they might go, and fall backward, and be broken, and SNARED,(1884 GC 337-340.LEFT OUT of GC 518) and TAKEN."...ALL who REFUSED to be taught of God, hold the TRADITIONS of MEN. They at last pass over on the Side of the ENEMY, against God, and are Written, "ANTICHRIST."...find in ANTICHRIST the Center of their UNION. While the 2 Parties stand in COLLISION, the Lord will appear..." Series A:318. "Special" TM 312.(1958 "HEALTH RESEARCH" Edition.)

(17) LEFT OUT of Series A:..."AMERICA, and especially BAT- TLE CREEK, where the GREATEST LIGHT from Heaven has been shining upon the people, can become the place of GREATEST PERIL and DARKNESS." "SPECIAL" TM 122.

(18) SECRETLY they went to the AMA-FDA=NOW they have dropped the CHARADE = and come out in the OPEN! Those who are SECRETLY "JESUITS!" are now coming out more and more OPENLY until FINALLY = "I saw the nominal Church and nominal AD- VENTISTS, like JUDAS, would betray us to the CATHOLICS to obtain their "INFLUENCE" to come against the Truth. The SAINTS will then be an OBSCURE people, LITTLE KNOWN to the CATHOLICS...the SAINTS will be delivered by the Voice of God..THEN I SAW............" Magen and Spauling 1,2. 1850.

(19) The PLAGUES and "WOE'S" are the SAME THING! "There are fearful "WOES" for those who Preach the Truth, but are not SANCTIFIED by it, and ALSO for those who receive and MAINTAIN(pay Tithe to) the UNSANCTIFIED(TM 409) to MINISTER to them in Word and Doctrine." Tl:361-2. -82-
"Then I saw...BABYLON!"

"THE CHURCH" was not Babylon in the Statements SHUFFLED into TM 20 to 61 in 1923 = from RH A3:76 to 82 in 1893. NO CHURCH ALONE = was ever a "BABYLON." It had to be a UNION of CHURCH and STATE. In 1893 that was: "(NOT) the MESSAGE to be proclaimed: "AT=THIS=(1893)=TIME!" TM 37,50 59.

3 BABYLONs.
Rev.17: .."THE" BABYLON of the DARK AGES = called: "CHURCH" and called: "BABYLON" = on the SAME PAGE! 1884 GC 64,70(65).
Rev.14: .."THE" BABYLON of PROTESTANTISM=1844. GC 383(232)
Rev.18: ..She was NOT ready for THIS "BABYLON" for 189 pg.
1884 GC 421(603). (A CONGREGATION!) "ROMANISM in the Old World, and APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM in the New!" GC 616.
(Rev.18: ..) ..in a Message which is YET=FUTURE! "1888 GC 383. (WHY IS IT YET FUTURE? Because that CONGREGATION is YET FUTURE!)" So apostasy in the=Church will PREPARE THE WAY..!" GC 444.

THE OMEGA OF APOSTASY

"The World must not be introduced into the CHURCH, and MARRIED to the CHURCH, forming a Bond of UNITY. Through this means THE CHURCH will become indeed CORRUPT, and as stated in Revelation, "a CAGE of every UNCLEAN and HATEFUL BIRD." TM 265. RH A3:233. "The Sins of BABYLON will be laid open. The fearful results of a UNION of CHURCH and STATE, the inroads of SPIRITUALISM(PENTECOSTALISM) =...the PAPAL POWER = ALL will be UNMASKED...BABYLON is THE CHURCH, FALLEN..."1884 GC 424-427. (GC 606-612.)

DENOUNCE!

"BOLDLY will men of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD..."for the Hour of His JUDGMENT is come!"PK 187. RH A6:382.

SUNDAY LAW IS TOO LATE!

"...as we approach the GREAT FINAL TEST. This TEST must come to the CHURCHES in connection with TRUE MEDICAL MISSIONARY WORK..." MS (H 121,1900)=LLM 62. 24 page TRACT=
B.T.ANDERSON, Rte 4, Box 72-A, LOUISA, VA 23093.(Also obtain WTF from them. Send $2 to $5)

"BE YE SEPARATE"=27 pgs. (Darkie) Pastor Charles W. Nelson, PO Box 19,Tremont Station, BRONX, NY 10457.

THE LAST MESSAGE

Does not come "FROM" the LAODICEANS = but "TO" the LAODICEANS! "...upon which the "DESTINY" of the Church HANGS...!" Tl:181. EW 270. It does not "HANG" on the "LOUD CRY." It is ALL OVER at the "MIDNIGHT CRY!!" which is the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE="GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" COL 406. [And it is all over!]

-83-